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Summary
The Norwegian National Rail Administration (Jernbaneverket) has been commissioned to
conduct a study to make recommendations for the long-term strategies for the
development of long-distance passenger transport in the south of Norway. An important
part of the assignment is a study of establishment of high-speed rail in Norway. This report
is a part of the studies in phase 3 and reports the work with analyse of the corridors and
environmental impact. In the project the work with the environmental issues was purposed
to give input about the environmental values in the landscape to the design process for the
alignments.
The environmental analyses in this phase are limited and are not intended to predict the
complete environmental impact of a high speed rail network in Norway. The studies of the
different routes indicate that it is possible to find corridors where it is a good chance to get
permission to build a new railway.
For the different scenarios 2*, D1 and D2 it seems like the stiffness in the D1 alignment is
an advantage since it results in many tunnels. But the tunnels are in reality not without
consequences, so it can be misleading. For example the depositing of the large amount of
surplus material is not included in the analyses in this phase. It is more realistic to think
that the more flexibility there is to the alignment, the easier it will be to adjust the railway to
the landscape.

Figure 1-1 Map with the main routes and high-lights of higher conflict potential
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Hallingdal route
The Hallingdal route is the only route with three different alternative standards of the
railway; 2*, D1 and D2. Even though the route partly can follow the valley Hallingdal it
passes through areas with a minor impact from infrastructure in the Hardangervidda area.
Large parts of Hardangervidda plateau are protected as national parks. The area of
Hardangervidda and the surrounding area is living area for the wild reindeers. Alignments
D1 and D2 pass these areas mostly in tunnels which limits the conflicts. The alignment 2*
have a larger amount of day zones through this area which leads to a high conflict
potential. The route passes several important tourist areas such as Voss, Myrdal, Finse
and Geilo. The landscape in the tourist areas are often valuable and a part of the tourist
attraction and a new rail way makes the area more accessible and easy to get to, but can
also affect the values and make the area less attractive.
Other parts with high values along the route is Bergen city centre, Samnanger and
Skjervsfossen, Around Hønefoss and Tyrifjorden there is an area with high values in all
themes. This is an area with high conflict potential.
The 2* alignment follows the existing railway on part of the route and follows the valleys
closer to populated areas compared to D1 and D2. Alignment D1 have less impact on
central values compared to 2* and D2 in many different themes. Alignment D2 has more
impact than D1, but less than alignment 2* for most of the themes.
Haukeli route
Very long sections of the Haukeli route pass through very sparsely populated areas,
although the alignments can follow valleys on part of the routes. There are very long
tunnels at this route, both under water and through mountains.

rao4e2 2009-03-20

Some sensitive spots are Bergen city centre, the passages of Samnanger and
Hardangerfjord where there are high values of landscape, cultural heritage and recreation.
The national park of Folgefonna is passed in a long tunnel from Hardangerfjord to Odda.
From Odda and south to Seljestad is an area with heightened conflict potential for
landscape values, recreational and cultural heritage values in sections of day zones. The
alignments do not pass any of the national parks around Haukeli and the mountain area is
passed in tunnels with only some limited day zones. This limits the conflict potential. From
east of Seljordsvatnet to Notodden there is a heightened conflict potential due to most of
the environmental themes. Also the parts around Kongsberg and between Hokksund and
Drammen have high values due to cultural heritage and recreation.
For the alignments Stavanger – Røldal the first part is without major conflicts since
Boknafjord is passed in tunnel. There are environmental values along several of the day
zones, which indicate a conflict potential, for example north and south of Haugesund.
The alignments D1 and D2 are, on most part of the route, very close to each other. For
most of the themes there are only small differences between the alignments. D1 have
more tunnels it can avoid impact on some values.
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Numedal route
The valley of Numedal is sparsely populated which means few conflicts with inhabitants,
but also that there is quite high values in the landscape since it is not that effected by
infrastructure and other exploits. Numedal is known for its variety in both culture and
outdoor activities. The valleys attractions are mostly based on nature values such as good
skiing conditions, large areas of unspoiled nature and a rich cultural history which can be
read through intact cultural landscapes. The high speed railway will make an impact on
these aspects, but can also generate more activities and visitors to the area.
There is an existing railway, Numedalsbanen, which is classified as a high valued cultural
heritage site. Both D1 and D2 might be in conflict with this site. Some of the spots with
higher conflict potential are in Uvdal, Numedal, Rollag and around Kongsberg. The
Numedal route is the route with most day zones which might lead to more conflicts with
environmental values than the other routes.
In the northern part of the route the D1 and D2 have different locations, but on most of the
route the two alignments are more or less the same. D1 have a larger part of tunnels than
D2. For most of the themes alignment D1 have less impact than D2.
Except for the Numedal part the whole route Bergen – Drammen also includes the
connecting parts Bergen – Geilo (main route Hallingdal) and Kongsberg – Drammen (main
route Haukeli).
Coastal route
The coastal area is more populated than the mountain areas, especially around the cities
Bergen, Haugesund and Stavanger. Thus the alignment is designed in tunnels around the
cities many conflicts can be avoided. The coastal area has generally a high concentration
of cultural heritage along the coast line. Due to the terrain and passages of fjords a large
part of the route is planned as tunnels, which limits the conflict potentials. The longest
tunnel is the one under Boknafjord north of Stavanger. The Coastal route has only one
standard; D2.
Bergen city centre with the area around the railway station is a protected cultural heritage
site. One of the sensitive spots is the area around Samnanger due to landscape values,
recreational and cultural heritage values. Around Mundheim there is some nature reserves
that have to be passed, the alignment makes it in tunnels. Further south at Tysnesøya
there is high values for cultural heritage, landscape and recreation. The city of Haugesund
is mostly passed in tunnel, but day zones north and south of Haugesund can lead to
conflicts with environmental interests.
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1 Project background
1.1 Assignment and previous phases
The Norwegian National Rail Administration (Jernbaneverket) has been commissioned to
conduct a study to make recommendations for the long-term strategies for the development of
long-distance passenger transport in the south of Norway. An important part of the assignment
is a study of establishment of high-speed rail in Norway. The assessment is carried out
according to predefined phases:
 In phase 1, which was conducted for the first half of 2010, the purpose was to provide
an overview and representation of the knowledge at that time.
 In phase 2, Asplan Viak AS compiled a method for environmental impact assessment
(EIA) in the report “A Methodology for Environmental Assessment – Norwegian High
Speed Railway Project Phase 2”.
 In phase 3, the analyses of areas necessary to investigate in order to confirm whether a
HSR is doable or not, are deeper than previous phases. Phase 3 will make it possible
to, in phase 4, make a decision about the future planning of HRS.

1.2 Purpose and aim
In the project the work with the environmental issues was purposed to give input about the
environmental values in the landscape to the design process for the alignments.
The aim




to map values within a distance of 25 m on each side of the middle of the alignment
to point out magnitude of effect and conflict potential within every part of route
to make a environmental ranking of the different alignments within each route in a high
level analysis
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2 Method of conflict potential assessment
In Phase 2 Asplan Viak worked through the acessable data and methods and summarized this
in a report (Asplan Viak, MISA, VW1 GmbH, Brekke Strand, Februari 2011). During Phase 3
the method from Asplan Viak has been continuously evolved and discussed between the four
different consultant groups.
The method is based on environmental impact assessment (EIA) methods, but adjusted to the
early planning phase and the large geographical scale. That means that the evaluation of the
themes and parameters to measure the magnitude of effects are simplified. There is no use of
impact score, but an assessment of conflict potentials based on the landtake in the corridor,
complemented with an adjusting qualitative description when needed.
In this report the result and conclusions of the work with EIA is summriseded in chapter 6. In
the attachment Environmental analysis the GIS analysis accompanying data is presented. In
the attachment there is also a more detailed description of the method.
One of the important parts in the work in Phase 3 is to provide input to the alignment design.
This input was given in workshops and on maps with high-lights.

2.1 Gathering of data
Mapping of the environmental themes is based on previously collected material. No
investigations have been conducted specifically for this report.
Public environmental databases have been collected by Asplan Viak and made available for
all consultants through a web map access AVINET (Asplan Viak, 2011). Some themes have
only been available as WMS (Web Map Service) and could only be used for the qualitative
descriptions of the corridors. Some additional data sources have been used; see desctiption
under each theme.
Each analysed theme is given a simplified value description. The categories are “high value”,
“medium value” or “unvalued” based on Asplan Viaks methodology, coordinating meetings
between consultants and the professional judgments of the consultant group. “Unvalued”
consists of themes that are either originally unvalued, of low value or only represent a conflict
to a high speed railway.The result of the gathering of data and the valuation is presented in
the environmental maps in attachment Maps to the main report.

2.2 Valuation of themes
Each analysed theme is given a simplified value description. The categories are “high value”,
“middle value” or “unvalued” based on Asplan Viaks methodology from Phase II, coordinating
meetings between consultants and the professional judgments of the consultant group.
“Unvalued” consists of topics that are either originally unvalued, of low value or easily can
avoid a conflict to a high speed railway.
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2.3 GIS analysis
Quantitative analyses have been chosen as the basic foundation for assessing the conflict
potential between the corridors and the available environmental values. The themes vary a lot
in the matter of how widely each object is extended, the amount of objects, how they are
collected and described (points, lines or polygons) and finally how vulnerable they are to an
intervention like a high speed railway. To address some of this variation, the GIS analysis has
been divided into different steps.
The alignments are divided in tunnels and day zones. Only day zones have been analysed.
The GIS analysis has for most themes been made on a 50 m wide corridor, that has been
defined for the day zone parts of the alignments, see Figure 2-1. The 50 m width of the
corridor is used as an average measure for the direct impact area including embankments or
cuttings. The real measure can both be narrower or wider. For the theme Local environment
and outdoor recreation and Noise, the corridors have been set to 150 and 200 m as the
impact of the railway and the traffic is wider. As an attachment to the main report there are
maps over the alignments. On the maps the longer bridges are defined in the day zones, but
this has not been separated in the GIS analysis. A tunnel will in most cases avoid an impact
on the environment after the construction period, although uncontrolled leaks could cause
sinking groundwater levels. Areas outside the corridors that will be affected through transport
and landfills are not included.

Valuable area

Tunnel

The corridor counts
hits in a given
distance around the
dayzones

Figure 2-1 The GIS-analysis counts hits in a given distance around
the day zones. This means that the analysis also counts hits in a
given distance in each end of the day zones. In some cases this
can lead to counting of hits even in tunnels.

One analysis describes the potentially conflicting area, measured in m2 that is occupied by the
50 m alignment corridor. This is only measured for polygons, even if a lot of data are
registered as points and lines. In reality, both points and lines also have an extension. Instead
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of making a rule for extension of points and lines to get an area, it is made other analysis on
number, which also includes polygons.
In the second analysis the number of hits is counted within the 50 m corridor of potentially
conflicting objects (polygons, lines, points). In case of tunnels on the alignment or if an
environmental object is curved (rivers, old roads etc.), the number of hits counts every
intermediary day zone within the same object (polygon or line). This analysis is made for
Landscape, Cultural heritage and Local environment and outdoor recreation. See Figure 2-2
and Figure 2-3.
The third analysis counts the number of potentially conflicting objects (polygons, lines and
points) within the 50 m corridor of the high speed railway. Every object is only counted once,
independent of tunnels or curved objects. This analysis is made for the themes Natural
recourses and Natural environment. See Figure 2-4.
It will vary from theme to theme, if area, length, number of hits onto objects or number of
objects affected will be the best illustrator of the interventions on a specific parameter. The
data is presented in tables for each theme.

Valuable area

Valuable area

Tunnel

High Speed
Railway

2 hits

Figure 2-2 The themes Landscape, Cultural heritage
and Recreation counts each hit in a valuable area.

3 hits
High Speed
Railway
Figure 2-3 If a tunnel is situated within a valuable
area as shown, the themes Landscape, Cultural
heritage and Recreation will count this as three hits.
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Valuable area

1 hit
High Speed
Railway

Figure 2-4 The themes natural
environment and natural resources counts
one hit by valuable area.

2.4 Magnitude of effect and conflict potential
The magnitude of effect, and thereby the conflict potential, will not only vary with the number
of objects and the size of an affected area. Every theme has its own vulnerability to a high
speed railway and the influence zone varies a lot. It also plays a role in which form (bridge or
filling) the high speed railway crosses an area and if an area is cropped or fragmented. For
some themes the barrier effect may be as important as the area occupied.
As a simplification, an influence zone (50, 150 or 200 m) has been defined for all themes and
has focused mainly on the direct and physical impact on the environmental themes that could
lead to a conflict potential. The potential visual impact is covered by the theme Landscape.
The values are slightly differentiated, and the magnitude of effect is focused on the high
values. To compensate for this simplified method, the GIS-analysis is complemented with
qualitative text to adjust the range of conflict potential when considered necessary.

2.5 Ranking
Within every environmental theme, all alternative alignments within the routes has been
ranked. This ranking has been made in two steps. In the first step the GIS analysis shows the
area, number and value classification of affected spots, lines and polygons. The next step has
been to make an additional qualitative assessment, and on this total basis give a ranking of
the alternatives within parts of routes. Within the theme Noise the number of inhabitants within
the disturbance zones has been used for ranking.
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Within each part of route up to four alternatives are ranked. The 0-alternative will always be
ranked as the best alternative. After this the alternative alignments are ranked from 2 to 4,
dependent on the number of alternatives. In some cases two alignments can be equally
ranked. If so, the next ranked alignment is given the next score +1. For the main route 4
Coastal route, there is only one alignment and rankings are only made for the 0-alternative
and alignment D2.
The ranking of each part of the route has made it possible to put together different parts of
routes to form one main route. For instance, the main route 3 Bergen – Drammen via
Numedal consists of parts of routes 1a Bergen – Geilo, 3a Geilo – Kongsberg and 2c
Kongsberg – Drammen.
Because the distances of the parts of routes vary, such as the allocations of potentially
conflicting objects, this ranking is done not only by summing the rankings, but also with more
weight on the parts of route with the highest conflict potential. Any qualitative aspects that
influence the final ranking in the table “Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)” is
described verbally together with the table.
On the main route 1 Hallingdal (Bergen – Sandvika), the last distance from Hønefoss to
Sandvika (1c) has no alignment C. To be able to rank the alternatives on this main route, the
missing alignment C is given the rank of D2, as D2 is the alignment with the most similar
technical specifications.
The results from ranking of alignments for each theme are again used as a base for the
overall ranking of the main routes for all environmental themes.

2.6 The 0-alternative
In a normal EIA the 0-alternative is supposed to be the situation to which the other alternatives
shall be compared. As a rule the 0-alternative is described according to the present situation
and approved plans and plans presumed to be approved within a 20 year span. Due to time
constraints and the high level of analyses it has not been possible to do this research in the
high speed railway project. Therefore our assumption is that the present situation will stay
unchanged. There are therefore no GIS analyses for the 0-alternative presented in the tables.

2.7 Landscape
2.7.1

Basic material, status description and evaluations of objects

The analysis of the theme Landscape focuses on the visual characteristics of the landscape,
including visibility, visual barriers and visual experience.
The National Referencing System for Landscape has categorized Norway into 45 different
landscape regions based on their unifying characteristics. These predefined regions will be the
minor unit in the analysis of the landscape and will be analysed qualitatively considering the
alignments influence on the different regions.
The databases that have been used are gathered from different public registers such as the
Directorate for Nature Managements’ Naturbase, The Norwegian Forest and Landscape
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Institute, the County Administrations and the Directorate for Cultural Heritage. The material
that has been collected and registered in the datasets has a predefined value. Due to the
simplified approach of this study these will be given a “high” value score in the assessment.

Table 2-1 Basic material and value ratings for landscape
Value in this
report

Topic

Norwegian topic

Point, line
or polygon

Justification,
reasons, argument

High value

National parks

Nasjonalparker

Polygon

Nature preservation
areas

Naturreservat

Polygon

Asplan Viaks
methodology, phase 2
and 3

Protected Landscape
areas

Landskapsvernområder

Polygon

Nationally Important
Cultural landscapes

Nasjonalt viktige
kulturlandskap

Polygon

Important cultural
urban areas

Riksantikvarens data for
verneverdige byområder

Polygon

Wilderness like
areas, more than 3
km from major
infrastructure
development
(evaluation focuses
on the visual
landscape
experience given in
these areas)

INON-områder mer enn 3
km fra inngrep

Polygon

Regionally important
cultural landscapes

Regionalt viktige
kulturlandskap

Wilderness like
areas under 3 km
from major
infrastructure
development
(evaluation focuses
on the visual
landscape
experience given in
these areas)

INON-områder under 3 km
fra inngrep

Asplan Viaks
methodology, phase 2
and 3

Shoreline 100-meter
zone along the
coastline

Strandsonen, 100metersbelte langs sjø

Asplan Viaks
methodology, phase 2
and 3

River deltas

Elvedelta

Asplan Viaks
methodology, phase 2
and 3

Middle value

Unvalued
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In addition to the parameters listed in the table above, the landscape analysis will assess the
themes proximity and severance/barrier effects. This analysis will be done through a
combination of GIS analysis and professional judgment of the alternative routes. The volume
of the affected areas will be given in kilometers through the GIS analysis.
The valuable areas where it is clear that major constructions will cause clear visual barriers
have been studied more closely through qualitative analysis, considering proximity and
severance/barrier effects.
The analysis also tries to highlight critical points along the routes, such as especially valuable
landscapes and continuous cultural landscapes (by referring to the cultural heritage chapter).

2.8 Cultural heritage
2.8.1

Basic material, status description and evaluations of objects

Cultural heritage can be defined as traces of human activities, such as buildings, artefacts,
monuments and landscape. According to among other things age and infrequency, the traces
can be evaluated.
Avinet has been used as basic material for these evaluations. The databases used in the
Avinetbase are as follows:
-

Askeladden

-

Kulturminnesøk

-

NB-registeret

-

Listeførte kirker

-

Sefrak-buildings

The cultural heritage objects in Avinet are divided into several categories due to the legal
status of protection of the objects. The following terms refer to official protection status.
Askeladden contains of data about juridical protected cultural monuments in Norway and is
run by Riksantikvaren, the Directorate for Cultural Heritage. The data is available for the public
on the web site www.kulturminnesok.no.
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Table 2-1 Basic material for cultural heritage in Askeladden
Status of protection

Explanations

Consequence

Automatic protected

Automatic protection means that the
object is protected directly by the
Norwegian Cultural Heritage Act.

It is forbidden to destroy, damage, dig,
move, change, cover, hide or to do
anything else that might disfigure the
automatic protected object.

That is: All standing objects dating before
1537 AD and standing buildings which by
declaration are built 1537-1649.
According to the act all standing objects
is surrounded by a 5 m security-zone.
The object can have the shape of a
spots, a line or an area.
Removed

When automatic protected objects are
removed, by legal archaeological
examinations or illegal activities/actions
they are given status as removed.
Although removed they still give vital
information on time and space to
researchers and the cultural heritage
management/authority.

If completely removed there is no
restrictions on use of land.

Unresolved

In many circumstances there may be a
need of thorough investigations to
determine whether the object is
automatic protected or not. Further
investigation is necessary to clarify the
status of the object.

All kind of interference in unresolved
objects must be clarified with cultural
heritage management/authority.

Protected by regulation

Comprises buildings and sites owned by
the Norwegian state defined to be cultural
heritage and according to the Norwegian
Cultural Heritage Act.

All kind of interference in objects with this
status claim dispensation from the
regional cultural heritage
management/authority. There is no
allowance to give dispensation that will
cause considerable interference to the
object.

Protected by decision

Defines objects protected by individual
decisions, that is cultural monuments
younger than 1537.

All kind of interference in objects with this
status claim dispensation from the
regional cultural heritage
management/authority. There is no
allowance to give dispensation that will
cause considerable interference to the
object.

Not protected

Objects with this status have no formal
protection according to the Norwegian
Cultural Heritage Act. Hence, it can be
protected according to the Planning and
Building Act. Although not protected the
object may be of interest to cultural
heritage management/authority.

All kind of interference in objects with this
status should be clarified with cultural
heritage management/authority.

On-going protection
case

The object is in the process of being
permanently protected.

All kind of interference in objects with this
status should be clarified with regional
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cultural heritage management/authority.
Protected temporarily

Temporary protection is given to
threatened objects. The aim is to give
time for making a judgment to decide
whether the object is worthy of
permanently protection or not. The
protection is cancelled or made
permanent according to the decision.

All kind of interference in objects with this
status should be clarified with regional
cultural heritage management/authority.

Church listed

About 300 churches built between 1650
and 1850 are listed as worthy of
protection.

All kind of interference in objects with this
status should be clarified with the
Directorate for cultural heritage
(Riksantikvaren).

Protection abolished

The status of objects originally protected
by regulation or by decision can be
removed e.g. if the values of protection
has been omitted.

All kind of interference in objects with this
status should be clarified with regional
cultural heritage management/authority.

In addition data from the so-called Sefrak-register has been used. The Sefrak-register is
containing data on buildings built before the 20th century. The oldest buildings, built before
1850, are partly protected by Norwegian Cultural heritage Act. In the hereby analysis it is
chosen to give all the Sefrak-buildings built before 1900 middle value (red and yellow
triangles). Ruins and removed buildings are placed under unvalued (grey triangle). The data is
available for the public on the web site www.miljostatus.no.
Table 2-2 Sefrak-register
Sefrak red triangles

Buildings raised before 1850. The

According to the Norwegian Cultural

objects were still standing during the

Heritage Act all major changes must

registration, but the present status is

be applied by the county and

uncertain.

approved by the regional cultural
heritage management/authority.

Sefrak yellow triangles

Buildings raised before 1850. The

No protection

objects were still standing during the
registration, but the present status of
the building is uncertain.
Sefrak grey triangles

Ruins or removed buildings.

No protection
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All the data from kulturminnesok.no and the Sefrak-register is available in the database
runned by Avinet and are thus the base of data used in the following analyses.
None of the cultural objects in the Avinet mapping is evaluated. During phase 1 and 2 and
throughout phase 3 a methodology of evaluation has thus been developed to help make it
possible to evaluate the different objects in the GIS-analysis. The evaluation is based on the
object’s protection status, according to the Norwegian Cultural Heritage Act, and the Planning
and Building Act.
In the value classification it is differentiated between “high value” and “Middle value”. In
addition there is a third classification named “Other values”. This classification contains
objects which lack formal protection, albeit they can give useful information about ancient
cultural activity in the area.
Based on the protection categories described above and the methodology worked out
previously by Asplan Viaks in phase 2 and 3, the protection categories has been evaluated in
the following categories:

Table 2-3 Value ratings for cultural heritage
Value in this
report

Topic

Norwegian topic

Justification,
reasons, argument

High value

Automatic protected

Automatisk fredet

Asplan Viaks
methodology, phase 2
and 3

Protected by
regulation

Vernet etter forskrift

Asplan Viaks
methodology, phase 2
and 3

On-going protection
case

Pågående fredningssak

Church listed

Listeførte kirker

Protected by
decision and
temporarily protected

Vernet etter vedtak og
midlertidig fredet

Middle value

Sefrak red and
yellow triangles

Sefrak rødt og gult
triangel

Other values

Removed

Fjernet

Not protected

Ikke fredet

Protection abolished

Fredning opphørt

Unresolved

Uavklart

Sefrak grey triangles

Sefrak registreringer grått
triangel
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Asplan Viaks
methodology, phase 2
and 3

In addition to the quantitative analysis a qualitative analysis includes areas that can be
considered part of the cultural landscape (by referring to the landscape chapter). Special
attention has been drawn to cultural heritage sites where the affected areas cover more than 1
hectare (ha).
In a typical EIA it is important to point out that previously undiscovered areas in some cases
are likely to warrant automatic protection sites. This is often done in a thouroughly way. Due
to the high level nature of the analysis this has not been the case in the high speed railway
project. Instead an overall assessment has been made to point out the potential for new
automatic protection sites within the track alignment.
When ranking parts of the routes both the quantitative and the qualitative analyses have been
taken into account. For instance the amount of hits is balanced according to the value of the
cultural heritage sites within the research area.

2.9 Community life and outdoor recreation
2.9.1

Basic material, status description and evaluations of objects

The databases that have been used are gathered from different public registers such as the
Directorate for Nature Management Naturbase and The Norwegian Tourist Association. The
material that has been collected and registered in the datasets has not been given a
predefined value. Due to the simplified approach of this study the parameters Public
Recreational Areas, DNT cabins and marked hiker trails will be given a “high” value score in
the assessment. The remaining topics will be given the sorting “Unvalued”.
The theme Local environment and outdoor recreation operates with two different influence
zones of 75 and 100 meter to each side of the line. These influence zones are connected to
the theme Noise which will have an impact on local environment and recreation. The zone of
75 meters to each side of the line illustrates where the buildings need noise barriers. In this
zone the affection of the local environment and outdoor recreation will be perceptible. The 100
meter zone illustrates the area where the noise can have an impact on the local environment
and outdoor recreation. This zone does not need noise barriers, but will still be affected by the
high speed railway line. In the tables listed in the chapter community life and outdoor
recreation the numbers are given only for the 100 meter zone. The chapter Noise will give a
broad picture of the impact on the zone closer than 100 meters from the alignment.
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Table 2-4 Basic material and value ratings for community life and outdoor recreation
Value in this
report

Topic

Norwegian topic

High value

Public recreational
areas

Statlig sikrede friluftsområder Polygon

Protected by law

DNT trails and
cabins

DNT-ruter og hyttenett

Polygon

Valuable for local,
regional and national
communities

Buildings

Bygninger

Point

Local Recreational
Areas*

Tettstedsnære
rekreasjonsarealer

Polygon

Asplan Viaks
methodology, phase 2
and 3

Sports/play ground

Idrettsplasser/nærmiljøanlegg Polygon

Unvalued

Point, line
or polygon

Justification,
reasons, argument

*In the GIS analysis these areas have been constructed by adding a radius of 2 km to the category local recreational areas. The
potential conflict of the high speed railway will deflect in an area of 4 km from densely populated areas.

2.9.2

Magnitude of effect and conflict potential

The analysis of the theme Local environment and outdoor recreation will focus on the high
speed railways effect on the residents and the users of the current areas that will be affected
by the initiative.

2.10 Natural environment
2.10.1 Basic material, status description and evaluations of objects
Database material that is being used for GIS analysis is listed in Table 2-5. Additionally, the
wms topics registration in forest environment (miljøregistreringer i skog – MiS) is being used
for the qualitative description. Some topics that would have been relevant, like red listed
species, water quality and salmon rivers have not been available and are therefore not
included in this assessment.
The status of the different topics varies a lot. For the topics INON (wilderness like areas),
protected areas and protected water sheds, the status of mapping is good. For topics on
biological diversity, the mapping status, including transfer to the central databases, is quite
varied, especially for species.
Nature types (prioriterte naturtyper) describe locations that all are especially important to
biological diversity. They are weighted as A (very important), B (important) or C (locally
important). Registered localities are presented as points and polygons in the database
“Naturbase” from Directorate for Nature Management (Direktoratet for Naturforvaltning (DN)).
If localities are registered as more objects, f. ex. an overall polygon, with points inside,
highlighting certain qualities, these localities will be double counted.
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Most of the municipalities have done their survey, but there are still differences between areas
regarding to how thoroughly they are investigated. It both means that some areas are not
investigated, and some areas could heighten their values through further investigations. Some
municipalities in our study area have done an updating survey. Some of these data are not yet
reported to the Directorate for Nature Management, but are kept by the county governors
(fylkesmennene).
River deltas (elvedelta) is a separate collection of registered river deltas larger than 0,25 km2.
River deltas often contain selten nature types and species. On the same time, they are often
attractive developement grounds, and they are therefore divided into little, moderately and
severely influenced by developments. Some of the deltas are also registered as important
nature types. In this analysis no double counting occured.
Species (artsdata) describes the wildlife’s functional areas which are all especially important to
the wildlife and with that biological diversity. Additionally species contains species in other
organism groups. They are probably all red listed, but it has not succeeded to draw out red
listed species from this dataset. Additionally, the content of red listed species is incomplete
concerning this data’s (Naturbase). Species is presented in the database Naturbase from
Directorate for Nature Management (Direktoratet for Naturforvaltning (DN)). There are
differences regarding to how thoroughly different areas have been investigated. It both means
that some areas are not investigated, and some areas could heighten their values through
further investigations. The county of Telemark seems especially deficient, among single
municipalities in other counties. Wildlife’s functional areas are weighted from 1 to 5, where 4
and 5 corresponds to A-value (very important) (Direktoratet for naturforvaltning, 2007).
Locations regarded as sensitive could have been drawn with an error margin. However, a lot
of sensitive data is administered by the county governors, and has not been available in phase
3. Data on wild reindeer is removed from the dataset, to avoid double counting with the
separate topic wild reindeer.
Wild reindeer, living areas (villreinens leveområde),is treated isolated from species, because
of its special vulnerability to a construction like a high speed railway, its extensive land use
and Norways responsibility to manage a vigouros stock of this species. The dataset is
collected from “Villreinbase”, and inform on especially important feeding areas, reproduction
areas and towpaths, in addition to genereal living areas.
INON, wilderness like areas (inngrepsfrie naturområder) is officially divided into different
wilderness zones, which describes the distance from major infrastructure developments, like
roads and hydroelectric power plants, but also from constructions like towers and ski jumps.
INON areas are also counted under landscape, but with another differentiation in valuation.
Protected areas (verneområder) include areas that are protected by law through the Nature
Conservation Act (naturmangfoldloven). That includes national parks, protected landscape
areas, nature reserves, protected biotopes and marine areas and other areas protected
through old legislation.
Protected watersheds (verna vassdrag) refer to watersheds that are protected through plans
for protection and parliamentary resolutions. They are mainly protected against development
of hydroelectric power, but should according to guidelines for national politics also be
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protected from other interfering development. A watershed often consists of more branches of
water bodies.
The values used in this report for the topics under natural environment are listed in Table 2-5.
Table 2-5 Basic material and value ratings for natural environment
Value in this
report
High value

Middle value

Unvalued
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Topic

Norwegian topic

Point, line or
polygon

Justification, reasons,
argument

Nature types, A- or Blocalities

Naturtyper etter
DN’s håndbøker
(Naturbase)

point, polygon

Asplan Viaks methodology,
phase 2 and 3

River deltas > 0,25
2
km and little
influenced

Elvedelta
(Elvedeltabase)

polygon

Asplan Viaks methodology,
phase 2 and 3

Species, wildlife
weight 4 or 5

Artsdata (Naturbase)

point, line,
polygon

Asplan Viaks methodology,
phase 2 and 3

Wild reindeer, living
areas (all kinds)

Villreinens
leveområde
(Villreinbase)

line, polygon

Asplan Viaks methodology,
phase 2 and 3

Wilderness like
areas, more than 1
km from major
infrastructure
development

INON-områder mer
enn 1 km fra inngrep

polygon

Asplan Viaks methodology,
phase 2 and 3

Protected areas

Verneområder

point, polygon

Asplan Viaks methodology,
phase 2 and 3

Protected water
sheds

Verna vassdrag

line

The fluvial ecosystems are
here regarded as the
vulnerable part concerning a
railway. The crossings of
streams and rivers are
counted. The affected area
(m2) is not counted, as it
contains mostly dry land.

Nature types, Clocalities

Naturtyper etter
DN’s håndbøker
(Naturbase)

point, polygon

Asplan Viaks methodology,
phase 2 and 3

River deltas > 0,25
km2 and moderately
influenced

Elvedelta
(Elvedeltabase)

polygon

Asplan Viaks methodology,
phase 2 and 3

Species, wildlife
weight 1-3

Artsdata (Naturbase)

point, line,
polygon

These objects are regarded as
locally important/important in
standard impact assessments.

2.10.2 Magnitude of effect and conflict potential
For Natural environment, a bridge is normally regarded to have less impact then a filling.
Cutting through an area will cause a barrier effect, and not only a loss of area.
These are among others the assumptions that are taken into consideration in the qualitative
description.

2.11 Natural resources
2.11.1 Basic material, status description and evaluations of objects
Database material that is being used for GIS-analysis is listed in Table 2-6. Some topics that
would have been relevant, like quarry and mineral resources and groundwater have not been
available and are therefore not included in this assessment.
Status of mapping is regarded as good for the topics agriculture, water sources from surface
and sand and gravel. The mapping is quite unpresice for agriculture. For sand and gravel, not
all objects are evaluated. The status for the actual dataset used for water sources from ground
is unknown.
The topic agriculture (dyrket mark) is derived from N50 map (Statens kartverk) and consists of
fully cultivated land, cultivated pastures, berry production and short period fallow land. The
smallest area is set to 6000 m² and the minimum with to 75 m.
Water sources (drikkevannskilder) describe waterwork sources of groundwater or surface
water that serves more than 50 people or at least 20 households. These data is collected from
the water work register (vannverksregisteret – VREG) from The Norwegian Institute of Public
Health (Folkehelseinsituttet).
The datasets sand and gravel and hard rock aggregates (sand- og grusforekomster og
pukkforekomster) describes deposits of sand, gravel and hard rock aggregates, and divides
them into national important, regional important, very important, important, little important and
not evaluated. The dataset is provided by the Geological Survey of Norway (NGU).
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Table 2-6 Basic material and value ratings for natural resources
Value in
this report

Topic

Norwegian topic

Point, line
or polygon

Justification,
reasons, argument

High value

Agriculture

Jordbruk (SK, N50)

polygon

Important limited
resource for selfsufficiency. A national
goal is to limit loss of
good soil.

Water sources
(groundwater/surface) >
50 persons

Vannverksregisteret (VREG)
(folkehelseinsituttet)

point,
polygon

Vital sources.

Sand, gravel and hard
rock aggregates, national,
regional, very important
and important value

Grus og pukk (NGU)

polygon

Registered at NGU as
important value.

Sand, gravel and hard
rock aggregates, little
important and not
evaluated

Grus og pukk (NGU)

polygon

Registered at NGU.

Unvalued

2.11.2 Magnitude of effect and conflict potential
For natural resources a bridge is normally regarded to have less impact then a filling. Cutting
through an area in the middle will fragment land and make it more inefficient to run, than if
cropping. The longer the distance is, where an object is affected, the more chances there are
that it could happen an accident. These are among others the assumptions that are taken into
consideration in the qualitative description.

2.12 Noise
Expected noise levels at dwellings are used as the main indicator for noise impact. A simple
method for identifying areas where noise abatement with barriers or embankments along the
track is likely is developed. Based on expected emission data for the train, expected screening
effect, the distance from dwellings to the railway track, and the county average number of
people living in dwellings, the number of noise afflicted persons is counted.
Due to uncertainties regarding the exact location of the tracks, and due to uncertain noise data
for the trains and track conditions, a detailed calculation study incorporating terrain data is
considered inappropriate at the current planning level.
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2.12.1 Noise indicators
Lden

Lden is defined in terms of the “average” levels during daytime, evening, and
night-time, and applies a 5 dB penalty to noise in the evening and a 10 dB
penalty to noise in the night. The definition is as follows:

Lden = 10 lg [(12/24)10LD/10 + (4/24)10(LE+5)/10 + (8/24)10(LN+10)/10]
Here LD, LE, and LN are the A-weighted long term equivalent sound levels for the day (7-19h),
evening (19-23h), and night (23-7h) determined over the year at the most exposed facade.
L5AF

is defined as the A-weighted sound level which is exceeded 5 per cent of the
time during a given measurement period using the “Fast” time constant (a
measure window of 125 ms). This represents a statistical maximum sound level
related to the number of events above this statistical threshold.

2.12.2 Guidelines for noise
Current Norwegian guideline for noise (Norwegian Minstry of the Environment, 2005) states
the following noise limits for planned railways:
Table 2-7 Recommended noise limits for railways (Table 2 in [1]). All values are free field A-weighted sound levels.
Outside rooms used for
noise sensitive
purposes

Outside bedrooms at
night (23-07)

Indicator

Lden dB(A)

L5AF dBA

Recommended noise limit

58

75

The Lden noise indicator is dependent on actual traffic volume and its distribution over a normal
24 hours period. These data are currently unknown. Hence this indicator has been omitted
and all evaluations in this report are based on the L5AF (pass by level) noise indicator.
It is also assumed that for most dwellings the L5AF will be the dimensioning requirement.
To differentiate between dwellings moderately and highly exposed to noise, the zone
definitions in the guideline have been used.
Table 2-8 Noise criteria for railways classification of noise zones
(Table 2 in [Guideline for treatment of noise in relation to area planning T-1442]).
All values are free field A-weighted sound levels.
Outside rooms used for
noise sensitive
purposes

Outside bedrooms
during the night (23-07)

Indicator

Lden dB(A)

L5AF dBA

Yellow zone

58 – 68

75 - 90

Red zone

Above 68

Above 90

The yellow noise zone is principally a ‘precautionary zone’. New noise sensitive buildings as
dwellings, hospitals, nursing homes and other institutions, recreational buildings, schools and
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kindergartens, can be established if the noise conditions are documented to be satisfying.
Therefore, an acoustic assessment is compulsory in all plans concerning new noise sensitive
building categories in this zone.
In the red zone, new dwellings, hospitals, nursing homes and other institutions, holiday
homes/ cottages, schools and kindergartens should be avoided. Reconstruction of existing
dwellings is allowed, provided that the number of accommodations remains the same. An
acoustic assessment will then be obligatory and recommended noise limits should, as far as
possible, be fulfilled. Local authorities can allow new dwellings in town centers and
corresponding areas.
2.12.3 Expected noise from high speed rail
Reference is made to Noise calculation method in phase 3: Study of corridors (Brekke Strand,
Asplan Viak, 2011).The report gives noise profiles for high speed trains for various train
speeds, screening and track conditions. In this report the following assumptions and
simplifications are made:




Train speed is 250 km/h
Ballasted tracks are used
Noise barrier height is 4m above track

The performed calculations (described in (Brekke Strand, Asplan Viak, 2011)) estimate noise
levels as a function of distance from track, see Figure 2-5.

1

2

Distance from track centre [m]
Figure 2-5 Maximum sound level over distances from 12.5 to 500 meters at speed 250 km/h on ballasted track for
various screening conditions. Curve 1 is used for screened conditions (4 m screen). Curve 2 is applied to
unscreened conditions.
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Based on registration in the land register ("Matrikkeldata"), all noise sensitive buildings along
the tracks are identified and the distance from the track for each alternative is calculated.
In densely populated areas, the track is assumed to be screened. To identify where the areas
are densely populated, the following method has been used: For each 50 m along the track
the number of noise sensitive buildings within a 200 m radius circle is counted. Based on this
the number of dwellings per km2 is calculated. If the number of dwellings per km2 exceeds
100, the area is regarded as densely populated, and hence the track segment is assumed to
be screened by embankments or barriers. See Figure 2-6.
More than 100 dwellings per km2
within 200 m radius:
Screening along track

Less than 100 dwellings per km2
within 200 m radius:
No screening along track

200m

Figure 2-6 Principle for identifying densely populated areas, likely to get noise barriers along tracks

Figure 2-7 Example from calculations. The figure shows one of the proposed routes near Drammen where the
railway will pass through both densely populated areas and relatively sparsely populated areas. The areas with
population high enough to justify noise barriers or noise embankments along the track are shown using green
circles and the areas with a too low population are shown using orange circles. Ortophoto: Google.
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2.12.4 Noise reducing measures
The common approach to reduce noise impact is to choose between noise reducing measures
along the railway and measures near the exposed areas. The design and location of the track
near noise sensitive areas, the establishment of embankments or noise barriers, use of nonsensitive infrastructure as screening elements are examples of measures along the railway.
For noise sensitive areas, screening elements may be established locally, buildings may
typically need improved facade sound insulation and improved ventilation systems. Normally,
noise sensitive buildings in yellow noise zones may need façade improvements of various
degrees. In red noise zones, dwellings of normal quality are expected to need major
improvements to meet the indoor noise limits, thus should be considered for demolition. Noise
in quiet areas (parks, recreation areas etc.), is not treated in this report, but noise impact on
sensitive quiet areas (human activities and wildlife) should be considered in later
investigations.
2.12.5

Vibration

Reference is made to the methodology report for environmental assessment from project
phase 2, see A Methodology for Environmental Assessment – Norwegian High Speed Railway
Project Phase 2.
The Norwegian Standard NS 8176 (Standard Norge 1999) contains a method for
measurements and recommended vibration limits in buildings from transportation vibration
sources. The standard states the following limit value for vibration in dwellings:


vw,95 < 0,3 mm/s

Due to a lack of relevant vibration data for high speed rail, the calculation method is expected
to give highly uncertain results for high speed railway. It is recommended to perform vibration
measurements in various distances form the track along existing high speed tracks. Based on
the measured results and stipulated ground stiffness along the planned tracks, the zones
where the vibration limit is expected to be exceeded should be drawn on maps. The
corresponding number of people living within the zones can be calculated.
2.12.6

Ground borne noise

The Norwegian Standard NS 8175 gives requirements for ground borne noise from tunnels to
dwellings (Standard Norge 2008). The standard states the following limit value for ground
borne noise in dwellings:


LA,max < 32 dB(A)

A calculation method is proposed in (Asplan Viak, MISA, VW1 GmbH, Brekke Strand, Februari
2011).A simple implementation of the method is performed. According to the method the
critical distance from tunnel to dwelling is approximately 50m (without noise reducing
measures implemented). At distances over 200m from the opening the vertical distance from
the surface (dwelling) to the tunnel is assumed to be more than 50m.
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3 Delimitation
3.1 HSR - Corridor West
The Corridor West includes studies of potential connections between Oslo and
Bergen/Stavanger through the mountains, and a connection between Bergen and Stavanger.
Four different main routes have been defined in the study:
1 Hallingdal route: Bergen – Voss – Geilo – Hønefoss -Sandvika
2 Haukeli route: Bergen - Røldal - Kongsberg - Drammen and Stavanger - Haugesund Røldal
3 Numedal route: Bergen – Voss – Geilo – Kongsberg – Drammen
4 Coastal route: Bergen – Haugesund - Stavanger

Hallingdal route

Numedal route
Coastal route
Haukeli route

Figure 3-1 The main routes of Corridor West
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Based on the mandate the assignment had to consider four different scenarios to assess
which alternatives are best suited to meet the goals of the transport policies in the different
corridors, namely:
A. The reference alternative: based on the existing railway lines
B. A more offensive further development of the existing railway infrastructure, also
outside the Inter City area
C. High-speed concepts, which in part are based on the existing network and Inter City
strategy
D. Mainly separate high-speed lines
During the project, the focus of these scenarios has been slightly amended. The complete
Corridor West is outside the existing Inter City area, thus the Scenarios B and C have been
regarded as upgrades of the existing line, and thus only apply to the Hallingdal route. Scenario
D has been assessed for two different options, with and without a freight service.
A new notation for C and D was introduced due to avoid confusions. In this report the following
scenarios are considered:
B

Measures for the existing track, where travel time shall be cut by 20 per cent

2* An upgrade of existing railway lines for mixed traffic and a speed profile of 250 km/h
D1 New high-speed lines for mixed traffic and a speed profile of 330 km/h
D2 New high-speed lines for passenger trains only and a speed profile of 330 km/h
Scenario A and B is not further studied in this report.

3.2 Environmental analysis
The Environmental analysis has been limited to study the potential conflicts between the
different proposed alignments and the environmental values. This includes the visual
characteristics, cultural heritage, natural environment, natural resources and areas of
importance for recreation. The noise impact upon habitants has also been studied at a general
level along the alignments. No noise calculations have been performed.
Indirect or secondary impacts have not been studied in this phase. For example leaks from
tunnels can potentially cause sinking groundwater and magazine levels, which could affect
buildings and hydroelectric power plants. This conflict potential is not considered in this
assessment. The possibilities for disposing of surplus material from tunnels have not been
studied.
Issues connected to the whole transport system such as energy and climate are not studied in
this report. These issues are studied by other consultants for the whole HSR project.
Changes in the existing Bergen line and other railways are not included in the analysis.
The scale of the maps (both for the design and the analyses) is 1:50 000, which means that
there is a lot of information and details that are unknown in this phase. For the GIS analyses
of potential conflicts 50 m wide corridors have been used, but in the early stages a larger area
along the proposed routes was studied. The study area has been narrowed during the course
of work to decide on alignment.
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4 Conditions
4.1 The landscape
The description of the landscape below is mostly built up on The National Referencing System
for Landscape (NIJOS – Nasjonalt referansesystem for landskap). The system has
categorized Norway into 45 different landscape regions based on their unifying characteristics.

Figure 4-1Landscape regions along the main routes (larger scale in Attachment 1)
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4.1.1

Landscape regions

The landscape regions that are touched by the routes are described in numeric order below. A
map with all the landscape regions is included in attachment 1 to this report.

Landscape region 2: The Oslofjord (Oslofjorden)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

Variation in landform – from low coast to undulating ridges to
steep slopes along the fjord.

**

Nordmarka north of Oslo has an undulating shape.
Kolsås and Skaugumsås west of Oslo have steep slopes.
Nesoddstangen in the Oslofjord have a rounded shape.
Local forms in the
landscape

Different bedrock gives different local forms and character.

**

Hills, ridges and slopes are visible from the fjords.
Marked steep slopes in west.
Sides of Hurumlandet and Drammensfjorden have small rift
valleys.

Lakes and rivers

Oslofjorden and Drammensfjorden dominate the landscape.

***

The fjord has a variation in width, wide or narrow.
The tide is 25 cm.
Some rivers and small lakes.
Vegetation

Variation in vegetation from poor too rich at limestone ground.

***

Coniferous forest dominates, but there are elements of broadleaf
vegetation.
Farmland

A lot of the former farmland is exploited for infrastructure and
buildings.

-/(*)

In the more peripheral areas there are farms with crop
production and cattle. Quite a lot of horse farms.
Built areas and
infrastructure

Oslo and Drammen is main cities. There are a range of suburbs
and satellite cities.

***/*

The most exploited and urban area in Norway.
There are also unexploited areas which is important to
recreation.

Landscape character
35% of the Norwegians live within one hour of travelling from Oslofjord. You live, work and
spend your leisure time here. This means that the landscape is used for many different things,
both at land and water. The water, forest, roads and railways, houses and industries are
important for the landscape. There is a mosaic of cities, villages, fjord, forest and farmland.
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There is a high pressure on the landscape, especially along the shoreline. The inner parts of
Oslofjord have a strong urban character with offices, apartments and housing. Since Oslo is
the capital of Norway there are a lot of monuments and impressive public buildings. The fjord
is wide and the city frames the north shore. Drammensfjord have narrow, marked sides with
steep slopes. Behind there is a gently undulating ridges. There are small ridge valleys with
clay sediments cutting in from the fjord. These ridges have small scale farmland.

Figure 4-2 View over Drammen with Drammenselva

Landscape region 4: Lowland valleys in Telemark, Buskerud and Vestfold (Lavlandsdalføra
i Telemark, Buskerud og Vestfold)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

Typical profile of the valley. Low/moderate ridges. U-valleys are
most common. Limestone gives steep sides.

***

Local forms in the
landscape

Under marine limit gives plains with ravines.

**

Sand and gravel depositions.
Narrow currents and streams.

Lakes and rivers

Low waterfalls and few rapids. Slowly flowing and winding rivers.

**

A few large lakes.
Vegetation

Domination of coniferous forests. Broadleaved forests in ravines,
rivers and infields. Pine forest in sand and gravel ground, spruce
at richer soils. Diverse vegetation on limestone ground.

***
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Farmland

The farmland is among the best in Norway. Diverse production.

***

Grain and oil plants.
Fruit cultivation is a distinctive areal cultivation in some areas.
Built areas and
infrastructure

Spread out farming buildings. Small residential areas. Larger
cities. Railway along valley.

**

Landscape character
The valleys are often elongated with low to moderate sides. The valleys gets more narrow
longer up which makes the landscape room more distinct. Rivers or lakes form the floor in the
landscape and forms a direction and linear element in the landscape. The rivers are also
barriers both physically, and where there is a vegetation boarder a visual barrier. Across some
of the valleys there is ridges of gravel which divides the valleys and forms central landscape
elements. Some of the ridges are used for gravel pits. Where there are undisturbed ravines
they are very valuable for the biodiversity and a remainder of an old natural landscape. In the
bottom of the valleys there are farmlands at the rich soils. Coniferous forest dominates the
slopes and hills. Mixed and broadleaved forests dominates in ravines and around farmlands.
The farms are spread out in an even pattern and there are satellite villages around the towns.
The new houses and residential areas are often built up of pre-fabricated houses. Some of the
residential areas are quick growing on farmland. In some valleys there is also some industrial
areas.

Figure 4-3 View over Lierdalen
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Landscape region 7: Forest areas of the East (Skogstraktene på Østlandet)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

Large forest areas, divided by valleys and lowlands.

**

Hills and ridges, different bedrock gives different shapes.
Diffuse transition to mountain forests.

Local forms in the
landscape

The local forms differ with the bedrock and soil.

***

It can be large variation in the land form within small distances.
Rift valleys in parallel and crossing pattern.

Lakes and rivers

Many different sizes of lakes, wetlands and rivers. Large lakes
gives character to large landscapes. Small ponds gives
openings in the forests. Rivers have been used for rafting logs.

-/***

Many rivers are regulated.
Vegetation

Various character of the forest. Spruce and pine dominates.

***

Pine on poor soil, spruce on rich soil.
Today modern forestry. Used for a long time for charcoal
production for the iron industry.
Farmland

Variation in numbers of farms in different areas. Villages and
individual farms. Most farmland along rivers and sunny sides of
valleys. Decrease farming. Used to be summer farms in the
area.

-/**

Built areas and
infrastructure

Rich cultural heritage with individual character; iron processing,
Finnish settlements, crofts, summer farms.

-/**

Farmyards, cottages and a net of forest roads is the dominating
structure today.

Landscape character
It’s the region with the largest production of timber and it has through the time been used by
humans – in good and bad ways. Multipurpose use with responsibility for biodiversity, cultural
heritage and consideration about outdoor interests is a new way to combine forest production
with other interests. For outdoor activities the forests in the region has a big importance,
especially in the areas around cities and villages. Normarka and Østmarka around Oslo is the
most used areas with high values and big importance for recreation. Some areas are much
used for hunting and fishing and some other incorporate cottage areas. In the forest areas
there have been quite a big part of common owned land with a cocktail of different uses such
as hunting, mining, foresting. Some forest farms, small groups of houses and villages are
spread in the area. A lot of the old farms are turned in to holiday houses. The farms that are
still active in their use of land are valuable as they are a piece of culture and give a variation in
the landscape.
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Figure 4-4 Lakes and forest gives character to the region

Landscape region 8: Lakes and silur districts of the East (Innsjø- og silurbygdene på
Østlandet)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

No uniform main form. Different shapes of valleys and passes.

**

Local forms in the
landscape

The local forms varieties a lot due to the large variation in the
bedrock. There is e.g. gneiss, sandstone, shale and limestone.

Undulating plains in some areas.
**

Soils varieties from clay plains, sand and gravel, moraine.
Undulating moraine areas are most common.
Lakes and rivers

Large lakes give long views and are important to the character in
the region. Meandering rivers and rapid streams.

***/*

Vegetation

The dominating vegetation is coniferous forest, mostly spruce.

***

Areas with limestone have richer vegetation.
There are some areas with broad leaf vegetation. In farmland
areas there are some leaf forests.
Farmland

Of the best farmland regions with coherent farmland. Large
scale farms, especially in Hedemarken. Barley is the most
common grain. Grass and potato, pigs and cattle.

***

Built areas and
infrastructure

The railway net is extensive and is important for location of cities
and villages. Narrow, stretched out villages along roads,
railways, ridges and rivers.

***
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Landscape character
The region is one of the best farmland regions in Norway and the good farmland is a big
contrast to the surrounding forests. The farmland is the uniting factor between the different
under regions since there is a large variation in landform and bedrock. The bedrock is mainly
of silurian rocks as nutritious limestone and limey shale. These rocks are easy eroded. Other,
harder rocks, remains and forms steep slopes. In the lowland around Tyrifjord there are clay
sediments and the river Storelva makes long windings in the flat landscape. There is some cut
off parts of the river that make long, narrow lakes. Large lakes such as Tyrifjorden are
important for the character and open up the landscape and gives long wives. There are large
farms, 1/3 of the farms in Norway with over 500 acres of land is situated within the region. The
large farms create big landscape rooms, often divided up by vegetation belt along property
boundaries and streams. The main product is barley, but there is also potato and fruit
production. The climate is good and broadleaf forests are quite common on rich soils. The
large farms often have their main house situated in visible locations in the landscape, quite
often with an alley leading up to the house. In former times the large farms often had cottager
for labor. Many of the cottager steads are now small farms in the outskirt of the farmland. The
area has a long tradition of farming and you can find large grave fields from Bronze and Iron
Age.

Figure 4-5 Soknadalen with undulating farmland surrounded by forest
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Landscape region 10: Lower valleys of the East (Nedre dalbygder på Østlandet)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

Valleys with different shapes; narrow V-valleys, wider U-valleys
and valley plains. Valleys along faults and fracture zones in the
bedrock gives a sharp V-profile as in Numedal.

***

Valleys that are more affected by erosion from the ice are wider.
Local forms in the
landscape

Glaciofluvial and river depositions in the valley bottom. In some
places river terraces. Thick moraine covers are more spread.
Barren moraine and bare rock, screes.

***

Lakes and rivers

Large, regulated rivers give character and life in the landscape.

**

The rivers are barriers and traffic line. The rivers are changing
character with the valleys, sometimes waterfalls, sometimes
slowly flowing rivers. A few large lakes in the bottom of the
valleys. Small lakes and ponds on terraces at the valley sides
and hills.
Vegetation

Spruce is common and covers large areas.

***

On dry ground pine dominates.
Leaf forests around farmland, settlements and rivers.
Farmland

Big differences in the region; from large areas in valley bottoms
to spread out farms at sunny sides of the valleys.

***

Grain and grass production. Cattle and sheep.
Built areas and
infrastructure

Railway and main roads attracts for housing, commercial areas
and small industry. Farmsteads have often dominating locations.

***

Old timber houses with overhanging second floor. Small houses
for storage.

Landscape character
One of the regions with most coniferous forests, hills and slopes are covered with dense
forest. Some valleys have forest even in the bottom of the valley, and here you can
experience the contrast between forest and open land in the mosaic landscape, especially in
Numedal. In valleys with forest in the valley bottom, it’s a strong natural character. In many of
the valleys the single farms are the most common building structure, but there are also
villages and residential areas, although they are not as visual and characterizing as the
farmsteads. The farms in the plain have a good overview of the landscape and have a
dominant role in the landscape with large red barns and white dwelling houses. The farms in
less good areas, for example in steep slopes, are under pressure and the landscape is more
dominated of forest compared to 50 years ago. These farms have often a long history and
large cultural and biological values are threatened besides the changes in the impression of
the landscape. The shapes of the valleys are the unifying factor in the region, but the elements
in the landscape makes each valley unique. In the valley bottoms there is a concurrence
between different land use, but in the slopes there is a change towards more forest
dominance.
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Figure 4-6 The stave churches and other old buildings tell us something about the rich history of Numedal

Landscape region 11: Upper valley and mountains in Oppland and Buskerud (Øvre dal- og
fjellbygder i Oppland og Buskerud)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

Marked valley forms surrounded by mountains and alps.

***

Deep U-valleys in higher mountain areas, with up to 1500 m
difference in height. Steep valley sides and flat bottom.
Valley bottoms in steps /terraces.
Valleys cut down in old peneplains with shallow sides.
In south the valleys are surrounded by heathland and ridges.

Local forms in the
landscape

There is a big variation in how thick layers of soil there is. In
bottoms the moraine can be thick, bur at sides it’s often thin
layers.

***

Lakes and rivers

Variation in watercourses from currents to winding rivers. Long,
narrow lakes in some valleys.

***

Vegetation

Vegetation in zones: low areas – coniferous forest,
middle – Artic Downy Birch, high areas – alpine vegetation. Slim
spruce and junipers gives a certain character.

***

Farmland

10 % of the land is farmland. Old cultural, unfertilized pasture
ground. A lot of grazing cattle and sheep.

***

Built areas and
infrastructure

Villages in valleys along infrastructure; railway and main roads.
New residential areas in valley bottom.

***

Core area for timber houses, often in a visual position at valley
sides. Seen as a National heritage.
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Landscape character
The region has high situated valleys with a well-defined valley form. Different local elements in
the valleys give different characters. The most important factor is the soil since it gives the
conditions for farming, and therefor how many habitants the valley can hold. Since the soil is
often moraine there is a lot of stones and blocks that have been used to make stonewalls and
mounds of stones. These old farmlands are sometimes now kept as pasture land, but often
they are left and overgrown. Old, intact, farmlands are an important document over the history
and have rich nature values. There is a zonation in the old land use with pasture land high up
in the valleys and farmland at the richer soils in the bottom of the valleys. There is an
important connection between the hay and pasture lands and the farmland in the valley. The
hay and pasture land gave food for the animals and the manure that the animals gave was
brought out on the farmland. With new cultivation methods this connections is broken. New
land that was not possible to farm earlier is now under plough and fertilization. Important
characteristic for the region is the old timber houses which are seen as a National heritage,
especially if the old farmland around it is preserved.

Figure 4-7 The upper part of Hallingdal

Landscape region 12: Valleys and mountains in Telemark and Aust-Agder (Dal- og
fjellbygder i Telemark og Aust-Agder)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

A complex landscape with short, crooked valleys and long lakes.

***

Local forms in the
landscape

Glaciofluvial deposits in the valley bottoms. Moraine, gravel

Lakes and rivers
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Pronounced landscape rooms.
***

and sand.
The landscape is dominated by deep fjord lakes and large main

*/***

rivers. A great amount of water power development in the
region, and there are many old boat locks.
Vegetation

Dominant coniferous forest, mostly pine. In higher areas there is
mostly birch. In farmland areas there are some leaf forests.

***

Farmland

Widely spread farms with little arable land, but with good gracing
lands in the forest and mountains. A national central area for
swath harvesting areas. Widely spread sheep farming.

-/***

Built areas and
infrastructure

Open settlements. The farm houses are significant cultural
signs, amongst them many listed wooden houses. The densely
populated areas are few. There are lots of cabins in the area.

-/**

Landscape character
The frequent changing main forms differs the region from other typical valley and mountain
regions. The clutter of short valleys with lots of wild rivers and quiet fjord lakes along the
mountainsides is significant. The landscape of the region is diverse and changing, locally open
settlements, other places densely populated. The central areas are often situated along
thoroughfares and railroads. The rural areas have a long continuity and slides into the
surrounding virgin landscape. Old traditions are being kept alive, much because of the terrain.
The dismantling of farms has made previous open lands into overgrown areas. Many cultural
landscapes have museum value.

Figure 4-8 Valley in Telemark
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Landscape region 14: Mountain forest in southern Norway (Fjellskogen i Sør-Norge)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

Continuous mountain forest areas. A mix between ridges, hilly
plains and moors.

**

Local forms in the
landscape

Continuous moraine covers lessens the main shapes of the
landscape.

***

Lakes and rivers

The waterways are often long and branched, from foaming river
fall to winding rivers in flat valley bottoms. An endless amount of
small and bigger lakes. There is some water power development
in the region.

*/**

Vegetation

A great variety in vegetation. The overall vegetation is
dominated by mountain birch forest, and some places coniferous
forest.

***

Farmland

Low amount of establishment, but has from older days been an
area for mountain dairy farming. Many of these are now
dismantled, and most of the area is overgrown. The mountain
pasture is mostly used for sheep, and some domestic reindeer.

-/***

Built areas and
infrastructure

There are 2000 mountain dairy farms left in the country, most of
these in this region. Lots of the buildings in these farms has
felled to ruins. A great amount of tourism and cabin areas.

-/**

Landscape character
The mountain forest is the main component in this region, and the mountain birch forest
generates the transition between the coniferous forest and the bare mountains. The snow
conditions shape the trees. Great amounts of the region appear to be undisturbed. Still only a
few areas are defined as INON-areas. This region has many “close to nature” cultural
landscapes. The previous mountain dairy farming areas has been replaced with cabin areas,
hotels and alpine skiing facilities during the past 50 years. The land use during the past 1000
years was dominated by rather small technical installations. During the previous 50 years the
installations have become considerably bigger, and installations like transmission lines,
reservoirs, regulated waterways and roads are much more visible in the landscape.
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Figure 4-9 An old summer farm, now probably used as a holiday home near Gol

Landscape region 15: The low mountains in southern Norway (Lågfjellet i Sør-Norge)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

Bare mountain areas up to 1500meters above sea level, but
there are also certain peaks with high mountain character and
smaller valleys below the tree line. South: hilly moors. West of
Langfjella: old and rough mountain areas with small and bigger
U-valleys. East of Langfjella: a landscape of hilly plains

**

Local forms in the
landscape

West of Langfjella: bare mountains, discontinuous ground covers

***

Lakes and rivers

This region is the most abounding in water, with ten thousands
of small and bigger lakes, rivers and streams. West of the
watershed the waterways are short, while they are longer east of
the watershed. There is power development in many waterways.

***

Vegetation

Great variations due to the climate. Three vegetation zones; low
alpine, mid alpine and high alpine. Low alpine: heath, moor,
blueberry shrub. Mid alpine: from 1150meters above sea level,
discontinuous ground covers, grass, herbs. High alpine: almost
no vegetation.

***

Farmland

Dismantling of mountain dairy farms, but some is still running.
Some of the best mountain pastures in Norway. Lots of hunting
and fishing. Few inhabited farms.

-/*

Built areas and
infrastructure

There is in general little to no build areas above 1250 m. In the
lower areas there are mountain dairy farms, cabin areas and
some hotels. Due to the development of water power, technical
facilities are quite visible in the landscape.

-/*

East of Langfjella: continuously, rounded shapes
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Landscape character
Most of the region is situated above the tree line. The mountain areas have had little build
areas, with great treeless plains, moors and high valleys. The human use of these areas has
been seasonal, and has left very few traces of activity. In addition to mountain dairy farming,
there has been lots of fishing. Old visible cultural monuments are reindeer graves, in areas
where there are no wild reindeer today. The mountain areas are today mostly used for outdoor
life, and there is a vast amount of marked tracks in the region. The large scale dams and
power developments are quite visible in the landscape, but do not seem to be in conflict with
the recreation in the area.

Figure 4-10 The plateau of Hardangervidda

Landscape region 16: The high mountains in southern Norway (Høgfjellet i Sør-Norge)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

Only a small part the mountains is true alpine areas with levels
over +1500 m. Haukelifjell is a plateau mountain with some
rounded peaks. Some small valleys and steep edges.

***

Local forms in the
landscape

Bare rock is most common.

***

Lakes and rivers

Areas with permanent snow or small glaciers, mostly on the west
side at the peaks. Some of the valleys are filled with glaciers.

Areas with boulders or earthworks. Below slopes erosion
deposits.

Lakes receiving water from the glaciers get a characteristic
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***

emerald green colour. A lot of small lakes.
Vegetation

Hardly any vegetation above 1500 m, except for very low grass,
herbaceous vegetation and lichen.

-

Farmland

Minimal farmland. In the lower areas there is some old summer
farms.

-

Built areas and
infrastructure

Hardly any buildings or infrastructure in the region. Along the
road E134 pass Haukeliseter where there are cabins, hotels and
skiing areas. Part of the region is protected as a national park.

-

Landscape character
The region is important for tourism and recreation, with skiing and hiking as main activities.
The valley with Haukeliseter is the most developed area, most of the region is a wilderness
area. There are a number of marked trails. The peaks are often hard to reach due to steep
terrain and glaciers. The valleys are often more accessible. Most valleys have a U-shape with
a flat bottom and steep sides. There is very little, or no vegetation. The sightlines are long and
you are surrounded by snow covered peaks. There is a strong character of wilderness and
untouched land.

Figure 4-11 Ski resort at Haukeli

Landscape region 17: The glaciers (Breene)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

Two main forms of glaciers; large plateaus that covers high
mountains, and one mountain landscape with smaller glaciers.
The glacier line lies west towards the coast and north. The
Folgefonn is surrounded by paleic landforms

***

Local forms in the
landscape

In the outer edge of the glaciers you often see living processes
on the glacier. It’s common to see a variety of moraine patterns
near the glacier tongues. Terminal moraines, drumlins and hilly
ground moraines are examples of local forms. Iceless and steep
mountainsides, nunataks, peaks, sharp edges and glacier

***
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cirques are also part of the glacier landscape.
Glaciers, lakes and
rivers

You often find rolling mountain landscape under the plateau
glaciers. The thickness of the ice varies between 10 to 600
meters. A wide variety of water sources can be found. In late
summer the many glacier lakes and rivers gets coloured by
muddy water from the glacier. It gives the colour of emerald
green to the water.

***

Vegetation

The variety of species is scarce near the glaciers edge. Different
stages of succession and lushness in distance from the edges of
the glacier, especially in the lower areas.

-/**

Farmland

No active farmland. Partly some grassing land. Ice was taken
out from the glaciers that were close to the fjords.

-

Built areas and
infrastructure

No built structures on top of the glaciers, except summer ski
centres. Water power extension. Wilderness like areas and
national parks. Tourist cabins and paths.

-/*

Landscape character
There are 1620 glaciers in Norway. The core area of the region only includes the largest
plateau glaciers. The landscape has a wide range of heights. The landscape experience has
high intensity. The glaciers are tourist attractions and popular for climbing, hiking and skiing.
Glacier tongues that stretches down in the valleys are the most visited. The history of
vegetation and land forming are studied through the glaciers. The landscape of the glaciers is
dominated by ice and wide horizon. Streams and rivers are very common. Great contrasts and
many patterns and colors. Vide range of nature types. The region has many hydro power
stations. Wilderness like areas are dominating and you find several national parks in the
region.

Figure 4-12 Summer skiing at the glacier of Folgefonna
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Landscape region 19: Jæren and Lista (Jæren og Lista)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

3 main forms: Coast, low land, highland. Mainland meets the
ocean. Large volume of moraine near the coast shapes the
landscape. Decreases in the highlands.

***

Local forms in the
landscape

Coast: Pebbled shores, sandy shores. Low land: boulders,
moraine, and ocean clay. High land: moraine and visible
bedrock.

***

Lakes and rivers

Coast: Wide ocean view, waves. Low land: Small, nutritious, and
often impure, lakes surrounded by farmland. High land: Many
different sizes of lakes and streams give contrast to the barren
bedrock.

***

Vegetation

Seashore vegetation, spruce in yards and along edges to give
shelter from the wind.

**

Rich spruce vegetation near built areas. Highlands dominated by
pastures and birch groves. Some areas of coastal heathlands
are still intact. Various fields of planted coniferous forests.
Farmland

The south and middle lowland areas of the region are more or
less continuous farmland. Spread farms in the highlands limited
by the bedrock.

***

A lot of newly made farmland gives us the most cultivated region
of Norway. Characteristic stone fences.
Built areas and
infrastructure

Dominated by farms. Mainly new buildings. Stone fences and
piles of stones from clearing ground. The areas near Stavanger
have an urban and industrial character. Small towns and built
areas concentrated along the coastline.

***/**

Landscape character
Consists of 3 main types of landscape; coast, lowland and highland. Most people would
recognize the region because of the coastal and lowland areas. Sandy and pebbled shores
dominate the outer areas. In the lowland we find the most cultivated landscape of Norway.
The region is totally dominated by farmland. Most of the estates rebuilt during 1900. Stone
fences are very common and a typical element of the landscape. Spruce vegetation along
fences and around the farms. Jæren has very little traditional buildings left. Lista is more
authentic with small villages with traditional form and intact buildings. The areas around
Stavanger and the smaller towns nearby are strongly urbanized due to the fast growth in the
oil- and gas industry. Farmland and open areas near this region is threatened by the extension
of the urban areas. Lead to loss of cultural monuments and natural biotopes. In the highlands
the farms are scattered. Vegetation consists of pastures and groves. A large number of
planted coniferous forests.
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Figure 4-13 Lowland near the coast

Landscape region 20: The coastal districts of the West (Kystbygdene på Vestlandet)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

Small patched relief of islands, peninsulas and archipelago.
Variety of solid rock gives different main forms through the
region.

***

Local forms in the
landscape

Coastal rock slopes and mountain crags. Hardly any deposits,
marine clays, bottom moraines, heathland humus and peat

***

Lakes and rivers

Many inlets and bays. Larger inlets and fjords with productive
fish farms. Small lakes and ponds on the many islands. The
Norwegian sea gives unsheltered areas off the coast

***

Vegetation

Mild winters, the regional feature is barren, peats are
overgrowing. Some intact coastal heathlands. Much of the open
agricultural areas are overgrowing.

**

Farmland

Mostly combined farming in small units. All round use of
available resources. Decreasing number of farms leads to
overgrowing of open areas. Production of grass dominates.

-/***

Built areas and
infrastructure

Rich in cultural monuments. Especially the Karmøy/Fitjar area.
Many installations related to oil industry. Traditional sea related
buildings dominate the coastline. Stone fences and traditional
stone buildings are typical elements in the cultural landscape.
Newer residential areas dominated of prefabricated models.

-/***
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Landscape character
This area has a changing character from north to south. Different colours in rocks and
vegetation depend on the seasons and the light. Ocean areas differ from calm to storming.
Great contrasts between land and sea. Small patched impression through many islands and
inlets. Large areas without visual contact to the coastline. Many of the traditional grass
producing areas are overgrowing with bushes and young deciduous forests due to decrease in
productive farms. Scattered farms, dense fishing villages and new technical landscapes are
typical features of the region.

Figure 4-14 Industrial plant at Karmø

Landscape region 21: Outer fjord districts of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

Between outer coastline and inland fjords. Some shore plains in
the south, rough mosaique of hills, moors and mountains.

***

Local forms in the
landscape

Hardly any deposits, poor soil among naked rock, scattered
layers of moraine, stony coastline and islands.

**

Lakes and rivers

The sea is an important component. South; wide areas of sea.
North: Narrow fjords. Inlets, large variety of bays. Many lakes,
rivers and fresh waters. Short fjords.

***

Vegetation

Varied vegetation, domination of deciduous and pine forests. A
lot of rain. Elements of deciduous (high value) forests near the
fjords and in the hillsides against the sun. Oceanic pine forests

***
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facing north. Many of the deciduous forests are strongly
influenced by grassing. Fields of planted spruce are very
common.
Farmland

Most of the areas with deposits are farmland. The region has
more productive forest and also more productive agricultural
areas than the coastal areas of the west. Mostly product\ion of
grass. Large volumes of grassing animals; sheep and cattle.

**

Built areas and
infrastructure

Wooden houses with horizontal cladding. The most common
construction method is from the Middle Ages; tracery. Houses
gathered in clusters are still found some places. The most
common structure of the farm houses are rows along the roads.
Near the sea you find varieties of boat houses. Small towns by
the sea are common, especially the outer areas along the main
waterway. Newer residential areas and industry are often
situated around these old towns. The communication within the
region has developed the latest decade and consists of many
new tunnels and bridges.

**

Landscape character
The flat stretch of land which is created by the shore has a more majestic form in this region
than the outer areas of the west coast. Distinct hillsides and mountains surround the fjords.
Heavy rainfall is a typical feature of the region. The weather effects how you experience the
landscape. The region has a greener impression than the coastal areas. Mostly deciduous
forests. Agricultural areas and residential areas are often framed by forest. The farmland and
cultivated areas of the region are an eyecather along the fjords. The volume of livestock
farming is big in comparisation with the rest of the western coast of Norway. The region has
an equal and relatively high distribution of population, especially in the county Hordaland.
Overall building development, many monumental buildings and a rich variety of cultural
monuments.

Figure 4-15 View over Bergen
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Landscape region 22: Mid districts of the West (Midtre bygder på Vestlandet)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

Between fjord mouths and mountain regions. Large region with
great variety in forms. Mostly bedrock in rough mosaic. Ushaped valleys are common. The northern part of the region has
the wildest topography.

***

Local forms in the
landscape

Overall small amount of deposits. Fields of boulders in the
mountains. Moraine in the valleys. Terminal moraines. Nutritious
shale soil. The seaside of the region varies between mild and
gradual hills to steep fjord sides.

**

Lakes and rivers

Large fjords. Long and narrow lakes. The water systems are
short and steep with partly large flow of water. Due to heavy
rainfall. Besides fjords and lakes running water is a dominant
feature of the region. Waterfalls and rapid rivers are common
both along the fjords and in valleys. The sound of falling water
influences natural and cultural environments in the bottom of the
valleys. Glaciers between the mountain peaks.

***

Vegetation

The forest dominates. Large areas og deciduous and coniferous
forests. Birch forests are common. Norway’s most intact area of
cultivated forest with traces of old harvest methods. Planted
fields of spruce are common in the hillsides. Heath and moors
are common above the tree line.

***

Farmland

Largest agricultural region of western Norway. Often steep and
hilly fields. A lot of small farms. Many new land reclamations in
the backland of the fjords. Production of grass. Largest livestock
area of Norway. Mostly sheep, cattle and goats. Mountain
pastures are still active

*/***

Built areas and
infrastructure

Overall the same look as region 21: Wooden houses with
horizontal cladding and tracery construction. Characteristic of
the infields are terracing by walls of masonry. Wide range of
mountain summer pastures. Sea houses are common, but also
larger shipyards. Small towns are often seen in the bottom of the
valleys facing the fjord. A lot of newer built areas are situated on
landfills. Smaller industrial areas are found throughout the
region. The road system is wide, but follows fjords and larger
valleys. Tunnels link fjords and valleys some places. The ferries
are still important communication.

**

Landscape character
The fjord character is not unique internationally. The uniqueness is expressed by the
settlements and cultivation of the fjords. The region is prized by artists, but still in region 23’s
shadow. Majestic fjords and inlets, but still relatively unknown. Traffic situated along the fjords
and the bottom of valleys. Exciting cultural environments on different levels are eye catchers.
Narrow, deep fjords with high intensity. Open agricultural areas. Mixed land use with a grand
frame of nature.
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Figure 4-16 View over Rosendal at Hardangerfjord

Landscape region 23: Inner districts of the West (Indre bygder på Vestlandet)
Landscape element

Characteristics

Import
ance

Mainform of the
landscape

Deep and long forms. Narrow and long fjords, lakes and valleys.
Surrounded by high mountains. Mountain areas included in the
region. “Mild” and “wild” mountains.

***

Local forms in the
landscape

Overall small amount of deposits. Poor and scattered layer of
uncompacted material. Moraine, sand and gravel in the bottom
of the valleys. Landslides of boulders, bare bedrock and fields of
boulders in the mountains are typical.

**

Lakes and rivers

Large fjords. Long and narrow lakes. Built deltas. Short water
systems. Rapid valley rivers and great waterfalls. Glacier
tongues and glacier lakes are characteristic elements. In the
mountains you find a lot of lakes, streams and rivers of different
size.

***

Vegetation

Continental climate with colder winters and less rainfall.
Deciduous forests dominate. Pine forests in the inner areas.
Small amount of natural spruce. A lot of planted fields. Above
the treeline hills and moors dominate.

***

Farmland

Variation of agricultural areas. Many different forms.
Management of cultivated areas. The distant fields of the infields
are overgrowing. Production of grass, but mostly known for the
fruit farms. Large volumes of livestock. Mountain pastures are

*/***
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still active
Built areas and
infrastructure

Scattered areas of settlements. Small but dense villages along
the fjords. Towns established because of energy consuming
industry are typical. Older buildings often constructed by cob
work. This differs from the regions closer to the coast. Small
farms on mountain shelves are a typical feature. Stone fences
and stone houses in the pastures are often seen in the region.
Construction of large road systems, mainly tunnels, has
increased through the last three decades leaving old villages in
a deadlock.

**

Landscape character
This fjord landscape is the most magnificent in Norway. The fjords are longer and narrower
than any other region and create dramatic scenery. Most of the valleys and fjords are Ushaped. This gives the fjords high and steep walls. The mountainsides have a large variety of
waterfalls and vegetation. The peaks are often covered in snow. Many of the valleys of the
region are well known for its beauty. The settlement and cultivation of the region makes it
world famous. Because of decrease in active farming many of these areas are threatened by
overgrowing.

Figure 4-17 Voss have a beautiful setting at Vangsvatnet
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4.1.2

Landscape along the main routes

The description of the landscape along the alignments is based on The National Referencing
System for Landscape (NIJOS – Nasjonalt referansesystem for landskap). The description
also includes the most valuable areas according to landscape, cultural heritage, natural
environment and recreation.

1a

Hallingdal route
Geilo

Bergen

1b
2a

Hønefoss

Numedal route

Coastal route

3a
1c

Røldal

4a

Kongsberg

2e

Haukeli route

2b

2c

Sandvika
Drammen

Haugesund

2d / 4b
Stavanger

Figure 4-18 The routes of Corridor West.

Hallingdal Route: Bergen - Sandvika
1a Bergen – Geilo
The city of Bergen is situated on the west coast in the landscape region 21 Outer fjord districts
of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet) which has narrow valleys with green hillsides.
There is a large amount of cultural development with housing areas, agriculture, industry and
infrastructure. The next regions are 22 Mid districts of the West (Midtre bygder på Vestlandet)
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which have a undulating landscape which varying from wooded hillsides to naked rock and the
region 15 The low mountains in southern Norway (Lågfjellet i Sør-Norge) with mountain
character with steeper mountain sides and naked rock. The existing Bergen Line can follow
the valleys through these areas, but a stiff new railway has no chance to do it. The new
railway has to cross the large mountain area between Bergen and Voss mainly in tunnels.
Further northeast the suggested railway reach Vangsvatnet and Voss, in region 23 Inner
districts of the West (Indre bygder på Vestlandet).The main form is a large scale valley with
hilly and undulating local forms. The rivers and waters are characteristic elements in the
valley. Voss is an important tourist and ski resort. The town is situated at the lake
Vangsvatnet. The traditional settlement pattern in the county of Voss is still visible with
farmhouses and cultural landscape. The valleys of Skjervet and Espeland are very scenic
valleys with waterfalls and winding roads and some registered nature types with high values.
Along the existing Bergen line there are several tourist attractions, where Flåmsbanen
between Flåm and Myrdal is the main attraction.
When leaving the area around Voss and Hardangerfjord further east, the landscape quickly
raises towards the plateau of Hardangervidda. Hardangervidda is mostly situated in the region
of 15 The low mountains in southern Norway (Lågfjellet i Sør-Norge). The glacier
Hardangerjøkulen is nevertheless a region on its own, 17 The Glaciers (Breene). Here the
glacier is the central character. The highest peak at Hardangerjøkulen is 1861 meter above
sea level. The area surrounding Hardangerjøkulen glacier, south of the existing railway, is
protected as Skaupsjøen/Hardangerjøkulen landscape protection area. A large area southeast
of the landscape protection area is protected as Hardangervidda national park. Hallingskarvet
national park is situated north of Hardangerjøkulen and the existing railway. A smaller area
near Finse is protected as a wild reindeer biotope. These protected areas are large, unspoiled
areas, isolated due to the existing railway. Apart from that, they have minor impact from
infrastructure and other human related activities. The whole area around Hallingskarvet and
Hardangervidda is a living area for a wild reindeers.
East of Hardangervidda there is an area of mountain forest in region 14 Mountain forest in
southern Norway (Fjellskogen i Sør-Norge). The landscape is a large scale landscape with
paleic forms and modest depression where the rivers and waters run. When getting closer to
Geilo one enter the region 11 Upper valleys and mountains in Oppland and Buskerud (Øvre
dal- og fjellbygder i Oppland og Buskerud). It is a large scale landscape with a U-shaped
central valley. The wooded hillsides are steeper than the mountain regions.

1b Geilo – Hønefoss
From Geilo the main route follows the valley of Hallingdal. The upper part of Hallingdal
belongs to the region 11 Upper valleys and mountains in Oppland and Buskerud (Øvre dal- og
fjellbygder i Oppland og Buskerud). It is a large scale landscape with a U-shaped central
valley. The wooded hillsides are steeper than the mountain regions. Hallingdal is surrounded
by the region 14 Mountain forest in southern Norway (Fjellskogen i Sør-Norge). The
landscape is a large scale landscape with paleic forms and modest depression where the
rivers and waters run. Geilo is one of the large ski resorts with a lot of cabins and alpine
slopes around in the area. The traditional settlement pattern in Hallingdalen is situated on the
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western slopes of the hillsides. This is still a visible element in the landscape. The Bergen line
has trigged the development of settlement also along the alignment in the bottom of the valley.
Around Gol the landscape is changing from mountain character to a more lowland character.
The lower part of the valley of Hallingdal belongs to the region 10 Lower valleys of the East
(Nedre dalbygder på Østlandet). The valley is wider with green hillsides, mostly covered in
wood. The river Krøderen is a distinct element in the landscape. On top of the hillsides the
terrain is slightly undulating with coniferous forest.
When leaving Hallingdal towards the city of Hønefoss one passes through the region 7 Forest
areas of the East (Østlandets skogstrakter). The main form of the landscape is wide valleys
with moderate hillsides. On top of the hillsides the terrain is undulating and covered in wood. It
is a relatively monotonous landscape without major variety in the local forms and dominated
by the forest. In Soknedal the landscape changes into a farmland region, 8 Lakes and silur
districts of the East (Østlandets innsjø- og silurbygder), with wide flat areas. Meandering rivers
and ditches give a distinct character in the landscape. Although the landscape appears quite
calm, the variety and combination of active farmland together with visible cultural monuments
and the wide view, creates a good general impression of the landscape. Around Hønefoss the
density of important registered nature types increases.

1c Hønefoss - Sandvika
Hønefoss is situated in a farmland region, 8 Lakes and silur districts of the East (Østlandets
innsjø- og silurbygder), with wide flat areas. Meandering rivers and ditches give a distinct
character in the landscape and add high natural values. South of Hønefoss the area is called
Ringerike with a very rich cultural history. Between the farmland area of Ringerike and the
urban area of Oslofjorden is a forest area. The forest area belongs to the region 7 Forest
areas of the East (Østlandets skogstrakter). The main form of the landscape is wide valleys
with moderate hillsides. On top of the hillsides the terrain is undulating and covered in wood. It
is a relatively monotonous landscape without major variety in the local forms and dominated
by the forest. The landscape region 2 The Oslofjord (Oslofjorden) has a strong urban
character with a variation in landforms from low coast to undulating ridges to steep slopes
along the fjord. The “Marka”-area around Oslo and Hønefoss is an important recreation-area
for the habitants of the city of Oslo and the surrounding areas. There are some areas
protected as nature reserves, for example Tverrbergskastet, Kjaglidalen and Kolsås in
addition to a high density of important registered nature types. The traditional settlement
pattern is lesser visible in these densely populated areas. Holsfjorden and Tyrifjorden is
important water resources for the whole Oslo area.
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Haukeli route: Bergen and Stavanger - Drammen
2a Bergen - Røldal
The city of Bergen is situated at the west coast in the landscape region 21 Outer fjord districts
of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet) which has narrow valleys with green hillsides.
There is a large amount of cultural development with housing areas, agriculture, industry and
infrastructure. The next regions are 22 Mid districts of the West (Midtre bygder på Vestlandet)
which have an undulating landscape varying from wooded hillsides to naked rock and region
15 The low mountains in southern Norway (Lågfjellet i Sør-Norge) with a mountain character
with steeper mountain sides and naked rock. Although the Hardangerfjord is not a protected
area, the landscape has high values and is one of the most well-known fjords at the west
coast. There are some areas with high nature values near by the proposed alignment. The
traditional settlement pattern is still visible along this alignment, particularly close to the fjords.
South of the Hardangerfjord the landscape is very dramatic with high mountains covered with
glaciers. The glacier Folgefonna and the surrounding mountain area belong to the region 17
The Glaciers (Breene) with the glacier as the central character. Folgefonna is protected as a
national park.
Sørfjorden, which is a part of Hardangerfjord, and the connecting valleys south of Odda
belongs to the region 23 Inner districts of the West (Indre bygder på Vestlandet).The main
form is narrow valleys with hilly and undulating local forms. The mountain sides are steep. The
rivers, great waterfalls and waters in the valley are distinct elements and have contributed to
give the valleys plain bottoms suited for agriculture, especially fruit farms. Important nature
types are registered in this area. There are several protected watersheds in this region. The
terrain is quickly rising in the east towards the mountain area of Haukelifjell. Haukelifjell
belongs to the region 16 The high mountains in southern Norway (Høgfjellet i Sør-Norge) with
wide sights and barren vegetation.

2b Røldal – Kongsberg
Røldal is situated in one of the narrow valleys in the region 23 Inner districts of the West (Indre
bygder på Vestlandet).The main form is narrow valleys with hilly and undulating local forms.
The mountain sides are steep. The rivers, great waterfalls and waters in the valley are distinct
elements and have contributed to give the valleys plain bottoms suited for agriculture. The
terrain is quickly rising towards the mountain area of Haukelifjell. Haukelifjell belong to the
region 16 The high mountains in southern Norway (Høgfjellet i Sør-Norge) with wide sights
and barren vegetation. The highest elevation is +1554 meters. It is not possible to reach these
elevations and the area is passed in tunnels. Some of the high mountain areas are protected
as national parks. The whole area around Haukelifjell is a living area for the wild reindeers.
Protected watersheds are found along the route. There are ski resorts at Haukelifjell.
East of Haukelifjell the terrain is less dramatic. The valleys belongs to the region 12 Valleys
and mountains in Telemark and Aust-Agder (Dal- og fjellbygder i Telemark og Aust-Agder). It
is a complex landscape with short, crooked valleys and long lakes. The areas near The high
mountains have an alpine character with woodlands and agricultural areas in the lower parts.
Some areas between Haukeli and Bø are protected as nature reserves. Presteheie north of
Vinje is one of these.
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The densely populated areas Bø and Notodden are situated in the landscape region 4
Lowland valleys in Telemark, Buskerud and Vestfold (Lavlandsdalføra i Telemark, Buskerud
og Vestfold). The landscape has low/moderate ridges. U-valleys are the most common shape
of the valley and there are large areas of farmland. The traditional settlement pattern is
situated on the sunny side of the well-drained slopes. Several limestone deposits give steep
valley sides. The forest areas that surround the valleys belong to the region 7 Forest areas of
the East (Østlandets skogstrakter). The main form of the landscape in this region is wide
valleys with moderate hillsides. On top of the hillsides the terrain is undulating and covered in
wood. It is a relatively monotonous landscape without major variety in the local forms and
dominated by the forest. Kongsberg is situated in the most southern part of Numedal, in the
region 10 Lower valleys of the East (Nedre dalbygder på Østlandet). The Numedal valley is
wide with green hillsides, mostly covered in wood. The river Jondalselva is a distinct element
in the landscape. On top of the hillsides the terrain is slightly undulating with coniferous forest.
There are some protected areas, both along the water system of Heddalsvatnet – Sauar Norsjø and in the forest areas south and west of Kongsberg. Due to a traditional mining and
early industrial history in the there is a large area with a remnants from mining activities which
is protected as a cultural heritage site. The area is more densely populated than the rest of the
route which means that the landscape is often used for recreation.

2c Kongsberg – Drammen
The city of Kongsberg is situated in the most southern part of Numedal, in the region 10 Lower
valleys of the East (Nedre dalbygder på Østlandet). The valley is wide with green hillsides,
mostly covered by forest. The river Jondalselva is a distinct element in the landscape. On top
of the hillsides the terrain is slightly undulating with coniferous forest.
Hokksund and Drammen is situated in the valley of Drammenselva, a part of the region 10
Lowland valleys in Telemark, Buskerud and Vestfold (Lavlandsdalføra i Telemark, Buskerud
og Vestfold). The landscape has low/moderate ridges. U-valleys are most common shape of
the valley and there are large areas of farmland. The traditional settlement pattern is strongly
connected to the farmland. Several limestone deposits give steep slopes in some places. The
area in, and around Hokksund, Mjøndalen and Drammen have an urban character. The forest
areas that surround the valleys belong to the region 7 Forest areas of the East (Østlandets
skogstrakter). The area is more densely populated than the rest of the route which means that
the landscape is often used for recreation. There are some small protected areas;
Fiskumvannet and Strykenåsen. The density of important registered nature types increases
between Kongsberg and Drammen.

2d Stavanger – Haugesund
The city of Stavanger is situated at the west coast in the region 19 Jæren and Lista (Jæren og
Lista) with a low coastline. The area around Stavanger has a character given by the large
amount of cultural development with housing areas, agriculture, industry and infrastructure.
North of the peninsula of Stavanger the wide fjord of Boknafjord cut in through the coast. Two
of the coastal regions are touched by the corridor; 20 The coastal districts of the West
(Kystbygdene på Vestlandet) and 21 Outer fjord districts of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på
Vestlandet). Outer fjord districts have narrow valleys with green hillsides. There is a large
amount of cultural development with housing areas, agriculture, industry and infrastructure.
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Haugesund is situated in the region 20 The coastal villages of the West (Kystbygdene på
Vestlandet). The landscape has a low profile along the coast with vegetation marked by the
salty wind. The traditional settlement is situated along the fjords and the shoreline, preferably
in bays that protect the settlement from the North Sea.
The coastal area has generally a high concentration of cultural heritage along the coast line.
The island of Ognøya is pointed out to be an important cultural landscape and is also
registered as a very important nature type. There are a quite large number of nature types
with high values south of Haugesund.

2e Haugesund – Røldal
The city of Haugesund is situated in the region 20 The coastal villages of the West
(Kystbygdene på Vestlandet). The landscape has a low profile along the coast with vegetation
marked by the salty wind. Further in from the coast the region 21 Outer fjord districts of the
West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet). This region has narrow valleys with green hillsides.
There is a large amount of cultural development with housing areas, agriculture, industry and
infrastructure. There is some important registered nature east of Haugesund.
The land is rising in the region 22 Mid districts of the West (Midtre bygder på Vestlandet)
which have a undulating landscape which varies from wooded hillsides to naked rock and the
region 15 The low mountains in southern Norway (Lågfjellet i Sør-Norge) with mountain
character with steeper mountain sides and naked rock. Around the villages and in the valleys
there is a concentration of cultural values. Important registered nature types have highest
density around Ølsfjorden and around Sauda. The protected watershed Etnevassdraget is
found in this area.
The area around Røldal belongs to the region 23 Inner districts of the West (Indre bygder på
Vestlandet).The main form is narrow valleys with hilly and undulating local forms. The
mountain sides are steep. The rivers, great waterfalls and waters in the valley are distinct
elements and have contributed to plain bottoms well suited for agriculture.
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Numedal route: Bergen - Geilo - Drammen
3 Geilo - Kongsberg
The area of Geilo is situated in a region of valleys 11 Upper valleys and mountains in Oppland
and Buskerud (Øvre dal- og fjellbygder i Oppland og Buskerud). It is a large scale landscape
with a U-shaped central valley. The wooded hillsides are steeper than the mountain regions.
The region 14 Mountain forest in southern Norway (Fjellskogen i Sør-Norge) surround the
valleys. The landscape is a large scale landscape with paleic forms and modest depression
where the rivers and waters run. The more alpine areas in the higher parts belongs to the
region 15 The low mountains in southern Norway (Lågfjellet i Sør-Norge) with a mountain
character with steeper mountain sides and naked rock.
The northern part of Numedal belongs to the region 11 Upper valleys and mountains in
Oppland and Buskerud (Øvre dal- og fjellbygder i Oppland og Buskerud) and the southern part
belongs to the region 10 Lower valleys of the East (Nedre dalbygder på Østlandet). The valley
is wide with green hillsides, mostly covered in forest. The river Jondalselva is a distinct
element in the landscape. On top of the hillsides the terrain is slightly undulating with
coniferous forest.
The forest area west of Numedal belong to the region 14 Mountain forest in southern Norway
(Fjellskogen i Sør-Norge) and the forest area east of Numedal belong to the region 7 Forest
areas of the East (Østlandets skogstrakter).
Along the whole Numedal there are a large number of cultural remnants, both old buildings
and automatic protected cultural heritage sites. There are for example a number of stave
churches dating from the middle age. The existing railway Numedalsbanen has no traffic
today, but is a tourist attraction and there is an ongoing cultural protection. In some parts of
the valley there are registered important river deltas and protected watersheds.
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Coastal route: Bergen - Stavanger
4a Bergen – Haugesund
Most of the main route Bergen – Stavanger will cross the landscape region 21 Outer fjord
districts of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet) which has narrow valleys with green
hillsides. Around Bergen and Haugesund there is a large amount of cultural development with
housing areas, agriculture, industry and infrastructure. With the region the levels goes from
low elevations along the coast, to high elevations towards the next region 22 Mid districts of
the West (Midtre bygder på Vestlandet) which have a undulating landscape which varies from
wooded hillsides to naked rock. Haugesund is situated in the region 20 The coastal regions of
the West (Kystbygdene på Vestlandet). The landscape has a low profile along the coast with
vegetation marked by the salty wind. Along the coast there are a number of fjords to be
crossed by tunnels or bridges. The coastal area has generally a high concentration of cultural
heritage along the coast line, often clustered in bays that work as naturally harbors. There are
several protected nature areas along the alignments. Among them is Sjoalemyra nature
reserve at Stord. In this region you also find a protected watershed called
Frølandselva/Eikedalselva along the route.

4b Haugesund – Stavanger
The city of Haugesund is situated in the region 20 The coastal regions of the West
(Kystbygdene på Vestlandet). The landscape has a low profile along the coast with vegetation
marked by the salty wind. Further in from the coast the region 21 Outer fjord districts of the
West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet) takes over with narrow valleys with green hillsides.
There is a large amount of cultural development with housing areas, agriculture, industry and
infrastructure around Haugesund and Stavanger.
Stavanger is situated at the west coast in the region 19 Jæren and Lista (Jæren og Lista) with
a low coastline. North of the peninsula of Stavanger the wide fjord of Boknafjord cut in through
the coast.
The coastal area has generally a high concentration of cultural heritage along the coast line.
The island of Ognøya is pointed out to be an important cultural landscape and is also
registered as a very important nature type. There are a quite large number of nature types
with high values south of Haugesund. The protected watershed Haugevassdraget is situated
in this area.

4.2 Alignments for scenario C and D
Maps showing the alignments and the different environmental interests are found in
attachment Maps to the main report. In the attachment there are both maps of the alignments
(scale 1:50 000) and maps with the environmental interests (scale 1:250 000). On those maps
the alignments are shown together with the environmental interests in the categories “high
value”, “middle value” or “unvalued”, see description in chapter 0. There is one set of map for
each one of the themes Landscape, Cultural heritage, Community life and outdoor recreation,
Natural environment and Natural resources.
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5 Environmental analysis
5.1 General environmental impact
A new high speed railway is a very rigid structure that has to be designed with large radii and
small inclinations. This can make the railway hard to adjust to the landscape. It will also
represent a strong barrier due to high security fenses. The railway will be built in tunnels, over
bridges, in cuttings or on embankments. The structure will become a part of the landscape in
the future. Thus it is of great importance to be aware of the environmental implications during
the planning and design phases. Many factors have to be considered to achieve a welldesigned railway with a limited environmental impact.
The landscape will be changed, both in the sense of how we experience, and the way we use
the landscape. Some landscape sections will change character or be fragmented. In other
sections the railway might fit well into the surroundings. The impact on the landscape can be
both direct and indirect. Direct impact might be high embankments, catenary poles or noise
barriers. In hilly and undulating landscapes the railway will be constructed on embankments or
bridges and in cuttings or tunnels. This will have a larger impact on the landscape than in flat
areas where the railway can be more or less at the same level as the surrounding land. The
indirect impact on the landscape might be fragmentation of farmland which indirectly leads to
overgrowth of land parts that are too small to cultivate or become too difficult to reach. Around
the stations there might be new road structures and the stations can attract other
developments which can change the cityscape.
The physical impact from the railway can cause direct damage to cultural heritage by
removing or destroying cultural monuments and buildings. The impact from the railway can
also be of an indirect nature such as noise disturbances or fragmentation of cultural
environments. This might lead to a loss of history of local, regional or even national
importance. Also precautions to reduce noise, for instance new windows and noise barriers
can have an impact on cultural heritage.
The impact on recreational interests can be connected to land take, barriers and noise impact.
The impact will depend on the character of the activities and what kind of other disturbances
there are in the surrounding area. Also impact on cultural interests and natural environments
can lead to consequences for recreational values in the area.
For the natural environment a new railway can lead to direct impact on habitats and species
when land is taken. The railway can, even in the form of bridges, be a barrier between
different habitats which makes it harder to achieve an exchange of individuals between
different areas. Noise can be critical for some species and trains can run down animals on the
track. The railway can also cause local changes in hydrology which can have an impact on the
natural environment or watersheds. All in all these elements can be critical to threatened
species and lead to impacts on the biodiversity of an area.
A railway can have an impact on opportunities for exploiting natural resources through
landtake, barriers, changes in groundwater levels and hydrology and through risk of pollution
to water sheds and water sources.
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The trains will cause airborne noise and vibrations in the ground. Under certain circumstances
the vibrations can cause groundborne noise as well. These impacts can have negative
consequences for human health such as disturbed sleep, trouble hearing voices and difficulty
concentrating. Normally problems associated with vibrations are limited, but can be a concern
in areas of clay.
The number of dwellings within a distance from tunnels where structure born noise level could
exceed the current noise limit is counted. Note that noise reducing methods will reduce the
number of affected dwellings. Results are shown in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1 Number of dwellings affected by ground borne noise above limiting value.
Noise reducing measures are not implemented

Route

Alignment 2*

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

Dwellings

Dwellings

Dwellings

1 Hallingdal route

1a Bergen - Geilo

25

15

5

5

5

15

-

20

20

2a Bergen - Røldal

25

5

2b Røldal - Kongsberg

25

15

2c Kongsberg - Drammen

0

0

2d Haugesund - Stavanger

30

30

2e Haugesund - Røldal

0

5

5

5

1b Geilo - Hønefoss
1c Hønefoss - Sandvika
2 Haukeli route

3 Numedal route

3a Geilo - Kongsberg
4 Coastal route

Bergen - Haugesund

10

Haugesund - Stavanger

30
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5.2 Hallingdal Route: Bergen – Geilo – Sandvika
1a

1b

1c

Stavanger

Figure 5-1 Hallingdal Route Bergen - Sandvika

5.2.1

Landscape

The landscape regions are described in chapter 0 and you find maps as an attachment to the
main report.

Part of route: 1a Bergen – Geilo
Alignment C
Landscape region 21, Outer fjord districts of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Narrow valley with green hillsides. Cultural development with housing areas, agriculture,
industry and infrastructure.
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Landscape room:
The high speed railway crosses the valleys longitudinal direction by a bridge coming directly
from a tunnel. The valley broadens in the area where the bridge is planned to cross. After
crossing the valley, the railway disappears in a new tunnel on the other side of the valley.
Scale/visual barrier:
The bridge is situated high above the infrastructure in the valley. The bridge will become a
distinct element in the landscape and can be seen from a distance.
Landscape region 22, Mid districts of the West (Midtre bygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Undulating landscape which varies from wooded hillsides to naked rock. The railway
alignment is stiff and has little room for adjusting to the landscape.
Landscape room:
Large variety of landscape rooms. In this varied terrain the alignment will fracture the
landscape rooms in several places. The stiff alignment has no chance to adjust to the
landscape. In the open agricultural areas Holdhus, Hisdalen and Instetjørna the alignment will
take form of a long bridge that fractures the continuous agricultural landscape. Over the
community Samnanger the bridge will cross the valley by going along the mountainsides and
cross the valley at the back of the built areas.
Scale/visual barrier:
The constructions does not harmonise with the landscape of the region. The landscape
contains a large variety of small communities without any outsized constructions. The
constructions that must be built in this region because of the high speed railway will hardly be
able to fit in and harmonise with the small and adjusted elements of the cultivated areas in the
small scale landscape rooms. Between km 29-35 the alignment is more adjusted and the
constructions will subordinate to the landscape in a better way than the rest of the alignment
through this region.
Landscape region 23, Inner districts of the West (Indre bygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
The main form is a large scale valley with hilly and undulating local forms. The river and
waters are characteristic elements in the valley.
Landscape room:
Shifting character from woods to open agricultural areas. Relatively densely populated area
around Voss. The landscape rooms are often open areas framed by wood. The larger rooms
are crossing the valley and surrounds the waters in the valley. The landscape room of the
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community Skiple has a distinct and small scale. This area will be crossed by bridge over the
built areas. The construction will burst the scale of the room.
Scale/visual barrier:
The railway alignment roughly follows the main form of the landscape in this region. This
region has mainly day zone alignment. Between km 62-67 the alignment crosses over an
agricultural area which is exposed and visible from the main road (E16) on the north side of
the Vangsvatnet (critical between km 63-64). Vangsvatnet will be crossed by bridge where it is
at the narrowest. Between km 83-88 and alignment fractures open agricultural areas around
Urdal. Between km 95-96 the alignment crosses a narrow part of the valley in a bridge. The
bridges scale does not harmonise with the landscape in the area. By Mjølfjell (km 98) a bridge
on the south side of the valley will be exposed from the community centre.
Landscape region 15, The low mountains in southern Norway (Lågfjellet i Sør-Norge):
Landform/terrain:
Mountain character with steeper mountain sides and naked rock. Through Uppsetdalen the
railway alignment roughly follows the terrain and subordinates in a good way.
Landscape room:
Narrow valleys in the west, larger paleic forms towards east. Wide view. U-shaped valley with
moderate hillsides. The existing Bergensbanen goes through the same landscape as the new
high speed railway. The new alignment will roughly follow the existing alignment. Through
most of the region the alignment subordinates to the landscape.
Scale/visual barrier:
The landscape in this region has a paleic form and the alignment will be visible from several
communities. The alignment follows the valley and will also pass several lakes which gives
wide view from a distance. Through Hallingskeid the alignment will take shape of several
bridges. The constructions can become visible barriers in the moderately curved landscape.
Landscape region 17, The Glaciers (Breene):
Landform/terrain:
Large scale landscape with paleic forms. Modest depression where the rivers and waters run.
The alignment follows the depressions in the landscape and the existing Bergensbane across
this mountain area.
Landscape room:
Wide view with alpine impression. The landscape rooms are concentrated around the lakes by
Finse. Wide view over Finsevatnet towards the glacier Hardangerjøkulen. The railway
alignment moves between two national parks and will cross the border of Hallingskarvet
national park just west of Finse.
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Scale/visual barrier:
The alignment follows the existing railway and the natural terrain very close. No critical
interventions which fractures the landscape rooms.
Landscape region 14, Mountain forest in southern Norway (Fjellskogen i Sør-Norge):
Landform/terrain:
Large scale landscape with paleic forms. Modest depression where the rivers and waters run.
Landscape room:
Wide view with alpine impression. Slightly more variations in the landscape in comparison to
landscape region 17. The landscape rooms are concentrated around the lakes Nygårdsvatnet
and Ustevatnet. The railway alignment passes along Ustavatnet on the south side and will go
through an area without other interventions than a power line. The railway line will be situated
in the hillside/walls of the landscape.
Scale/visual barrier:
By Nygårdsvatnet the alignment will create a new visual element in the landscape. A bridge
will cross some small terrain variations on the south side of the lake. From the road R7 on the
north side of the lake the bridge can create a new focus. The railway alignment is situated
high in the hillside above the water and will be visible from the community Haugastøl and
surroundings.
Landscape region 11, Upper valleys and mountains in Oppland and Buskerud (Øvre dal- og
fjellbygder i Oppland og Buskerud):
Landform/terrain:
Large scale landscape with U-shaped central valley. Steeper wooded hillsides than the
mountain regions. The alignment partly follows, partly crosses the depressions in the
landscape.
Landscape room:
The main room is created by the central valley and mountain sides. The landscape rooms vary
between narrow and wider parts of the valley. The largest room is situated by Ustedalsfjorden
and the city Geilo.
Scale/visual barrier:
In the narrowest part of the landscape the alignment crosses the valley by a long bridge from
Eiriksstølen to Tufte. This is a major construction in a rather small scale area. The bridge will
fracture the landscape.
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Alignment D1
Landscape region 21, Outer fjord districts of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Narrow valley with green hillsides. Cultural development with housing areas, agriculture,
industry and infrastructure.
Landscape room:
The high speed railway crosses the valleys longitudinal direction by a bridge coming directly
from a tunnel. The valley broadens in the area where the bridge is planned to cross. After
crossing the valley, the railway disappears in a new tunnel on the other side of the valley.
Scale/visual barrier:
The bridge is situated high above the infrastructure in the valley. The bridge will become a
distinct element in the landscape and can be seen from a distance.
Landscape region 22, Mid districts of the West (Midtre bygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Undulating landscape which varies from wooded hillsides to naked rock. The railway
alignment is stiff and has little room for adjusting to the changing landscape.
Landscape room:
Large variety of landscape rooms. In this varied terrain the alignment will fracture the
landscape rooms in several places. The stiff alignment has little chance to adjust to the
landscape. In the open agricultural areas Holdhus, Hisdalen and Instetjørna the alignment will
take form of a long bridge that fractures the continuous agricultural landscape. Over the
community Bjørkheim the bridge will cross the valley by going along the mountainsides and
cross the valley at the back of the built areas. The bridges are marginally shorter than in the C
alternative. On the north side of Grønsdalsvatnet a long bridge will form a distinct visual
element. The bridge will also visually fracture the area Grønsdalen.
Scale/visual barrier:
The scale of the constructions does not harmonise with the landscape of the region. The
landscape contains a large variety of small communities without any outsized constructions.
The bridges create the most critical visual barriers, especially at Holdhus and Bjørkheim.
Landscape region 23, Inner districts of the West (Indre bygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
The main form in this area of the region is a curving valley with hilly and undulating local
forms. The river and waters are characteristic elements in the valleys.
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Landscape room:
Shifting character from woods to open agricultural areas. Many small communities in the
municipalities of Ulvik and Granvin. The landscape rooms are narrow and framed by relatively
steep mountain sides. The larger rooms are crossing the valley and surrounds the waters in
the valley.
Scale/visual barrier:
The alignment will pass the city Voss on the south side of the city, by a bridge over the valley
Bordalen. The bridge will be a new visual element from Voss.
By Opeland the community centre gets crossed by a large bridge over the valley.
Large bridges also creates visual barriers in the landscape on the north side of Solsævatnet,
Espelandsvatnet, Sotenos, Spildo and Skjervet. The famous waterfall Skjervsfossen can be
influated by the alignment, which will pass the waterfall by bridge on the north side. By Ossete
a very high bridge will cross a narrow landscape room and become a major visual element of
the area.
Landscape region 14, Mountain forest in southern Norway (Fjellskogen i Sør-Norge):
Landform/terrain:
Large scale landscape with paleic forms. Modest depression where the rivers and waters run.
Landscape room:
Wide view with alpine impression. Slightly more variations in the landscape in comparison to
landscape region 17. The landscape rooms are concentrated around the lakes Nygårdsvatnet
and Ustevatnet. The railway alignment passes along Ustavatnet on the south side and will go
through an area without other interventions than a power line. The railway line will be situated
in the hillside/walls of the landscape.
Scale/visual barrier:
By Nygårdsvatnet the alignment will create a new visual element in the landscape. A bridge
will cross some small terrain variations on the south side of the lake. From the road R7 on the
north side of the lake the bridge can create a new focus. The railway alignment is situated
high in the hillside above the water and will be visible from the community Haugastøl and
surroundings. This will also be the situation along the eastern part of Ustevatn. A large bridge
will follow the hillside by Gunnhildodden and will be visible from Haugastøl and the
surroundings.
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Landscape region 11, Upper valleys and mountains in Oppland and Buskerud (Øvre dal- og
fjellbygder i Oppland og Buskerud):
Landform/terrain:
Large scale landscape with U-shaped central valley. Steeper wooded hillsides than the
mountain regions. The alignment partly follows, partly crosses the depressions in the
landscape.
Landscape room:
The main room is created by the central valley and mountain sides. The landscape rooms
varies between narrow and wider parts of the valley. The largest room is situated by
Ustedalsfjorden and the city Geilo.
Scale/visual barrier:
In the narrowest part of the landscape the alignment crosses the valley by a long bridge from
Eiriksstølen to Tufte. This is a major construction in a rather small scale area. The bridge will
fracture the landscape.
Alignment D2
Landscape region 21, Outer fjord districts of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Narrow valley with green hillsides. Cultural development with housing areas, agriculture,
industry and infrastructure.
Landscape room:
The high speed railway crosses the valleys longitudinal direction by a bridge coming directly
from a tunnel. The valley broadens in the area where the bridge is planned to cross. After
crossing the valley, the railway disappears in a new tunnel on the other side of the valley.
Scale/visual barrier:
The bridge is situated high above the infrastructure in the valley. The bridge will become a
distinct element in the landscape and can be seen from a distance.
Landscape region 22, Mid districts of the West (Midtre bygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Undulating landscape which varies from wooded hillsides to naked rock. The railway
alignment is stiff and has little room for adjusting to the changing landscape.
Landscape room:
Large variety of landscape rooms. In this changing terrain the alignment will fracture the
landscape rooms in some places; Holdhus, Kvitingen. Fewer bridges than the alternatives C
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and D1 will yet give the alignment a decreasing character of becoming a visual barrier.
Generally the alignment will be situated in the hillsides over the built areas.
Scale/visual barrier:
The landscape contains a large variety of small communities without any outsized
constructions. The alignment roughly follows the hillsides and has only a few bridges. The
alignment D2 creates less visual barriers than the C and D1 alternative and adjusts to the
landscape in a better way.
Landscape region 23, Inner districts of the West (Indre bygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
The main form in this area of the region is a curving valley with hilly and undulating local
forms. The river and waters are characteristic elements in the valleys.
Landscape room:
Shifting character from woods to open agricultural areas. Many small communities in the
municipalities of Ulvik and Granvin. The landscape rooms are narrow and framed by relatively
steep mountain sides. The larger rooms are crossing the valley and surrounds the waters in
the valley. The landscape room which is created by the waterfall Skjervsfossen will be
fractured.
Scale/visual barrier:
The alignment is more adjusted to the natural curves in the landscape. Because of this the
effect of fracturing small scale communities and cultural landscapes is less dominating. The
alignment will pass the city Voss on the south side of the city, by a bridge over the valley
Bordalen. The bridge will be a new visual element from Voss.
Large Bridges also creates visual barriers in the landscape on the north side of Solsævatnet,
Espelandsvatnet, Sotenos, Spildo and Skjervet. By Skjervet a famous waterfall Skjervsfossen
will be strongly embossed by the new alignment. The railway will pass the waterfall in a bridge
just behind the waterfall.
Landscape region 14, Mountain forest in southern Norway (Fjellskogen i Sør-Norge):
Landform/terrain:
Large scale landscape with paleic forms. Modest depression where the rivers and waters run.
Landscape room:
Wide view with alpine impression. Slightly more variations in the landscape in comparison to
landscape region 17. The landscape rooms are concentrated around the lakes Nygårdsvatnet
and Ustevatnet. The railway alignment passes along Ustavatnet on the south side and will go
through an area without other interventions than a power line. The railway line will be situated
in the hillside/walls of the landscape.
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Scale/visual barrier:
By Nygårdsvatnet the alignment will create a new visual element in the landscape. A bridge
will cross some small terrain variations on the south side of the lake. From the road R7 on the
north side of the lake the bridge can create a new focus. The railway alignment is situated
high in the hillside above the water and can be visible from the community Haugastøl and
surroundings depending on the height of the bridge.
Landscape region 11, Upper valleys and mountains in Oppland and Buskerud (Øvre dal- og
fjellbygder i Oppland og Buskerud):
Landform/terrain:
Large scale landscape with U-shaped central valley. Steeper wooded hillsides than the
mountain regions. The alignment generally follows the directions of the landscape.
Landscape room:
The main room is created by the central valley and mountain sides. The landscape rooms
varies between narrow and wider parts of the valley. The largest room is situated by
Ustedalsfjorden and the city Geilo.
Scale/visual barrier:
The alignment will follow the south side of the valley past Ustedalsfjorden and Geilo. Geilolia
Skisenter and the built areas around the area will be fractured by the alignment. No larger
bridges that can be seen from a distance.
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Landscape summary 1a Bergen – Geilo
Landscape: Affected areas 1a Bergen – Geilo
Value

Topic

Alignment 2*
Total distance: 190 km

Alignment D1
Total distance: 167 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 171 km

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Area (m2)
Length (km)

Area (m2)
Length (km)

Area (m2)
Length (km)

1

31 100

-

-

-

-

Important cultural
landscapes

-

-

-

-

-

-

Important cultural
urban areas

1

13 500

1

4 500

1

4 500

INON >3km

-

-

-

-

-

-

Protected
watersheds

2

1 746 500

2

459 500

2

623 000

Middle
value

INON <3km

-

-

-

-

-

-

Unvalued

High value

Protected areas

Affected areas

River deltas

-

-

-

-

-

-

Shore line

1

10

17

111

27

229

Proximity

18

14.8 km

27

12.4 km

19

17.0 km

Severance/barrie
r effects

12

14.5 km

20

12.0 km

11

16.7 km

Abstract of the qualitative analysis of the landscape regions and the alignments affection on
the landscape:
The alignment will pass seven different landscape regions between Bergen and Geilo.
In the open agricultural areas of Holdhus, Hisdalen and Instetjørna the alignments will take the
form of long bridges that interupt the continuous agricultural landscape. Through the
community of Samnanger (Bjørkheim) the bridge will cross the valley by going along the
mountainsides and cross the valley at the back of the builtup area. Through Vangsvatnet (alt
2*) the D1 and D2 alignments interupt the continuous cultural landscapes; all the alternatives
pass through the Vossavassdraget protected watershed. Alignment 2* passes through the
Flåmselvi protected watershed. Around the Skjervet area alignments D1 and D2 pass through
a continuous cultural landscape including the Skjervsfossen waterfall. Alignment D1 and D2
pass through the Granvinsvassdraget protected watershed.
All alternatives pass through the Haugastøl/Ustevatn area, which is a well-known continuous
mountain landscape and a portal to the protected landscapes of Hardangervidda
A large bridge west of Geilo creates a clear visual element (all alignments).
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The alignments are marginally different regarding intervention in the landscape. The D2
alignment has been ranked above the two others because of the slightly better adjustment to
the landscape in the critical areas of Holdhus and Skjervet.

Part of route: 1b Geilo - Hønefoss
Alignment 2*
Landscape region 14, Mountain forest in southern Norway (Fjellskogen i Sør-Norge):
Landform/terrain:
Large scale landscape with U-shaped central valley. Steeper wooded hillsides than the
mountain regions. The alignment partly follows, partly crosses the depressions in the
landscape. Generally the alignment is situated in the hillsides high above the built areas and
the existing railroad.
Landscape room:
The main room is created by the central valley and mountain sides. The valley narrows and
steepens in this region. Continuous long and narrow landscape rooms following the river.
Scale/visual barrier:
In the hillsides where the alignment is situated, most of the areas are covered in wood. The
distinct visual barrier will be limited to the open areas of the valley. For example near the
community Ål.
Landscape region 10, Lower valleys of the East (Nedre dalbygder på Østlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Wider valley with green hillsides, mostly covered in wood. The river Krødern is a distinct
element in the landscape. On top of the hillsides the terrain is slightly undulating with
coniferous forest.
Landscape room:
Wide valley with the river Krødern as floor. Shifting rooms depending on the valleys latitude.
Scale/visual barrier:
A large bridge will cross the river Hallingdalselva by Stryken/Nørdre Dokken. At km 263-264 a
bridge crosses a side valley in the hillside. From the R7 the bridge will be visible above the
built and agricultural areas of Langåker. By Kolsrudflaget a bridge will cross the naked
mountain side high above the existing railway Bergensbanen. From the R7 on the opposite
side of the valley the bridge will be a marked focus. By Flå several bridges will be visible in the
hillside above the community centre. This will also be the situation for Gulsvik.
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Landscape region 7, Forest areas of the East (Østlandets skogstrakter):
Landform/terrain:
The main form of the landscape is a wide valley with moderate hillsides. On top of the hillsides
the terrain is undulating and covered in wood. Relatively monotonous landscape without major
variety in the local forms.
Landscape room:
Wide view over the valleys in the open areas. Most areas are covered in wood. The view is
limited locally. In the central valley a number of lakes creates smaller open landscape rooms.
Scale/visual barrier:
The railway alignment roughly follows the main form of the landscape, the central valley and
the flat stretches of land. Even though, the alignment is situated higher than the existing
railway. This gives the built areas and the existing infrastructure view to the new railroad. Most
of the areas have dense vegetation and this will help hide some of the visual interventions.
Landscape region 8, Lakes and silur districts of the East (Østlandets innsjø- og silurbygder):
Landform/terrain:
Wide flat areas. Most of the land is used for agriculture. Meandering rivers and ditches are
distinct characters in the landscape.
Landscape room:
Open areas and few clear rooms. The smaller rooms are created by vegetation and the rooms
created by the lakes and rivers. The alignment roughly follows the edges of the landscape
rooms. A large bridge at km 313 will be an oversized element in the modest landscape.
Between km 320-327 the alignment will fracture a large agricultural area.
Scale/visual barrier:
The bridge at 313 km will create a visual barrier in the landscape. The remaining day line will
create barriers locally, but does not have a scale that will be distinct from a distance.
Alignment D1
Landscape region 11, Upper valleys and mountains in Oppland and Buskerud (Øvre dal- og
fjellbygder i Oppland og Buskerud):
Landform/terrain:
Large scale landscape with U-shaped central valley. Steeper wooded hillsides than the
mountain regions. The alignment partly follows, partly crosses the depressions in the
landscape. Generally the alignment is situated in the hillsides high above the built areas and
the existing railroad.
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Landscape room:
The main room is created by the central valley and mountain sides. The valley narrows and
steepens in this region. Continuous long and narrow landscape rooms following the river.
Scale/visual barrier:
In the hillsides where the alignment is situated, most of the areas are covered in wood. The
distinct visual barrier will be limited to the open areas of the valley. For example near the
community Ål. Large bridge crosses the valley just east of Geilo.
Landscape region 10, Lower valleys of the East (Nedre dalbygder på Østlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Wider valley with green hillsides, mostly covered in wood. The river Krøderen is a distinct
element in the landscape. On top of the hillsides the terrain is slightly undulating with
coniferous forest.
Landscape room:
Wide valley with the river Krødern as floor. Shifting rooms depending on the valleys latitude.
Scale/visual barrier:
A large bridge will follow the landscape cross the river Hallingdalselva by Svenkerud (km 241)
and Brennelien (km 246). This bridge is perceptible longer than the bridge in the 2* alternative.
By Nesbyen the alignment will pass in the hillside over the community centre partly by a
bridge that will create a visual barrier. By Flå two bridges will be visible in the hillside above
the community centre. This will also be the situation for Gulsvik. A large bridge between km
288.5 and km 290.5 will create a visual barrier in the community Trommald and from the west
side of the lake Krøderen by the community Viki.
Landscape region 7, Forest areas of the East (Østlandets skogstrakter):
Landform/terrain:
The main form of the landscape is a wide valley with moderate hillsides. On top of the hillsides
the terrain is undulating and covered in wood. Relatively monotonous landscape without major
variety in the local forms.
Landscape room:
Wide view over the valleys in the open areas. Most areas are covered in wood. The view is
limited locally. In the central valley a number of lakes creates smaller open landscape rooms.
Scale/visual barrier:
The railway alignment roughly follows the main form of the landscape, the central valley and
the flat stretches of land. Even though, the alignment is situated higher than the existing
railway. This gives the built areas and the existing infrastructure view to the new railroad. Most
of the areas have dense vegetation and this will help hide some of the visual interventions.
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Landscape region 8, Lakes and silur districts of the East (Østlandets innsjø- og silurbygder):
Landform/terrain:
Wide flat areas. Most of the land is used for agriculture. Meandering rivers and ditches are
distinct characters in the landscape.
Landscape room:
Open areas and few clear rooms. The smaller rooms are framed by vegetation and the larger
rooms created by the lakes and rivers. The alignment mainly follows the existing infrastructure
of the landscape rooms. The cultural landscape at Veme will be split by the alignment, but
there are no bridges that will create distinct visual barriers. The line will pass through
Hønefoss and split the established pattern of the city. A bridge will cross the river
Randselva/Storelva just west of the city. From the area Hvervenkastet a long bridge will span
over the agricultural areas at Tanberg. The area is part of a continuous cultural landscape.
Large open agricultural areas will be fractured along the west side of Steinsfjorden. By
Tyrifjordens east bank a long bridge will be a new visual element in the landscape.
Scale/visual barrier:
The northern parts of the day line will create barriers locally, but does not have a scale that will
be distinct from a distance. Although the line is situated on the ground the lack of adjustment
to the cultural landscape does have a major impact on the experience of the landscape. A
large bridge will cross the mouth of Steinsfjorden. This bridge will create a visual barrier in the
landscape and burst the scale of the landscape. An even longer bridge from Elstangen over
the wooden landscape in the western parts of Krokskogen over to Bjørum is an immense
intervention in this landscape. This bridge will be a distinct sight from the west side of
Holsfjorden.
Alignment D2
Landscape region 11, Upper valleys and mountains in Oppland and Buskerud (Øvre dal- og
fjellbygder i Oppland og Buskerud):
Landform/terrain:
Large scale landscape with U-shaped central valley. Steeper wooded hillsides than the
mountain regions. The alignment mainly follows the directions of the landscape. Generally the
alignment is situated in the hillsides above the built areas and the existing railroad.
Landscape room:
The main room is created by the central valley and mountain sides. The valley narrows and
steepens in this region. Continous long and narrow landscape rooms following the river.
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Scale/visual barrier:
In the hillsides where the alignment is situated, most of the areas are covered in wood. The
distinct visual barrier will be limited to the open areas of the valley. For example near the
community Ål.
Landscape region 10, Lower valleys of the East (Nedre dalbygder på Østlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Wider valley with green hillsides, mostly covered in wood. The river Krøderen is a distinct
element in the landscape. On top of the hillsides the terrain is slightly undulating with
coniferous forest.
Landscape room:
Wide valley with the river Krødern as floor. Shifting rooms depending on the valleys latitude.
Scale/visual barrier:
The alignment will mainly follow the south and west side of the valley. The alignment will be
situated a bit higher than the rest of the infrastructural elements in the valley. The line will
fracture many cultural landscapes along the valley. By Flå the alignment crosses the valley in
a large bridge. The bridge will be a major focus in the community and can be seen from a
distance. A bridge will also pass in the hillside above Gulsvik. The alignment will pass many
cultural landscapes and split them.
Landscape region 7, Forest areas of the East (Østlandets skogstrakter):
Landform/terrain:
The main form of the landscape is a wide valley with moderate hillsides. On top of the hillsides
the terrain is undulating and covered in wood. Relatively monotonous landscape without major
variety in the local forms.
Landscape room:
Wide view over the valleys in the open areas. Most areas are covered in wood. The view is
limited locally. In the central valley a number of lakes creates smaller open landscape rooms.
Scale/visual barrier:
The railway alignment roughly follows the main form of the landscape, the central valley and
the flat stretches of land. Most of the areas have dense vegetation and this will help hide some
of the visual interventions.
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Landscape region 8, Lakes and silur districts of the East (Østlandets innsjø- og silurbygder):
Landform/terrain:
Wide flat areas. Most of the land is used for agriculture. Meandering rivers and ditches are
distinct characters in the landscape.
Landscape room:
Open areas and few clear rooms. The smaller rooms are framed by vegetation and the larger
rooms created by the lakes and rivers. The alignment mainly follows the existing infrastructure
of the landscape rooms. The cultural landscape at Veme will be split by the alignment, but
there are no bridges that will create distinct visual barriers. The line will pass through
Hønefoss and split the established pattern of the city.
Scale/visual barrier:
The northern parts of the day line will create barriers locally, but does not have a scale that will
be distinct from a distance.
Landscape summary 1b Geilo -Hønefoss
Landscape: Affected areas 1b Geilo -Hønefoss
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment 2*
Total distance: 142km

Alignment D1
Total distance:150 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 151 km

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

2
Area (m )
Length (km)

Area (m2)
Length (km)

Area (m2)
Length (km)

High value

Protected areas

-

-

-

-

-

-

Important cultural
landscapes

-

-

-

-

-

-

Important cultural
urban areas

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

1 206 400

2

1 566 500

INON >3km
Protected
watersheds

1

Middle
value

INON <3km

-

-

-

-

-

-

Unvalued

1 428 700

River deltas

-

-

-

-

-

-

Shore line

-

-

-

-

-

-

Proximity

18

33.6 km

21

24.1 km

13

30.1 km

Severance/barrier
effects

29

33.6 km

33

24.1 km

20

30.1 km
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Abstract of the qualitative analysis of the landscape regions and the alignments affection on
the landscape:
The alignments will pass six different landscape regions between Geilo and Hønefoss
The small towns of Nesbyen, Flå and Gulsvik are visually strongly affected by the D1 and D2
alignments. Alignment D1 will pass through the small community of Trommald via a bridge
that will fragment the local landscape. All alignments pass through the protected Sokna
watershed between Lindelia and Hønefoss.
The alternatives are marginally different regarding interventions in the landscape. The D1
alignment follows the existing railway line more closely and has generally fewer interventions
on untouched land, but causes more visual barriers because of its central position.

Part of route: 1c Hønefoss - Sandvika
Alignment D1
Landscape region 8, Lakes and silur districts of the East (Østlandets innsjø- og silurbygder):
Landform/terrain:
Wide flat areas. Most of the land is used for agriculture. Meandering rivers and ditches are
distinct characters in the landscape.
Landscape room:
Open areas and few clear rooms. The smaller rooms are framed by vegetation and the larger
rooms created by the lakes and rivers. The alignment mainly follows the existing infrastructure
of the landscape rooms. A bridge will cross the river Randselva/Storelva just west of the city
Hønefoss. From the area Hvervenkastet a long bridge will span over the agricultural areas at
Tanberg. The area is part of a continous cultural landscape. Large open agricultural areas will
be fractured along the west side of Steinsfjorden. By Tyrifjordens east bank a long bridge will
be a new visual element in the landscape.
Scale/visual barrier:
Although the line is situated on the ground the lack of adjustment to the cultural landscape
does have a major impact on the experience of the landscape. A large bridge will cross the
mouth of Steinsfjorden. This bridge will create a visual barrier in the landscape and burst the
scale of the landscape. An even longer bridge from Elstangen over the wooden landscape in
the western parts of Krokskogen over to Bjørum is an immense intervention in this landscape.
This bridge will be a distinct sight from the west side of Holsfjorden.
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Landscape region 2, The Oslofjord:
Landform/terrain:
Variation in landform from low coast to undulating ridges to steep slopes along the fjord.
Landscape room:
Strong urban character along the Oslofjord. Wide view over the fjord from the slopes around
the built areas. The fjord creates the largest landscape room.
Scale/visual barrier:
The alignment partly follows the existing railway line towards the community centre and does
not create any severe visual barrier to the landscape.
Alignment D2
Landscape region 8, Lakes and silur districts of the East (Østlandets innsjø- og silurbygder):
Landform/terrain:
Wide flat areas. Most of the land is used for agriculture. Meandering rivers and ditches are
distinct characters in the landscape.
Landscape room:
Open areas and few clear rooms. The smaller rooms are framed by vegetation and the larger
rooms created by the lakes and rivers. The alignment mainly follows the existing infrastructure
of the landscape rooms. A bridge will cross the river Randselva/Storelva just east of the city
Hønefoss. Large open agricultural areas will be fractured along the west side of Steinsfjorden.
Scale/visual barrier:
A large bridge will cross the mouth of Steinsfjorden. This bridge will create a visual barrier in
the landscape and burst the scale of the landscape. A smaller bridge will follow the hillside just
south of Nordlandsåsen. This bridge will be a distinct sight from the west side of Holsfjorden.
Landscape region 2, The Oslofjord:
Landform/terrain:
Variation in landform from low coast to undulating ridges to steep slopes along the fjord.
Landscape room:
Strong urban character along the Oslofjord. Wide view over the fjord from the slopes around
the built areas. The fjord creates the largest landscape room.
Scale/visual barrier:
The railway alignment fractures an open cultural landscape and an industrial area. The
remaining line partly follows the existing railway line towards the community centre.
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Landscape summary 1c Hønefoss - Sandvika
Landscape: Affected areas 1c Hønefoss - Sandvika
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment 2*
Total distance: 0 km

Alignment D1
Total distance: 37 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 41 km

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Area (m2)
Length (km)

Area (m2)
Length (km)

Area (m2)
Length (km)

-

-

2

10 500

4

32 100

Important cultural
landscapes

-

-

1

1 900

1

34 500

Important cultural
urban areas

-

-

-

-

-

-

INON >3km

-

-

-

-

-

-

Protected
watersheds

-

-

2

265 400

2

236 200

Middle
value

INON <3km

-

-

-

-

-

-

Unvalued

High value

Protected areas

River deltas

-

-

-

-

-

-

Shore line

-

-

-

-

-

-

Proximity

-

-

10

13.0 km

9

15.5 km

Severance/barrier
effects

-

-

23

13.0 km

14

15.5 km

Abstract of the qualitative analysis of the landscape regions and the alignments affection on
the landscape:
The alignments will pass three different landscape regions between Hønefoss and Sandvika.
Between Hønefoss and Steinsfjorden an area of continous cultural landscapes will be
fragmented (D1 and D2). A large bridge crossing the mouth of Steinsfjorden will be a distinct
visual barrier. Open agricultural areas along Holsfjordens east bank will be fragmented.
The D1 alignment has been ranked above D2 because of fewer interventions in the landscape
at critical areas along Tyrifjorden.
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Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Landscape: Ranking of alignments
Main route 1 Hallingdal Bergen – Sandvika
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment 2*

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

1a Bergen – Geilo
Total distance 167-190 km

1

3

4

2

1b Geilo – Hønefoss
Total distance 142-151 km

1

2

3

4

1c Hønefoss -Sandvika
Total distance 37-41 km

1

(3)

2

3

Total ranking

1

2

3

4

The alternative D1 has been ranked above the alternative D2 because it avoids some of the
critical points that alternative D2 goes through.

5.2.2

Cultural heritage

Part of route: 1a Bergen – Geilo
1a Bergen – Geilo – Cultural heritage
Value

High value
Middle

Topic

Automatic protected

Affected areas
Alignment 2*
Total distance: 190 km

Alignment D1
Total distance: 167 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 171 km

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Unvalued

14

397 m

6

223 m

2

117 m

Protected by regulation

-

-

-

-

-

-

Protected by decision

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ongoing protection case

-

-

-

-

-

-

Church listed

-

-

-

-

-

-

21

-

8

-

11

-

Removed

-

-

-

-

-

-

Not protected

-

-

-

-

-

Protection abolished

-

-

-

-

-

Unresolved

-

-

-

-

-

-

Sefrak grey

3

-

16

-

11

-

Sefrak red and yellow
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Summary with critical aspects and ranking:
Around the railway station in Bergen there is a large automatically protected middle age town
sites and protected ancient buildings made of wood. An expansion of the railway station might
conflict with these cultural values. North of Samnanger there might be a conflict with traditional
farmhouses situated in a cultural landscape. Alignment 2* will affect the centre of Voss
including the railway station, an ancient hotel and small town buildings. Alignment D1 and D2
will pass by traditional farmhouses situated in a cultural landscape on the southern side of
Vangsvatnet. D1 will impact a part of Nordmansslepene, which is an automatically protected
cultural heritage site between Osa and Hallingskeid in the county of Ulvik. This is one of
several ancient road/path systems crossing Hardangervidda. The south side of Ustevatnet has
a cluster of automatically protected cultural heritage sites as well as summer farmhouses. D1
and D2 will create a barrier in the cultural landscape. Around Geilo there are a cluster of
automatically protected cultural heritage sites. Some of these will be in conflict with D1 and
D2.
Alignment 2* has been ranked above D1 and D2, due to land take of new areas caused by the
latter two alternatives.

Part of route: 1b Geilo – Hønefoss
1b Geilo – Hønefoss – Cultural heritage
Value

High value
Middle

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment 2*
Total distance: 142km

Alignment D1
Total distance:150 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 151 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Automatic protected

3

Protected by regulation

-

Protected by decision

-

Ongoing protection case

-

Church listed

-

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Unvalued

2

18 m

8

237 m

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

36

-

21

-

48

-

Removed

-

-

1

-

1

-

Not protected

-

-

-

-

1

-

Protection abolished

-

-

-

-

-

-

Unresolved

-

-

-

-

1

-

Sefrak grey

7

-

8

-

10

-

Sefrak red and yellow
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Summary with critical aspects and ranking:
In Hallingdalen there are several clusters of particularly ancient buildings as well as
automatically protected cultural heritage sites. Of most importance is the Pilgrim way, a
cultural heritage site of national value. Alignment D1 hits the Pilgrim way twice in the county of
Ringerike. Alignment D2 hits the pilgrim way three times in the county of Hole. The area
around Ringerike containsancient farmland with a high frequency of automatically protected
cultural heritage sites and may even contain additional as yet undiscovered cultural heritage
sites requiring protection. Due to the potential of such finds, the regional cultural heritage
administration will probably insist on thorough investigations conducted in parallel with further
planning of the railway. Further studies must be conducted to decide which areas require
additional study.
Alignments D1 and D2 have been ranked above alignment 2* due to fewer conflicts with
cultural heritage sites. As D1 hits the Pilgrim way less frequently than D2, the first is ranked
above D2.

Part of route: 1c Hønefoss-Sandvika
1c Hønefoss – Sandvika – Cultural heritage
Value

High
Middle

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment 2*
Total distance: 0 km

Alignment D1
Total distance: 37 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 41 km

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Unvalued

Automatic protected

-

-

7

19 m2,
238 m

7

34541 m2,
272 m

Protected by regulation

-

-

-

-

-

-

Protected by decision

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ongoing protection case

-

-

-

-

-

-

Church listed

-

-

-

-

-

-

Sefrak red and yellow

-

-

20

-

33

-

Removed

-

-

-

-

-

-

Not protected

-

-

-

-

-

-

Protection abolished

-

-

-

-

-

-

Unresolved

-

-

2

120 m

Sefrak grey

-

-

6

-

240 m
4

-
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Summary with critical aspects and ranking:
The area around Ringerike contains ancient farmland with a high frequency of automatically
protected cultural heritage sites and may even contain additional as yet undiscovered cultural
heritage sites requiring protection. Due to the potential of such finds, the regional cultural
heritage administration will probably insist on thorough investigations conducted in parallel
with further planning of the railway. Further studies must be conducted to decide which areas
require additional study. As the alignments reach Sandvika, D1 passes through a number of
cultural heritage sites. D1 is ranked above D2 because of this fact. The Tanumplateau, a
protected cultural landscape site, is affected by both D1 and D2, but there is a difference in
the area impacted: D2 will affect 35 000 m2, while D1 will only affect 20 m2.
D1 and D2 differ marginally, but D1 is ranked above D2 because the latter affects a protected
cultural landscape site.

Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Cultural heritage: Ranking of alignments Main route 1 Bergen – Sandvika
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment 2*

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

1a Bergen – Geilo
Total distance 167-190 km

1

2

3

3

1b Geilo – Hønefoss
Total distance 142-151 km

1

2

3

4

1c Hønefoss -Sandvika
Total distance 37-41 km

1

2

3

4

Total ranking

1

2

3

4
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5.2.3

Community life and outdoor recreation

Part of route: 1a Bergen – Geilo
1a Bergen – Geilo – Recreation
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment 2*
Total distance: 190 km

Alignment D1
Total distance: 104 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 106 km

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

High
value

Public recreational areas

-

-

-

-

-

-

DNT Hiker Trails

3

-

9

-

5

-

Unvalu
ed

Local recreation areas

10

1884

10

2046

6

2153

-

-

-

-

-

-

474

-

199

-

131

-

Sports/play ground
Buildings

Critical points for local environment and outdoor recreation values in part of route 1a:
The 2* alignment passes through the community of Bjørkheim (Samnanger). This will have an
impact on the local recreational areas and the railway will be a dominating feature in the
community. The area in and around Voss is used for many outdoor sports activities. The areas
in the outskirts of the city centre are likely to be more affected by the railway than the city
itself. The crossing of Vangsvatnet and Bordalen will change the character of the recreational
areas. At Mjølfjell (west and east) and Myrdal alignment 2* will pass popular tourist, skiing and
hiking areas. The line must be adjusted to the activities of the area. By Ossete alignment D1
crosses a marked hiking path. At Hallingskeid, Haugastøl, along Ustevatn (south) and Geilo
(west) alignments D1 and D2 pass a number of famous and popular hiking areas used both in
summer and winter. At Finse alignment 2* passes a narrow corridor between some important
recreational areas in two national parks at Hallingskarvet and Hardangervidda.
Alignment 2* goes through the most valuable areas for outdoor recreation. The alignment
follows the existing Bergensbanen line very closely. As a consequence of this, the line is
already integrated in these areas. A new alignment will occupy more land, but will not make
major changes in the character of the landscape and recreational areas. Alignment D1 has
fewer interventions than alignment D2.
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Part of route: 1b Geilo – Hønefoss
1b Geilo – Hønefoss – Recreation
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment 2*
Total distance: 142km

Alignment D1
Total distance:150 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 151 km

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Area
(1000
m2 )

Area
(1000 m2)

Number of
hits on
objects

Number of
hits on
objects

High
value

Public recreational areas

-

-

-

-

-

-

DNT Hiker Trails

9

-

10

-

7

-

Unvalu
ed

Local recreation areas

12

6 827

12

5 023

13

6 944

-

-

-

1

1 371

-

172

-

328

-

Sports/play ground
Buildings

176

Critical points for local environment and outdoor recreation values in part of route 1b:
Alignment 2* follows the existing Bergensbanen line and has an impact on the recreational
areas around the communities close to the line. Geilo (east), Ål (south), Nesbyen (east),
Sokna and Hønefoss (west) are affected through new day zones which will create stronger
barriers in the local environment. Alignment D1 follows alignment 2* closely and the same
areas are affected. Alignment D2 passes Geilo alpine centre through a day zone. This will
affect the recreational values of the area. D2 follows the opposite side of Hallingdalen from
Svenkerud to Flå and creates new physical barriers in these areas. There are no registered
hiking paths outside the densely populated areas which the alignment crosses.

Part of route: 1c Hønefoss-Sandvika
1c Hønefoss – Sandvika – Recreation
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment 2*
Total distance: 0 km

Alignment D1
Total distance: 37 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 41 km

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

High
value

Public recreational areas

-

-

-

-

-

-

DNT Hiker Trails

-

-

10

-

7

-

Unvalu
ed

Local recreation areas

-

-

12

1 737

6

2 423

Sports/play ground

-

-

2

5

2

3.9

Buildings

-

-

47

-

28

-
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Critical points for local environment and outdoor recreation values in part of route 1c:
Alignment 2* stops in Hønefoss. The following is valid for alignments D1 and D2. The
southern part of Hønefoss will be affected. The area consists of cultural landscapes and the
character of this landscape can change due to the new alignment, both with regard to noise
and visual impact. The crossing of Steinsfjorden will change the area significantly and will
affect the character of the area around Kongens utsikt. The well-known and very popular
recreational area of Krokskogenlies is not far from Steinsfjorden. Alignment D2 follows
Holsfjorden and lies close to some hiking paths between Skare and Brennhoggfjellet. Between
Bjørumsaga and Skui alignment D1 opens in a day zone which goes through a densely
populated area. Alignment D1 is ranked above D2 due to less impact on the recreational
areas around Sollihøgda.

Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Recreation: Ranking of alignments
Main route 1 Hallingdal Bergen – Sandvika
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment 2*

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

1a Bergen – Geilo
Total distance 167-190 km

1

4

2

3

1b Geilo – Hønefoss
Total distance 142-151 km

1

4

2

3

1c Hønefoss -Sandvika
Total distance 37-41 km

1

(3)

2

3

Total ranking

1

4

2

3
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5.2.4

Natural environment

Part of route :1a Bergen – Geilo
1a Bergen – Geilo – Natural environment
Value

High
value

Topic

Affected areas

Nature types, A or B localities

Alignment 2*
Total distance: 190 km

Alignment D1
Total distance: 167 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 171 km

Number
of objects

Number
of objects

Number
of objects

Area
2
(1000 m )

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

4

38

7

114

5

121

River deltas > 0,25 km and
little influenced

0

0

0

0

0

0

Species, wildlife weight 4 or 5

0

0

1

16

1

17

15

3 316

1

471

1

634

INON > 1 km

-

0

-

0

-

0

Protected areas

1

31

0

0

0

0

67

-

12

-

23

-

1

1

1

3

1

26

2

Wild reindeer, living areas

Protected watersheds
Middle
value

Nature types, C localities
River deltas > 0,25 km and
moderately influenced

0

0

0

0

0

0

Unvalued

Species, wildlife weight 1-3

20

1192

22

1 053

26

1 047

2

Alignment D1 and the 25 m buffer zone of D2 affect a small important woodland pasture
(hagemark) north west of Granvin. Alignment D2 crosses through the middle of an important
rich deciduous forest at Espeland east of Granvin.
Alignment D1 cuts through a very important humid ravine and calcareous forest in the shape
of a bridge, west of Finse.
Alignment D1 and D2 cross a very important area for the white-backed woodpecker
(Dendrocopos leucotos) south of Vangsvatnet.
All alternatives affect areas for wild reindeer around Finse. Alignment D1 and D2 have the
greatest proportion of tunnels, while the 2* alignment has the largest proportion of day zone.
Alignment 2* therefore affects a bigger area and also enters a part of the Finse protected
reindeer biotope. The existing roads and railway have had a fragmentation effect on the
reindeer stock in this area. A new railway will have an even greater barrier effect, due to high
fences.
All alignments cross two protected water sheds. Alignment 2* crosses the largest stretches,
going into Vossavassdraget and Flomselvi, while D1 and D2 enter Vossavassdraget and
Granvinsvassdraget. The number bodies of water crossed by bridges is not calculated.
In forested areas, some small areas are registered (Miljøregistreringer i Skog) that can conflict
with the day zone parts of the railway.
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Alignment D1 generally affects a smaller area and fewer objects than D2. D1 is therefore
ranked before D2. Alignment 2* affects fewer nature types, but affects significantly more
objects and area in total, including a protected area and wild reindeer living areas, and is
therefore ranked last in this part of the route.

Part of route: 1b Geilo - Hønefoss
1b Geilo – Hønefoss – Natural environment
Value

High
value

Topic

Affected areas

Nature types, A or B localities

Alignment 2*
Total distance: 142km

Alignment D1
Total distance:150 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 151 km

Number
of objects

Number
of objects

Number
of objects

Area
2
(1000 m )

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

5

44

5

25

7

75

River deltas > 0,25 km and
little influenced

0

0

0

0

0

0

Species, wildlife weight 4 or 5

0

0

0

0

0

0

Wild reindeer, living areas

0

0

0

0

0

0

INON > 1 km

-

0

-

0

-

0

Protected areas

0

0

0

0

0

0

34

-

30

-

43

-

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

Protected watersheds
Middle
value

Nature types, C localities
River deltas > 0,25 km and
moderately influenced

0

0

0

0

0

0

Unvalued

Species, wildlife weight 1-3

7

1638

6

701

5

1305

2

Alignment 2* and D2 cross a biologically very important pasture area east of Krøderen. D1
touches the same area.
All alignments cross a very important area with old coniferous forest north west of Hønefoss.
All alignments enter and cross the Sokna protected water shed, mostly in day zones. D2also
touches the border area of Norefjellsområdet. The number of bodies of water crossed by
bridges is not calculated.
In forested areas along the Hallingdalen valley, many small forest environment areas are
registered (Miljøregistreringer i Skog) that can be in conflict with the day zone parts of the
railway.
The difference between Alignment 2* and D1 are small, but unambiguous, and therefor
alignment D1 is ranked in front of 2*. Alignment D2 affects a clearly greater number of objects
and area, and is therefore ranked last in this part of route.
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Part of route: 1c Hønefoss-Sandvika
1c Hønefoss – Sandvika – Natural environment
Topic

High
value

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 37 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 41 km

Number
of objects

Number
of objects

Area
2
(1000 m )

Area
(1000 m2)

Nature types, A or B
localities

8

22

9

36

River deltas > 0,25 km2 and
little influenced

0

0

0

0

Species, wildlife weight 4 or
5

1

24

1

24

Wild reindeer, living areas

0

0

0

0

INON > 1 km

-

0

-

0

Protected areas

2

11

4

32

Protected watersheds

3

-

2

-

3

3

1

6

Middle
value

Nature types, C-localities
River deltas > 0,25 km and
moderately influenced

0

0

0

0

Unvalued

Species, wildlife weight 1-3

3

15

5

48

2

Alignment D1 enters and D2 crosses theViksåsen coniferous forest reserve. The 25 m buffer
zone around D2 also covers some of the nearby Biliåsen protected landscape area.
Alignment D2 crosses Vinterguten geological nature reserve on a bridge. Further south, D2
touches Tverrbergkastet coniferous forest reserve.
The 25 m buffer zone around D1 covers some of the southern end of Kjaglidalen coniferous
forest reserve on a bridge. The line itself does not enter the area.
Near Tyrifjorden, both alignments cross a very important area for water fowl.
The border area, where part of route changes from 1b to 1c, lies in the border area of the
Sokna protected watershed. Later, both alignments cross the Tyrifjorden protected watershed
on bridges and includes some day zones inside the border of the Oslomarkvassdragene. The
number of bodies of water crossed by bridges is not calculated.
In forested areas between Hønefoss and Sandvika, many small forest environment areas are
registered (Miljøregistreringer i Skog) that can conflict with the day zone parts of the railway.
Alignment D2 generally affects a greater number of objects and area than D1 and is therefore
ranked after D1.
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Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Natural environment: Ranking of alignments
Main route 1 Hallingdal Bergen – Sandvika
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment 2*

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

1a Bergen – Geilo
Total distance 167-190 km

1

4

2

3

1b Geilo – Hønefoss
Total distance 142-151 km

1

3

2

4

1c Hønefoss -Sandvika
Total distance 37-41 km

1

(3)

2

3

Total ranking

1

4

2

3

5.2.5

Natural resources

Part of route: 1a Bergen – Geilo
1a Bergen – Geilo – Natural resources
Value

High
value

Unvalued

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment 2*
Total distance: 190 km

Alignment D1
Total distance: 167 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 171 km

Number
of objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Number
of objects

Number
of objects

37

358

29

281

34

259

Water sources

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, national,
regional, very important
and important value

0

0

1

8

1

0,5

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, little important
and not evaluated

0

0

0

0

0

0

Agriculture

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

The alignment is often planned to cross agricultural land on bridges along this part of the
route, thereby reducing the number of potential conflicts. Yet based on the numbers,
alignment D1 and D2 show little difference in conflict potential and are ranked equally ahead
of alignment 2*. Alignment 2* affects more objects, probably as a result of more day zones.
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Part of route: 1b Geilo - Hønefoss
1b Geilo – Hønefoss – Natural resources
Value

High
value

Unvalued

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment 2*
Total distance: 142km

Alignment D1
Total distance:150 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 151 km

Number
of objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Number
of objects

Number
of objects

42

568

50

507

51

652

Water sources

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, national,
regional, very important
and important value

2

8

2

16

1

43

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, little important
and not evaluated

5

110

4

91

9

195

Agriculture

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

Alignment 2* and D1 will cross a very important area of sand and gravel on a bridge north of
Nesbyen. A bridge is considered to reduce the conflict with this object.
Alignment 2* affects a larger potential conflict area than D1, while D1 affects a larger number
of objects than 2*. They are therefore ranked equally, ahead of D2, which in total both affects
more objects and a larger conflict area than 2*.

Part of route: 1c Hønefoss-Sandvika
1c Hønefoss – Sandvika – Natural resources
Value

High
value

Unvalued

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 37 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 41 km

Number
of objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Number
of objects

Agriculture

9

259

11

371

Water sources

1

81

1

102

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, national,
regional, very important
and important value

0

0

0

0

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, little important
and not evaluated

0

0

0

0

Area
(1000 m2)

Alignment D1 and D2 both affect large areas of agricultural land between Hønefoss and
Tyrifjorden, and crosses the Holsfjorden water source via a bridge.
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Alignment D2 affects both more objects and encroaches on a greater conflict area than D1,
and is there for ranked after D1.

Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Natural resources: Ranking of alignments
Main route 1 Hallingdal Bergen – Sandvika
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment 2*

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

1a Bergen – Geilo
Total distance 167-190 km

1

4

2

2

1b Geilo – Hønefoss
Total distance 142-151 km

1

2

2

4

1c Hønefoss -Sandvika
Total distance 37-41 km

1

(3)

2

3

Total ranking

1

3

2

3

5.2.6

Noise

Part of route: 1a Bergen – Geilo
Noise: Affected inhabitants 1a Bergen – Geilo
Noise zone
Yellow zone
Red zone
Total affected

Alignment 2*
Total distance: 190 km

Alignment D1
Total distance: 167 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 171 km

Number of inhabitants

Number of inhabitants

Number of inhabitants

2600

800

750

200

50

100

2800

850

850

Alignment 2* is clearly the worst alignment with regards to the number of inhabitants which will
be affected by noise. Alignment D1 and D2 are equal and will affect far less inhabitants.
Alignment 2* will require a substantial amount of noise barriers. The total required length is
approximately 9.4 km (9 per cent of the section is day zone). D1 and D2 will require barriers of
respectively 1.4 km and 1.9 km, (approximately 3 per cent of the section is day zone).

Part of route: 1b Geilo - Hønefoss
Noise: Affected inhabitants 1b Geilo – Hønefoss
Noise zone
Yellow zone
Red zone
Total affected

Alignment 2*
Total distance: 142 km

Alignment D1
Total distance: 150 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 151 km

Number of inhabitants

Number of inhabitants

Number of inhabitants

1000

950

1200

100

100

100

1100

1050

1300
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This part of the route has roughly the same noise impact on inhabitants for all the alignments;
however alignment D1 affects the fewest number of people. The various alignments are also
very similar with regards to the required noise barrier lengths. The required lengths for 2*, D1
and D2 are 1.4 km, 1.2 km and 1.4 km (approximately 2 per cent of the section is day zone).

Part of route: 1c Hønefoss-Sandvika
Noise: Affected inhabitants 1c Hønefoss – Sandvika

Noise zone

Alignment 2*
Total distance: 0 km
(Using alignment D2)

Alignment D1
Total distance: 37 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 41 km

Number of inhabitants

Number of inhabitants

Number of inhabitants

Yellow zone
Red zone
Total affected

1200

1800

1200

150

100

150

1350

1900

1350

Alignment D1 is clearly the worst alignment with regards to the number of inhabitants which
will be affected by noise. Alignment 2* is calculated as D2 and is therefore equal and will
affect far less inhabitants than D1. The various alignments are also similar with regards to the
required noise barrier length. The required lengths for 2*, D1 and D2 are 3.6 km, 4.4 km and
3.6 km (approximately 20 per cent, 30 per cent and 20 per cent of the section is day zone).

Ranking of alignments (summary of affected inhabitants)
Noise: Ranking of alignments
Main route 1 Bergen – Sandvika
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment 2*

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

1a Bergen – Geilo
Total distance 167-190 km

1

4

2

2

1b Geilo – Hønefoss
Total distance 142-151 km

1

3

2

4

1c Hønefoss -Sandvika
Total distance 37-41 km

1

2

4

2

Total number of affected
inhabitants
Total ranking

1

5250
4

3800
3

3500
2

Alignment 2* will affect far more inhabitants than alignments D1 and D2 (40% or more) due to
its passing through more densely populated areas. Alignments D1 and D2 are therefore
superior to 2*. The results are shown graphically below.
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Number of persons

3 000

Yellow zone

2 500

Red zone

2 000
1 500
1 000
500
0

C

5.2.7

D1

D2

C

D1

D2

C

D1

D2

Bergen - Geilo

Geilo - Hønefoss

Hønefoss - Sandvika

1a

1b

1c

Summary and ranking – Hallingdal

The Hallingdal route is the only route with three different alternative standards for the railway;
2*, D1 and D2, and the Bergen line. Even though the route partly follows the Hallingdal valley
it passes through areas resulting in a minor impact from infrastructure in the Hardangervidda
area. Large parts of Hardangervidda plateau are protected as national parks. The area of
Hardangervidda and the surrounding area is a habitat for wild reindeer, and parts of the area
are protected biotopes for reindeer. Alignments D1 and D2 pass through these areas mostly in
tunnels which limits the number of conflicts. The 2* alignment has a greater number of day
zones through this area which leads to a higher conflict potential. The route passes several
important tourist areas such as Voss, Myrdal, Finse and Geilo. The landscape in the tourist
areas is often valuable and a part of the tourist attraction and a new railway makes the area
more accessible, but can also affect the values and make the area less attractive.
The Hallingdal route passes several valuable landscapes. Many of the areas which are
crossed by the high speed railway are of a small scale. The result can be fragmentation of the
landscape. The general impact from the high speed railway is caused by large scale
construction such as bridges. Many of these are totally at odds with the scale of the small
districts that will be affected. Visual conflicts occur in Samnanger, around Vangsvatnet at
Voss, around Ustevatn by Ustaoset, Geilo, Nesbyen, Flå and between Hønefoss and
Tyrifjorden.
Cultural heritage sites are mostly counted as spots. It should therefore be possible to adjust
the alignment to avoid conflicts. Cultural heritage sites counted as lines will of course be more
troublesome to avoid, when they are crossed by the alignments. Valuable cultural landscapes
are not counted in the GIS analysis. The next step should therefore be to interconnect
valuable (cultural) landscapes, ancient buildings and cultural heritage sites. Along the
Hallingdal route there are several landscapes that can fill these criteria. Some of these are
pointed out as high-lights in this report, although they should be further analysed in the future.
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As for cultural heritage the main route follows an existing railway, where the settlement is
already clustered along the existing alignment and the stations. In general this makes the
cultural heritage along the alignment less vulnerable to a new alignment. Other areas with
high conflict potential due to cultural heritage are in the city of Bergen, around Voss and
Vangsvatnet, south of Ustevatnet and around Geilo. The area around Hønefoss and south
towards Tyrifjorden is subject to potential conflict.
Considering community life and outdoor recreation the Hallingdal route will pass several
important areas. In particular careful condsideration must be given to the areas around Voss,
Myrdal, Mjølfjell, Hallingskeid, Finse and Ustevatn/Ustaoset. These are nationally important
recreational areas of high value. Geilo and the station cities in Hallingdalen will also be
affected, but the scale of impact will not be as large as for the high mountain areas. When the
line gets closer to the densely populated areas around Oslo, the alignments will have an
impact on recreational areas used by many people. The alignment does not cross any
registered hiking paths, but will change the character of the landscape in these areas. The
2*alignment causes the least impact, D1 is marginally better than alignment D2.
Protected areas are naturally in conflict with a high speed railway. Very important nature types
and wildlife areas also represent an important potential conflict. However, except for the wild
reindeer habitats, all these areas are mainly smaller in size, and they are often affected by
only one of the alignments. It therefore seems likely that only minor adjustments to the
alignment would be needed to avoid such areas. Even if the railway still touches some of
these areas, it is reasonable to assume that a certain amount of such areas could be
sacrificed or compensated for, for the sake of a high speed railway. Other areas with high
conflict potential with the natural environment are south of Vangsvatnet, west of
Granvinsvatnet, north of Osafjorden and around Tyrifjorden.
Loss of agricultural land will probably represent certain, but manageable conflicts with the high
speed railway. The crossing of the Holsfjorden water source could represent a more severe
conflict, especially regarding freight trains. Existing proposals for the new Ringeriksbanen, for
example, do not cross or encroach on this water source.
Due to noise alignment 2* will affect far more inhabitants than alignments D1 and D2 (40 per
cent or more) as it passes through more densely populated areas. Alignments D1 and D2 are
therefore superior to 2*.
From the GIS analysis and the qualitative assessment every part of route has been ranked
against the 0-alternative. The 0-alternative is always ranked as the best alternative. The
results from the ranking of alignments for each theme are used as a base for the overall
ranking of the main routes for all environmental themes.
Alignment D1 has less impact on central values compared to 2* and D2 in many different
themes and is therefore ranked as the second best alternative behind the 0-alternative.
Alignment D2 has more impact than D1, but less than alignment 2* for most of the themes.
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Overall ranking for all environmental themes – Hallingdal route
0 alternative

Alignment 2*

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

Landscape

1

2

3

4

Cultural heritage

1

2

3

4

Community life and outdoor
recreation

1

4

2

3

Natural environment

1

4

2

3

Natural resources

1

3

2

3

Noise

1

4

3

2

Overall ranking all
environmental themes

1

4

2

3
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5.3 Haukeli route: Bergen and Stavanger – Drammen

2a

2e

2b

2c

2d

Stavanger
Figure 5-2 Haukeli route Bergen/Stavanger - Drammen

5.3.1

Landscape

The landscape regions are described in chapter 0 and you find maps as an attachment to the
main report.

Part of route: 2a Bergen – Røldal
Alignment D1
Landscape region 21, Outer fjord districts of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Narrow valley with green hillsides. Cultural development with housing areas, agriculture,
industry and infrastructure.
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Landscape room:
The high speed railway crosses the valley in the community Arna where the existing
Bergensbane has a stop. Minor visual changes because of the new alignment.
Scale/visual barrier:
Minor changes from the existing situation.
Landscape region 22, Mid districts of the West (Midtre bygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Undulating landscape which varies from wooded hillsides to naked rock. The railway
alignment is stiff and has little room for adjusting to the changing landscape.
Landscape room:
Large variety of landscape rooms. Over the community Bjørkheim a bridge will cross the
valley by going directly across the valley over the built areas. Many narrow valleys with none
or small population will be crossed by bridges through this alignment. At Ljones the alignment
crosses the cultural landscape by bridge. The Hardangerfjord will be crossed by a 2 km long
bridge from Ljones to Belsnes.
Scale/visual barrier:
The scale of the construction over Bjørkheim does not harmonise with the landscape of the
region. The landscape contains a large variety of small communities without any outsized
constructions. The bridges create the most critical visual barriers, especially at Bjørkheim,
Aldalen and Ljones. The span over the Hardangerfjord will be visible from a distance and
create a new focus in the area.
Landscape region 23, Inner districts of the West (Indre bygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
The main form in this area of the region is a narrow valley with undulating local forms. The
mountain sides are relatively steep. The rivers, great waterfalls and waters in the valley are
distinct elements and have contributed to give the valleys plain bottoms suited for agriculture.
Landscape room:
Shifting character from woods to open agricultural areas. Steep slopes of naked rock. Mainly
farm structure and small scale communities in the central valleys. The landscape rooms are
narrow and framed by relatively steep mountain sides. The larger rooms are crossing the
valley and surround the waters of the valley.
Scale/visual barrier:
The alignment will only partly be seen in this region. By Odda the line will be visible in the
mountain side west of the city and will cross the valley Buerdalen by bridge. Furthest in this
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valley you can see part of the glacier Folgefonna. From the R13 on the east side of
Sandvevatnet this bridge will become a new focus point in front of the glacier. In Sandvedalen,
a very narrow valley south of Sandvevatnet, the alignment will follow the valley on the west
side. The alignment will only be seen partly because of many tunnels. Between Vidfoss and
Geitabekken (km 93-94) a bridge will follow the mountain side and will be a distinct element to
be seen from the R13. This will also be the situation in the area Steinaberg/Skare (km 99).
Alignment D2
Landscape region 21, Outer fjord districts of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Narrow valley with green hillsides. Cultural development with housing areas, agriculture,
industry and infrastructure. Steep mountainsides along the Sørfjorden. Mostly farms and
agricultural areas. Wooden hills.
Landscape room:
The high speed railway crosses the valley in the community Arna where the existing
Bergensbane has a stop. Minor visual changes because of the new alignment. At Takvam the
alignment fractures the landscape and creates a new visual element
Scale/visual barrier:
Minor changes from the existing situation. At Takvam the scale of the alignment bursts the
scale of the community and cultural landscape.
Landscape region 22, Mid districts of the West (Midtre bygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Undulating landscape which varies from wooded hillsides to naked rock. The railway
alignment is stiff and has little room for adjusting to the changing landscape.
Landscape room:
Large variety of landscape rooms. Over the community Bjørkheim a bridge will cross the
valley by going directly across the valley over the built areas. Many narrow valleys with none
or small population will be crossed by bridges through this alignment. The cultural landscape
at Ljones will be divided by a bridge crossing the landscape room. The Hardangerfjord will be
crossed by a 2 km long bridge from Ljones to Belsnes.
Scale/visual barrier:
The scale of the construction over Bjørkheim does not harmonise with the landscape of the
region. The landscape contains a large variety of small communities without any outsized
constructions. The bridges create the most critical visual barriers, especially at Bjørkheim,
Aldalen and Ljones. A high bridge crosses the area Dalsæter (km 41-42) south of
Kvamskogen. The scale of the bridge will burst the landscape and create large visual barrier.
By Botnavatnet the alignment will pass the landscape room in the western edge. The area has
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no other interventions. The span over the Hardangerfjord will be visible from a distance and
create a new focus in the area.
Landscape region 23, Inner districts of the West (Indre bygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
The main form in this area of the region is a narrow valley with undulating local forms. The
mountain sides are relatively steep. The rivers, great waterfalls and waters in the valley are
distinct elements and have contributed to give the valleys plain bottoms suited for agriculture.
Landscape room:
Shifting character from woods to open agricultural areas. Steep slopes of naked rock. Mainly
farm structure and small scale communities in the central valleys. The landscape rooms are
narrow and framed by relatively steep mountain sides. The larger rooms are crossing the
valley and surround the waters of the valley.
Scale/visual barrier:
The alignment will only partly be seen in this region. By Odda the line will be visible in the
mountain side west of the city and will cross the valley Buerdalen by bridge. Furthest in this
valley you can see part of the glacier Folgefonna. From the R13 on the east side of
Sandvevatnet this bridge will become a new focus point in front of the glacier. In Sandvedalen,
a very narrow valley south of Sandvevatnet, the alignment will follow the valley on the west
side. The alignment will only be seen partly because of many tunnels. Between Vidfoss and
Geitabekken (km 93-94) a bridge will follow the mountain side and will be a distinct element to
be seen from the R13. This will also be the situation in the area Steinaberg/Skare (km 99).
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Landscape summary 2a Bergen – Røldal
Landscape: Affected areas 2a Bergen – Røldal
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 104 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 106 km

Number
of hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Area (m2)
Length (km)

Area (m2)
Length (km)

-

-

-

-

Important cultural
landscapes

-

-

-

-

Important cultural
urban areas

-

-

-

-

INON >3km

-

-

-

-

Protected
watersheds

2

390 200

2

525 500

Middle
value

INON <3km

-

-

-

-

Unvalued

High value

Protected areas

River deltas

-

-

-

-

Shore line

3

71

3

71

Proximity

17

8.1 km

19

9.7 km

Severance/barrier
effects

31

8.7 km

34

10.3 km

Abstract of the qualitative analysis of the landscape regions and the alignments affection on
the landscape:
The alignment will pass three landscape regions between Bergen and Røldal.
The community of Bjørkheim in Samnanger is crossed by a large bridge. Many narrow valleys
will be crossed by alignment D1 and D2. The bridges at Bjørkheim Aldalen and Ljones are
distinct visual elements in the landscape. The Hardangerfjord crossing will be visible from a
distance.
South of Odda the landscape room is very narrow. The extension of the alignments will
change the landscape and create new impacts. The alignment passes the famous Låtefossen
waterfall in this area. The alignment can be seen from the road R13 along Sandvenvatnet.
D1 and D2 are close to equal in this part of route and are ranked equally.
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Part of route: 2b Røldal - Kongsberg
Alignment D1
Landscape region 23, Inner districts of the West (Indre bygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
The main form in this area of the region is a valley with plain and relatively wide bottom. The
hillsides are steep. The rivers, great waterfalls and waters in the valley are distinct elements
and have contributed to give the valleys plain bottoms suited for agriculture.
Landscape room:
The Røldalsvatnet creates the main room in the landscape. The hillsides are partly covered in
wood, partly naked rock. In winter the area normally is covered in deep snow. The main room
where the community Røldal is situated, the alignment will cross the valley by bridge (100 m
high) just at the back of the densest populated areas.
Scale/visual barrier:
The bridge crossing the valley of Røldal will burst the scale of the landscape and create a new
focus, both from the community, the main road and the water. Adjustment of the line is
necessary to fit in to this small scale community/cultural landscape and the limited landscape
room.
Landscape region 12, Dal- og fjellbygder i Telemark og Aust-Agder :
Landform/terrain:
A complex landscape with short, crooked valleys and long lakes. Alpine character in the north,
woodlands and agricultural areas in the south.
Landscape room:
Pronounced landscape rooms around the lakes. The hillsides mark distinct rooms.
The alignment crosses a characteristic landscape room by Arbuvatn (km 146-148). The
alignment will fracture the landscape room. The line goes partly over the water and will create
clear interventions. The alignment will follow the form of the landscape along Tveitevatnet and
Grungevatn. The line will partly be situated on terrain, partly go by bridge. The bridges will
cross several landscape rooms. At Grunge (km 170-172) the alignment will fracture a
continous cultural landscape. By Åmot (km 192-194) a high bridge will fracture a distinct
landscape room. This will also be the situation at the community Ofte (km 207-208). A long
bridge will pass the community on the east side, just at the back of the built areas. A large
landscape room around Seljordsvatn will be affected by high bridges on the south side by
Brennmo (km 240-244)
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Scale/visual barrier:
The bridges along Tveitevatnet and Grungevatn will create visual barriers. The bridges are
mainly situated high above the built areas and will dominate the landscape, especially at
Edland (km 132). At Grunge the alignment will create a local barrier. At Åmot the large bridge
will be a major intervention in the landscape and create a clear visual barrier from the
community and E 134. At Ofte the bridge will be a visual element and create a new focus,
especially from the side valley west of Oftefjell. At Høydalsmo (km 210-211) a large bridge
crosses over a small village. The bridge crosses directly over Høydalsmo church and will be a
distinct visual barrier. Åbø (km 214) will also be affected by a bridge crossing directly over the
landscape room. A large bridge will cross the valley south of Morgedal and create a visual
barrier cross the landscape room. The bridges by Seljordsvatn will be clear visible elements
from the north side of the water and from R 36 to Bø.
By Kloumannsjøen (km 294-296) the alignment will pass by bridge over an agricultural area.
The bridge will be visible from the west side of the lake, Lisleherad.
Landscape region 4, Lowland valleys in Telemark, Buskerud and Vestfold (Lavlandsdalføra i
Telemark, Buskerud og Vestfold):
Landform/terrain:
Low/moderate ridges. U-valleys are most common. Limestone gives steep sides. Agricultural
areas in the bottom of the valleys.
Landscape room:
Wide valleys with flat plains create the most common type of landscape room in this area of
the region. The hillsides are moderate and often covered in wood. A long bridge will span over
the cultural landscape of Øvre Bø and fracture the continous area. Along the community Bø
and the agricultural areas north of Bø the alignment will follow the river Bøelvas curves, but
still fracture a large continous cultural landscape (km 252-266). In Sauherad the alignment will
be situated just south of the most concentrated farmland and housing areas. Still the
alignment will split the community. The alignment will fracture cultural landscapes along the
landscape room of Heddalsvatnets east side.
The alignment will pass large agricultural areas from Skogen to Drammen (km 325-354).
Scale/visual barrier:
The alignment will split the continous cultural landscape in Øvre Bø and Bø. The visual barrier
will be strong locally, but is not severe from a far. The alignment will split the existing
infrastructure in many places. The visual barrier of Sauherad is not as clear as in Bø. A bridge
crosses Sauarelva in a long span (km 273,5-275) this will be visible from the surrounding
areas and Sørlandsbanen that passes on the east side of the river (Nordagutu st.). On the
east side of Bråfjorden the alignment will pass parts in a long bridge. This will create a new
visual element in the coherent landscape.
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The large agricultural areas from Skogen to Drammen will be fractured and the alignment will
create a visual barrier locally. The affected areas are yet of such a scale that the alignment is
subordinated to the landscape.
Landscape region 10, Lower valleys of the East (Nedre dalbygder på Østlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Wider valley with green hillsides, mostly covered in wood. The river Jondalselva is a distinct
element in the landscape. On top of the hillsides the terrain is slightly undulating with
coniferous forest.
Landscape rooms:
Long and narrow rooms with moderate hillsides. Mostly agricultural or built areas on the
plains. The alignment partly follows the main structure of the landscape but has not adjusted
to the edges of the rooms. This gives many fractured agricultural areas.
Scale/visual barrier:
In the agricultural areas in Jondalen (km 311-316) the alignment will create a visual barrier
locally. The many continous cultural landscapes get split. The alignment crosses the river
Lågen by Skavnager, just north from Kongsberg. This bridge will be visible from a distance,
especially from the south; the centre of Kongsberg.
Alignment D2
Landscape region 23, Inner districts of the West (Indre bygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
The main form in this area of the region is a valley with plain and relatively wide bottom. The
hillsides are steep. The rivers, great waterfalls and waters in the valley are distinct elements
and have contributed to give the valleys plain bottoms suited for agriculture.
Landscape room:
The Røldalsvatnet creates the main room in the landscape. The hillsides are partly covered in
wood, partly naked rock. In winter the area normally is covered in deep snow. The main room
where the community Røldal is situated, the alignment will cross the valley by bridge (100 m
high) just at the back of the densest populated areas.
Scale/visual barrier:
The bridge crossing the valley of Røldal will burst the scale of the landscape and create a new
focus, both from the community, the main road and the water. Adjustment of the line is
necessary to fit in to this small scale community/cultural landscape and the limited landscape
room.
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Landscape region 12, Dal- og fjellbygder i Telemark og Aust-Agder :
Landform/terrain:
A complex landscape with short, crooked valleys and long lakes. Alpine character in the north,
woodlands and agricultural areas in the south. Many local forms.
Landscape room:
Pronounced landscape rooms around the lakes. The hillsides mark distinct rooms.
The alignment crosses a characteristic landscape room by Arbuvatn by bridge (km 146-148).
The alignment will fracture the landscape room. A bridge will also cross the lake Grevshyl (km
151) and a river just north of the lake Øykjelihylen. The alignment will follow the form of the
landscape along Tveitevatnet and Grungevatn. The line will be situated on terrain. At Grunge
(km 170-172) the alignment will fracture a continous cultural landscape. By Åmot (km 192194) a high bridge will fracture a distinct landscape room. This will also be the situation at the
community Ofte (km 207-208). A long bridge will pass the community on the east side, just at
the back of the built areas. A large landscape room around Seljordsvatn will be affected by
high bridges on the south side by Brennmo (km 240-244)
Scale/visual barrier:
At Edland (km 132) the bridge situated high above the built areas will dominate the landscape.
At Grunge the alignment will create a local barrier. At Brekkestøyl a bridge will be situated in
the hillside above the agricultural areas. The bridge will be a visual barrier in the community
and from the lake Grungevatn. At Åmot the large bridge will be a major intervention in the
landscape and create a clear visual barrier from the community and E 134. At Breiland (km
205-206) a bridge crosses the landscape room above the cultural landscape. At Ofte the
bridge will be a visual element and create a new focus, especially from the side valley west of
Oftefjell. At Høydalsmo (km 210-211) a large bridge crosses over a small village. The bridge
crosses directly over Høydalsmo church and will be a distinct visual barrier. Åbø (km 214) will
also be affected by a bridge crossing directly over the landscape room. A bridge will cross the
hilly landscape at Jamgrav (km 236) this will be a distinct element in the landscape. The
bridges by Seljordsvatn will be clear visible elements from the north side of the water and from
R 36 to Bø. By Kloumannsjøen (km (294-297) the alignment will pass by bridge over an
agricultural area. The bridge will be visible from the west side of the lake, Lisleherad.
Landscape region 4, Lowland valleys in Telemark, Buskerud and Vestfold (Lavlandsdalføra i
Telemark, Buskerud og Vestfold):
Landform/terrain:
Low/moderate ridges. U-valleys are most common. Limestone gives steep sides. Agricultural
areas in the bottom of the valleys.
Landscape room:
Wide valleys with flat plains create the most common type of landscape room in this area of
the region. The hillsides are moderate and often covered in wood. A long bridge will span over
the cultural landscape of Øvre Bø and fracture the continous area. Along the community Bø
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and the agricultural areas north of Bø the alignment will follow the river Bøelvas curves and
follow the terrain around the hillsides to Sauherad, but still fracture a large continous cultural
landscape (km 252-266). In Sauherad the alignment will be situated just south of the most
concentrated farmland and housing areas. Still the alignment will split the community. The
alignment will fracture cultural landscapes along the landscape room of Heddalsvatnets east
side.
The alignment will pass large agricultural areas from Skogen to Drammen (km 325-354).
Scale/visual barrier:
The alignment will split the continuous cultural landscape in Øvre Bø and Bø. The visual
barrier will be strong locally, but is not severe from a far. The alignment will split the existing
infrastructure in many places. The visual barrier of Sauherad is not as clear as in Bø. A bridge
crosses Sauarelva in a long span (km 273,5-275) this will be visible from the surrounding
areas and Sørlandsbanen that passes on the east side of the river (Nordagutu st.). On the
east side of Bråfjorden the alignment will pass parts in a long bridge. This will create a new
visual element in the coherent landscape. A large bridge will pass the main road through
Notodden. A new visual barrier will be clear from the road E 134.
The large agricultural areas from Skogen to Drammen will be fractured and the alignment will
create a visual barrier locally. The affected areas are yet of such a scale that the alignment is
subordinated to the landscape.
Landscape region 10, Lower valleys of the East (Nedre dalbygder på Østlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Wider valley with green hillsides mostly covered in wood. The river Jondalselva is a distinct
element in the landscape. On top of the hillsides the terrain is slightly undulating with
coniferous forest.
Landscape rooms:
Long and narrow rooms with moderate hillsides. Mostly agricultural or built areas on the
plains. The alignment partly follows the main structure of the landscape but has not adjusted
to the edges of the rooms. This gives many fractured agricultural areas.
Scale/visual barrier:
In the agricultural areas in Jondalen (km 311-316) the alignment will create a visual barrier
locally. The many continous cultural landscapes get split. The alignment crosses the river
Lågen by Skavnager, just north from Kongsberg. This bridge will be visible from a distance,
especially from the south; the centre of Kongsberg.
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Landscape summary 2b Røldal - Kongsberg
Landscape: Affected areas 2b Røldal - Kongsberg
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 216 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 215 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number of
hits on
objects

Area (m2)
Length (km)

Area (m2)
Length (km)

-

-

-

-

Important cultural
landscapes

-

-

-

-

Important cultural
urban areas

-

-

-

-

INON >3km

-

-

-

-

Protected
watersheds

1

194 300

1

416 500

Middle
value

INON <3km

-

-

-

-

Unvalued

High value

Protected areas

River deltas

-

-

-

-

Shore line

-

-

-

-

Proximity

25

32.3 km

22

41.9 km

Severance/barrier
effects

37

32.3 km

35

41.9 km

Abstract of the qualitative analysis of the landscape regions and the alignments affection on
the landscape:
The alignment will pass four landscape regions between Røldal and Kongsberg.
The community of Røldal will be crossed by a large bridge which fragments the landscape
room and the visual experience of the community.
The day zone through Edlandd will be a distinct visual element from the surrounding areas
and the mainroad E134.
At Åmot a large bridge will cross the landscape through the community and create a visual
barrier. Many small communities between Åmot and Seljord will be affected visually by the
alignment. The alignment passes through a protected watershed between Seljordvatn and
Flavatn. The agricultural areas around Bø, Gvarv and Akkerhaugen will be affected by
alignments D1 and D2. The line passes through the area in a continous day zone and will
fracture the cultural landscape. The alignment will fracture the cultural landscape through the
agricultural area of Jondalen.
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Part of route: 2c Kongsberg - Drammen
Alignment D1
Landscape region 10, Lower valleys of the East (Nedre dalbygder på Østlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Wider valley with green hillsides mostly covered in wood. The river Lågen is a distinct element
in the landscape. On top of the hillsides the terrain is slightly undulating with coniferous forest.
Landscape rooms:
The river Lågen creates the landscape room which the alignment crosses in this part of the
region. Wooded slopes and built areas dominate along the river.
Scale/visual barrier:
The alignment crosses the river Lågen by Skavnager, just north from Kongsberg. This bridge
will be visible from a distance, especially from the south; the centre of Kongsberg.
Landscape region 7, Forest areas of the East (Østlandets skogstrakter):
Landform/terrain:
The main form of the landscape is a wide valley with moderate hillsides. On top of the hillsides
the terrain is undulating and covered in wood. Relatively monotonous landscape without major
variety in the local forms.
Landscape room:
Wide view over the valleys in the open areas. Most areas are covered in wood. The view is
limited locally. Open agricultural areas are framed by coniferous forest.
Scale/visual barrier:
The railway alignment roughly goes through dense forest, and will not be a dominating visual
element.
Landscape region 4, Lowland valleys in Telemark, Buskerud and Vestfold (Lavlandsdalføra i
Telemark, Buskerud og Vestfold):
Landform/terrain:
Low/moderate ridges. U-valleys are most common. Limestone gives steep sides. Agricultural
areas in the bottom of the valleys. Urban character in Mjøndalen and Drammen.
Landscape room:
The alignment will pass large agricultural areas from Skogen to Drammen (km 325-354).
The landscape room is wide and contains existing infrastructure such as railroad, main roads
and local roads.
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Scale/visual barrier:
The large agricultural areas from Skogen to Drammen will be fractured and the alignment will
create a visual barrier locally. The affected areas are yet of such a scale that the alignment is
subordinated to the landscape. At Lundteigen (km 334) a bridge will cross the cultural
landscape in the western hillside and can be seen from the road 23 Kongsbergveien and
southern areas of the community Vestfossen.
Landscape summary 2c Kongsberg - Drammen
Landscape: Affected areas 2c Kongsberg - Drammen
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 33 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 33 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Area (m2)
Length (km)

Area (m2)
Length (km)

-

-

-

-

Important cultural
landscapes

-

-

-

-

Important cultural
urban areas

-

-

-

-

INON >3km

-

-

-

-

Protected
watersheds

-

-

-

-

Middle
value

INON <3km

-

-

-

-

Unvalued

High value

Protected areas

River deltas

-

-

-

-

Shore line

-

-

-

-

Proximity

5

28.2 km

5

30.1 km

30

28.2 km

30

30.2 km

Severance/barrier
effects

Abstract of the qualitative analysis of the landscape regions and the alignments affection on
the landscape:
The alignment will pass three landscape regions between Kongsberg and Drammen.
The alignment passes areas which are relatively densely populated and highly utilized. The
infrastructure in the area is already a clear visual element. The alignment will pass areas of
open cultural landscapes along the communities of Darbu, Vestfossen and the southern parts
of Hokksund.
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The alternatives are marginally different regarding interventions in the landscape. Alignment
D2 contains more visual barriers.

Part of route: 2d Stavanger – Haugesund
Alignment D1
Landscape region 21, Outer fjord districts of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Between outer coastline and inland fjords. Some shore plains in the south, rough mosaique of
hills, moors and mountains.
Landscape room:
The sea is an important component. Wide areas of sea. Inlets, large variety of bays. Many
lakes, rivers and fresh waters. Short fjords. Wide view over the fjords and open waters. From
the sea the slopes of the landscape are sharply exposed.
Scale/visual barrier:
A bridge will cross from Ognøy over Frekasundet to the foot of Husafjellet. The road E 39 is
already crossing the fjord at this point. The visual barrier will still increase because of the
height of the railway bridge. Ognøy is listed as an important cultural landscape. The alignment
will partly cross the island by day zone. At Kvinnesland the alignment will cross some areas of
agricultural landscape and the foot of Kvinneslandfjellet. The line is not adjusted to the form of
the landscape and will create a visual barrier locally. A bridge will cross Tysværvågen and
disturb the entrance to the community Tysvær from the fjord. The scale of the bridge is not
adjusted to the landscape room. The same situation occurs over Førlandsfjorden and
Førresfjorden and the community Hauge.
Alignment D2
Landscape region 21, Outer fjord districts of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Between outer coastline and inland fjords. Some shore plains in the south, rough mosaique of
hills, moors and mountains.
Landscape room:
The sea is an important component. Wide areas of sea. Inlets, large variety of bays. Many
lakes, rivers and fresh waters. Short fjords. Wide view over the fjords and open waters. From
the sea the slopes of the landscape are sharply exposed.
Scale/visual barrier:
A bridge will cross from Lindøy over Røyksundvika to Kjørthammar. The small-scale
landscape consisting of islands will be dominated by this bridge although it mainly follows the
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general directions of the landscape. The visual barrier will be distinct from Førresfjorden. The
alignment will cross open agricultural areas at Tuastad.
Landscape region 20, The coastal districts of the West (Kystbygdene på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Many inlets and bays. Larger inlets and fjords. Small patched relief of islands, peninsulas and
archipelago. Variety of solid rock creates changing main forms through the region.
Landscape room:
Small scale rooms often with view to the sea or fjord. Green hillsides and naked rock towards
the outer coastal areas.
Scale/visual barrier:
Between Tuastad and Husefjell the alignment crosses the landscape by a bridge. The bridge
will be a distinct visual element from the landscape room around Rabbavatnet. Depending on
the height of the bridge it can be seen from Førresfjorden. Between Aksnesvatnet and
Vassbrekkevatnet the alignment will cross by bridge. The bridge will create a visual barrier
locally. From Vassbrekkevatnet the alignment will cross agricultural areas and can be seen
from the industrial area at Raglamyr and the residential area at Rossabø/Skjenarefjellet.
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Landscape summary 2d Stavanger – Haugesund
Landscape: Affected areas 2d Stavanger – Haugesund
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 67 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 75 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Area (m2)
Length (km)

Area (m2)
Length (km)

-

-

-

-

Important cultural
landscapes

1

23 200

-

-

Important cultural
urban areas

1

2 000

1

25 500

INON >3km

-

-

-

-

Protected
watersheds

1

144 100

Middle
value

INON <3km

-

-

-

-

Unvalued

High value

Protected areas

River deltas

-

-

-

-

Shore line

1

129

1

99

Proximity

4

1.8 km

6

7.5 km

16

3.1 km

10

9.3 km

Severance/barrier
effects

Abstract of the qualitative analysis of the landscape regions and the alignments affection on
the landscape:
The alignments pass two different landscape regions between Stavanger and Haugesund.
In alignment D1 a bridge will cross from Ognøy over Frekasundet to the foot of Husafjellet.
The road E39 already crosses the fjord at this point. The visual barrier will still increase
because of the height of the railway bridge. Ognøy is listed as an important cultural landscape.
The alignment will partly cross the island by day zone. At Kvinnesland the alignment will cross
some areas of agricultural landscape and the foot of Kvinneslandfjellet. The alignment is not
adjusted to the form of the landscape and will create a visual barrier locally. A bridge will cross
Tysværvågen and disturb the entrance to the community of Tysvær from the fjord. The scale
of the bridge is not adjusted to the landscape room. The same situation occurs over
Førlandsfjorden and Førresfjorden and the community of Hauge.
In alignment D2 a bridge will cross from Lindøy over Røyksundvika to Kjørthammar. The
small-scale landscape consisting of islands will be dominated by this bridge although it mainly
follows the general directions of the landscape. The visual barrier will be distinct from
Førresfjorden. The alignment will cross open agricultural areas at Tuastad.
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Between Tuastad and Husefjell the alignment crosses the landscape by bridge. The bridge will
be a distinct visual element in the landscape around Rabbavatnet. Depending on the height of
the bridge it might be possible to see it from Førresfjorden. Between Aksnesvatnet and
Vassbrekkevatnet the alignment will cross by bridge. The bridge will create a visual barrier
locally. From Vassbrekkevatnet the alignment will cross agricultural areas and will be visible
from the industrial area at Raglamyr and the residential area at Rossabø/Skjenarefjellet.
Alignment D1 one is ranked above D2 because D2 passes a larger number of critical points.

Part of route: 2e Haugesund – Røldal
Alignment D1
Landscape region 20, The coastal districts of the West (Kystbygdene på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Many inlets and bays. Larger inlets and fjords. Small patched relief of islands, peninsulas and
archipelago. Variety of solid rock gives different main forms through the region.
Landscape room:
Small scale rooms often with view to the sea or fjord. Green hillsides and naked rock towards
the outer coastal areas.
Scale/visual barrier:
By Viksefjorden a long bridge will cross the cultural landscape. The bridge will be a clear and
dominating visual element both from the built areas of and from the fjord.
Landscape region 21, Outer fjord districts of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Between outer coastline and inland fjords. Some shore plains in the south, rough mosaique of
hills, moors and mountains.
Landscape room:
The sea is an important component. Wide areas of sea. Inlets, large variety of bays. Many
lakes, rivers and fresh waters. Short fjords. Wide view over the fjords and open waters. From
the sea the slopes of the landscape are sharply exposed. Undulating hills and moors.
Scale/visual barrier:
A long bridge will cross an area of moors and small hills between Vigdarvatnet and
Husavatnet. Depending on the height of the bridge this can form a new visual barrier of the
landscape. Another dominating bridge will cross the landscape of Giljehaugen. The bridge will
also cross the road E39. The alignment will pass the community Skjold on the north side of the
built areas. The alignment will create a visual barrier caused by a long bridge that partly
passes over the residential areas of the community.
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Landscape region 22, Mid districts of the West (Midtre bygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Undulating landscape which varies from wooded hillsides to naked rock. Fjords and bays are
dominating.
Landscape room:
Higher walls of mountains create more defined rooms. Often view towards the sea or fjord
from the communities situated in the landscape rooms. The railway alignment is stiff and has
little room for adjusting to the changing landscape.
Scale/visual barrier:
On the east side of the road E134 the alignment passes Børkjeland/Lundagard by bridge. This
will split the agricultural area and be a visual barrier locally and also from the surrounding
open areas towards the main road E 134. Through Ølensvåg the alignment will pass by day
zone. The continous cultural landscape will be split through most of the area because of the
day zone. The flat landscape decreases the effect of visual barrier. The alignment will pass
Ølen along the edge of the open areas and will not create a visual barrier, except locally by
Eidet. The alignment goes through the district Høyland and fractures the agricultural areas.
The alignment is not adjusted to the form of the landscape.
The community Sauda will be affected by the alignment both by bridges and day zones. One
critical point is a bridge that crosses the areas at the back of Sauda centrum. The bridge will
be a dominating element both from the community and the fjord. The bridges over Åbødalen
and the cultural landscape of Teig will also be of a larger scale than the existing infrastructure
and built areas.
Alignment D1
Landscape region 20, The coastal districts of the West (Kystbygdene på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Many inlets and bays. Larger inlets and fjords. Small patched relief of islands, peninsulas and
archipelago. Variety of solid rock gives different main forms through the region.
Landscape room:
Small scale rooms often with view to the sea or fjord. Green hillsides and naked rock towards
the outer coastal areas.
Scale/visual barrier:
A long bridge will cross the lake Kallandsvatnet. The bridge will be a clear and dominating
visual element both from the built areas around and from the lake itself.
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Landscape region 21, Outer fjord districts of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Between outer coastline and inland fjords. Some shore plains in the south, rough mosaique of
hills, moors and mountains.
Landscape room:
The sea is an important component. Wide areas of sea. Inlets, large variety of bays. Many
lakes, rivers and fresh waters. Short fjords. Wide view over the fjords and open waters. From
the sea the slopes of the landscape are sharply exposed. Undulating hills and moors.
Scale/visual barrier:
Two bridges bridge will cross areas of moors and small hills between Kjersfjell and
Fullsåsane. Depending on the height of the bridges this can form new visual barriers of the
landscape, especially from the lake Stakkastadvatnet. Another dominating bridge will cross
the landscape of Giljehaugen. The bridge will also cross the road E39. The alignment will pass
the community Skjold on the north side of the built areas. The alignment will create a visual
barrier caused by a long bridge, even if it is secluded from the residential areas. By Tveit the
day zone will create a rather dominating stretch that will fracture the cultural landscape.
Landscape region 22, Mid districts of the West (Midtre bygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Undulating landscape which varies from wooded hillsides to naked rock. Fjords and bays are
dominating.
Landscape room:
Higher walls of mountains create more defined rooms. Often view towards the sea or fjord
from the communities situated in the landscape rooms. The railway alignment is stiff and has
little room for adjusting to the changing landscape.
Scale/visual barrier:
On the east side of the road E134 the alignment passes Børkjeland/Lundagard by bridge. This
will split the agricultural area and be a visual barrier locally and also from the surrounding
open areas towards the main road E 134. Through Ølensvåg the alignment will pass by day
zone. The continuous cultural landscape will be split in half through most of the area because
of the day zone. The alignment will pass Ølen along the open areas and will create a
moderate visual barrier locally. The alignment goes through the district Høyland and fractures
the agricultural areas. The alignment is not adjusted to the form of the landscape.
The community Sauda will be affected by the alignment both by bridge and day zones. The
bridge over Åbødalen is the most critical. The line is generally better adjusted to the landscape
than the alternative D1.
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Landscape summary 2e Haugesund – Røldal
Landscape: Affected areas 2e Haugesund – Røldal
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 110 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 97 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number
of hits on
objects

Area (m2)
Length (km)

Area (m2)
Length (km)

-

-

-

-

Important cultural
landscapes

-

-

-

-

Important cultural
urban areas

-

-

-

-

INON >3km

-

-

-

-

Protected
watersheds

2

183 100

2

224 000

Middle
value

INON <3km

-

-

-

-

Unvalued

High value

Protected areas

River deltas

-

-

-

-

Shore line

-

-

-

-

Proximity

11

20.1 km

12

21.2 km

Severance/barrier
effects

29

20.6 km

35

21.5 km

Abstract of the qualitative analysis of the landscape regions and the alignments affection on
the landscape:
The alignments pass three different landscape regions between Haugesund and Røldal.
In alignment D1 a long bridge will cross an area of moors and small hills between Vigdarvatnet
and Husavatnet. Another dominating bridge will cross the landscape of Giljehaugen. The
bridge will also cross the road E39.
At Børkjeland/Lundagard the alignment crosses by bridge. This will split the agricultural area
and be a visual barrier locally and from the surrounding open areas towards the main road
E134. The continuous cultural landscape of Ølensvåg will be split through most of the area.
The flat landscape decreases the effect of the visual barrier.
The community of Sauda will be affected by the alignment both by bridges and day zones.
The bridge will be a dominating element both from the community and the fjord.
In alignment D2 a long bridge will cross the Kallandsvatnet Lake. The bridge will be a clear
and dominating visual element both from the built areas around and from the lake itself.
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Two bridges will cross areas of moors and small hills between Kjersfjell and Fullsåsane.
Depending on the height of the bridges they may form new visual barriers in the landscape,
especially from Lake Stakkastadvatnet. Another dominating bridge will cross the landscape at
Giljehaugen. The bridge will also cross the road E39.
On the east side of the road E134 the alignment passes Børkjeland/Lundagard by bridge. This
will split the agricultural area and be a visual barrier locally and also from the surrounding
open areas towards the main road E134. The continuous cultural landscape of Ølensvåg will
be split in half through most of the area because of the day zone. The community of Sauda
will be affected by the alignment both by bridge and day zones. The bridge over Åbødalen is
the most critical.
The alternatives are marginally different regarding interventions in the landscape. The D2
alternative is slightly better adjusted to the landscape.

Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Landscape Ranking of alignments
Main route 2 Bergen– Drammen via Haukeli
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

2a Bergen – Røldal
Total distance 104-106 km

1

2

3

2b Røldal – Kongsberg
Total distance 215-216 km

1

2

3

2c Kongsberg - Drammen
Total distance 33 km

1

2

3

2d Stavanger – Haugesund
Total distance 67-75 km

1

2

3

2e Haugesund – Røldal
Total distance 97-110 km

1

2

3

Total ranking

1

2

3
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5.3.2

Cultural heritage

Part of route: 2a Bergen – Røldal
2a Bergen – Røldal – Cultural heritage
Value

High value
Middle

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 104 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 106 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number of
hits on
objects

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Unvalued

Automatic protected

-

-

-

-

Protected by regulation

-

-

-

-

Protected by decision

-

-

-

-

On-going protection case

-

-

-

-

Church listed

-

-

-

-

Sefrak red and yellow

4

-

9

-

Removed

1

27 m

1

27 m

Not protected

-

-

-

-

Protection abolished

-

-

-

-

Unresolved

-

-

-

-

Sefrak grey

1

-

-

-

Summary with critical aspects and ranking:
Around the railway station in Bergen there is a large area of automatically protected middle
age town sites and protected ancient buildings made of wood. An expansion of the railway
station might be in conflict with these cultural values. Special attention should be paid when
passing Samnanger which contains traditional farmhouses and cultural landscapes. All in all
there are few conflicts between the alignment and cultural heritage sites along this part of
route.
Alignment D1 and D2 are ranked equally.
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Part of route: 2b Røldal – Kongsberg
2b Røldal – Kongsberg – Cultural heritage
Value

High value
Middle

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 216 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 215 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number of
hits on
objects

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Unvalued

Automatic protected

5

110 m

5

109 m

Protected by regulation

-

-

-

-

Protected by decision

-

-

-

-

On-going protection case

-

-

-

-

Church listed

-

-

-

-

43

-

47

-

Removed

-

-

-

-

Not protected

-

-

-

-

Protection abolished

-

-

-

-

Unresolved

2

46 m

2

46 m

Sefrak grey

6

-

6

-

Sefrak red and yellow

Summary with critical aspects and ranking:
A part of Nordmannsslepene, an automatically protected cultural heritage site in the county of
Vinje, is affected by both alignments D1 and D2. This is one of several ancient road/path
systems crossing Hardangervidda. Special attention should be paid when passing Røldal and
Haukeligrend which contain traditional summer farmhouses in a cultural landscape. Bøgrend,
the area around Åmot and Sauherad has clusters of both ancient buildings and automatically
protected heritage sites. All in all there are few conflicts between the alignment and cultural
heritage sites along this part of route.
Alignment D1 and D2 are ranked equally.
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Part of route: 2c Kongsberg – Drammen
2c Kongsberg – Drammen – Cultural heritage
Value

High value
Middle

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 33 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 33 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number of
hits on
objects

2
Area (m )
Length (m)

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Unvalued

Automatic protected

-

-

-

-

Protected by regulation

-

-

-

-

Protected by decision

-

-

1

-

On-going protection case

-

-

-

-

Church listed

-

-

-

-

20

-

21

-

Removed

-

-

-

-

Not protected

-

-

-

-

Protection abolished

-

-

-

-

Unresolved

4

-

4

-

Sefrak grey

6

-

6

-

Sefrak red and yellow

Summary with critical aspects and ranking:
In this densely populated area there is a high frequency of automatically protected cultural
heritage sites, which indicate that this has been an attractive area over a long period of time. It
is therefore likely that the area will contain a number of previously undiscovered sites. Due to
the potential of such finds, the regional cultural heritage administration will almost certainly
require a thorough investigation of all potential finds in conjunction with the railway project.
Further studies must be conducted to assess which areas require further study. There is one
protected along D2 site at Smedsbrua/Fiskum, in the county of Øvre Eiker.
The alternatives differ marginally. Alignment D1 is ranked above D2 because the latter affects
a protected cultural heritage site.
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Part of route: 2d Stavanger – Haugesund
2d Stavanger – Haugesund – Cultural heritage
Value

High value
Middle

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 67 km

Alignment D2 (from 4b)
Total distance: 65 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number of
hits on
objects

2
Area (m )
Length (m)

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Unvalued

Automatic protected

4

23178 m2
139 m

1

198 m

Protected by regulation

-

-

-

-

Protected by decision

-

-

-

-

On-going protection case

-

-

-

-

Church listed

-

-

-

-

Sefrak red and yellow

-

-

27

-

Removed

-

-

-

-

Not protected

-

-

-

-

Protection abolished

-

-

-

-

Unresolved

-

-

2

-

Sefrak grey

-

-

1

-

Summary with critical aspects and ranking:
The long tunnels lead to few hits along this part of route. Ognøya, an island protected as a
cultural landscape site, will be affected. Attention must also be paid to the bridge spans. It is
highly likely that these areas will contain a significant number of as yet undiscovered cultural
heritage sites, especially up to 25 m above sea level. The regional cultural heritage
administration will almost certainly require a thorough investigation of all potential finds in
conjunction with the railway project. Further studies must be conducted to assess which areas
require further study.
The alternatives differ marginally. Alignment D2 is ranked above D1 because the latter affects
a protected cultural landscape site.
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Part of route: 2e Haugesund – Røldal
2e Haugesund – Røldal – Cultural heritage
Value

High
Middle

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 110 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 97 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number of
hits on
objects

2
Area (m )
Length (m)

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Unvalued

Automatic protected

4

218 m

3

220 m

Protected by regulation

-

-

-

-

Protected by decision

-

-

-

-

On-going protection case

-

-

-

-

Church listed

-

-

-

Sefrak red and yellow

8

8

-

Removed

-

-

-

-

-

-

Not protected

-

Protection abolished

-

-

-

-

Unresolved

1

198 m

1

125 m

Sefrak grey

5

-

4

-

Summary with critical aspects and ranking:
There are few hits along this part of route. Nevertheless the alignment is close to areas with
traditional coastal settlements. Special attention should be paid to Skjold, Kaldem by
Litledalsvatnet and Sauda.
Alignment D1 and D2 are ranked equally.
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Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings
Cultural heritage Ranking of alignments
Main route 2 Bergen– Drammen via Haukeli
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

2a Bergen – Røldal
Total distance 104-106 km

1

2

2

2b Røldal – Kongsberg
Total distance 215-216 km

1

2

2

2c Kongsberg - Drammen
Total distance 33 km

1

2

3

2d Stavanger – Haugesund
Total distance 67-75 km

1

3

2

2e Haugesund – Røldal
Total distance 97-110 km

1

2

2

Total ranking

1

2

2

5.3.3

Community life and outdoor recreation

Part of route: 2a Bergen – Røldal
2a Bergen – Røldal – Recreation
Value

Topic

High
value

Public recreational areas

Unvalu
ed

Local recreation areas

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 104 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 106 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number of
hits on
objects

Area
(1000 m2)
-

-

DNT Hiker Trails

Sports/play ground
Buildings

Area
(1000 m2)

-

-

1

218

16

1 181

17

1 517

-

-

-

-

90

-

124

-

Critical points for local environment and outdoor recreation values in part of route 2a (Main
route, Bergen – Drammen):
Alignments D1and D2 pass the communities of Bjørkheim (Samnanger), Odda (Sandven and
Tokheim), Låtefossen and Skare. The Hardangerfjord crossing between Ljones and Belsnes
will have an impact on the surroundings and the new bridge will be seen from many local
peaks and from the fjord. The day zone crossing Buerdalen will be visible from the hiking
paths to the Folgefonna/Buerbreen glacier. Both alignments pass through Sandvedalen where
the famous Låtefossen waterfall is a popular tourist attraction. The alignments affect equally
community life and outdoor recreation.
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Part of route: 2b Røldal – Kongsberg
2b Røldal – Kongsberg – Recreation
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 216 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 215 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number of
hits on
objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

High
value

Public recreational areas

-

-

-

-

DNT Hiker Trails

5

-

11

-

Unvalu
ed

Local recreation areas

18

6 425

15

8 195

1

4.2

1

4.2

314

-

343

-

Sports/play ground
Buildings

Critical points for local environment and outdoor recreation values in part of route 2b (Main
route, Bergen – Drammen)
Alignment D1 and D2 affect Røldal centrum in the form of a bridge crossing that will change
the experience of the area. Røldal has both cultural and natural values which are important
elements in the recreational value of the area. Around Vågslid the railway will cross several
marked hiking paths and the railway will be visible from many cabins and cottages in the area.
In Edland the alignments will pass close to the hiking path between Edland and Arabygdi. The
north side of Lakes Tveitevatn and Grungevatn will have long stretches of day zone which will
change the character of these areas and the small communities along the lakes. The
protected recreational area of Telnesøy will be exposed to the alignments between Nystaul
and Meinstad. Along Bøelva, through the communities of Bø, Sauherad and Hjuksebø, the
alignments pass continuous cultural landscapes. The experience of these areas will change
as a result of the new high speed railway. At Helland, close to Sisjord in Bø, the alignments
will cross a marked hiking path. Through Notodden the alignments will affect a densely
populated area. In Midtskogen the alignments will cross a system of hiking paths. The
alignments cross the river Lågen north of Kongsberg. This can affect the character of the area
from Kongsberg centrum. The alignments are marginally different, but alignment D2 has a
greater impact as a result of a larger number of day zones.
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Part of route: 2c Kongsberg – Drammen
2c Kongsberg – Drammen – Recreation
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 33 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 33 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number of
hits on
objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

High
value

Public recreational areas

-

-

-

-

DNT Hiker Trails

-

-

-

-

Unvalu
ed

Local recreation areas

12

4 554

12

4 945

2

6.5

2

6.5

134

-

140

-

Sports/play ground
Buildings

Critical points for local environment and outdoor recreation values in part of route 2c (Main
route, Bergen – Drammen):
The route mainly passes through cultivated areas with relatively dense population. Local
environments and communities at Fiskum, Vestfossen, Hokksund, Mjøndalen and
Gulskogen/Drammen will be affected by the new line. There is a recreational area which is
important locally, but there are no registered values which are affected by the lines.

Part of route: 2d Stavanger – Haugesund
2d Stavanger – Haugesund – Recreation
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 67 km

Alignment D2 (from 4b)
Total distance: 65 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number of
hits on
objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

High
value

Public recreational areas

-

-

4

145

DNT Hiker Trails

-

-

-

-

Unvalu
ed

Local recreation areas

2

403

1

1 440

Sports/play ground

-

-

-

-

36

-

53

-

Buildings

Critical points for local environment and outdoor recreation values in part of route 2d (Main
route, Bergen – Haugesund)
Generally this line has most impact on the local areas south of Haugesund. The remaining
part of the route is designed through tunnels. The Austerøy protected nature and recreational
preserve can be visually affected by alignment D1 and the bridge crossing at Frekasundet.
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The bridge might be seen from the islands eastern end. Alignment D1 also crosses Ognøy
which has both cultural and landscape values which are important for the character of the
area. Alignment D2 crosses Lindøya, a protected recreational area, both through day zone
and bridge over Røyksund. This constitutes a major change to the area and affects the
character of Lindøya. Towards Haugesund centrum the alignment passes many local
communities that will be clearly affected. Alignment D2 has the greatest impact on recreational
values along this part of the route.

Part of route: 2e Haugesund – Røldal
2e Haugesund – Røldal – Recreation
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 110 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 97 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number of
hits on
objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

High
value

Public recreational areas

2

55

2

21.6

DNT Hiker Trails

1

-

1

-

Unvalu
ed

Local recreation areas

10

3 928

14

4 064

-

-

-

-

173

-

170

-

Sports/play ground
Buildings

Critical points for local environment and outdoor recreation values in part of route 2e (Main
route, Bergen – Stavanger):
The local communities north of Haugesund will be affected by alignment D2. From Saltveit to
Vigdarvatnet alignment D1 has the greatest impact. On the south eastern bank of
Vigdarvatnet alignment D2 goes through the Bråtaskogfjellet protected recreational area. Both
alignments cross a marked hiking path at Fullsåsane. The local areas around the community
of Skjold will be affected by long day zones. No registered values are crossed, but the
alignments will have an impact on the local environment. From Eikeland, through Ølensvåg
and past Ølen, the alignments will be clear elements in the local community. Most of the
alignment lies behind the builtup areas, but will still change the character of the area. Sauda
will be affected locally. The northern hillsides of the community will change visually and the
alignments will cross paths, but these are not marked as official hiking paths. Both alignments
are close to the public recreational area of Litlebotnen.
The alignments are very similar, but alignment D2 has greater impact through its day zones.
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Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Recreation: Ranking of alignments
Main route 2 Bergen– Drammen via Haukeli
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

2a Bergen – Røldal
Total distance 104-106 km

1

2

3

2b Røldal – Kongsberg
Total distance 215-216 km

1

2

3

2c Kongsberg - Drammen
Total distance 33 km

1

2

3

2d Stavanger – Haugesund
Total distance 67-75 km

1

2

3

2e Haugesund – Røldal
Total distance 97-110 km

1

3

2

Total ranking

1

2

3

5.3.4

Natural environment

Part of route: 2a Bergen – Røldal
2a Bergen – Røldal – Natural environment
Value

High

Topic

Affected areas

Nature types, A or B localities

Alignment D1
Total distance: 104 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 106 km

Number
of objects

Number
of objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

2

56

4

67

River deltas > 0,25 km and
little influenced

0

0

0

0

Species, wildlife weight 4 or 5

0

0

0

0

Wild reindeer, living areas

0

0

0

0

INON > 1 km

-

0

-

0

Protected areas

0

0

0

0

Protected watersheds

8

-

8

-

2

7

1

5

2

Middle
value

Nature types, C localities
River deltas > 0,25 km and
moderately influenced

0

0

0

0

Unvalued

Species, wildlife weight 1-3

3

39

2

28

2
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Alignment D2 cuts through an important humid ravine and rock face close to Trengereid. North
of Strandebarm D2 touches a very important area with rich deciduous forest and west of
Sandvevatnet D2 crosses an important area for rich deciduous forest as D1 crosses on a
bridge.
A short day zone, mainly on bridges, occurs in the Frølandselvi protected water shed for both
alignments. They also have several day zones, mainly on bridges, through the Opo med
Låtefoss protected watershed.
D2 generally affects more objects and has a larger potentially conflicting area than D1.
Additionally, D2 touches the more important nature types, and therefore D1 is ranked ahead of
D2.

Part of route: 2b Røldal – Kongsberg
2b Røldal – Kongsberg – Natural environment
Value

High

Topic

Affected areas

Nature types, A or B localities

Alignment D1
Total distance: 216 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 215 km

Number
of objects

Number
of objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

0

0

1

2

River deltas > 0,25 km and
little influenced

0

0

0

0

Species, wildlife weight 4 or 5

0

0

0

0

Wild reindeer, living areas

2

83

2

90

INON > 1 km

-

0

-

0

Protected areas

0

0

0

0

Protected watersheds

7

-

16

-

0

0

0

0

2

Middle
value

Nature types, C localities
River deltas > 0,25 km and
moderately influenced

0

0

0

0

Unvalued

Species, wildlife weight 1-3

0

0

0

0

2

Both D1 and D2 cross a reindeer towpath east of Røldal, mostly on a bridge. Around Vågsli
both lines have day zones through a border reindeer habitat.
Both alignments pass through a protected water shed area between Seljordvatn and Flåvatn
in several day zones, where D2 is the most frequent. The number of bodies of water crossed
by bridges is not calculated.
In forested areas around Notodden, many small forest environment areas are registered
(Miljøregistreringer i Skog) that can conflict with the day zone parts of the railway.
Alignment D2 is ranked after D1 because D2 is considered to have a slightly higher conflict
potential, according to the size and importance of the areas affected.
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Part of route: 2c Kongsberg – Drammen
2c Kongsberg – Drammen – Natural environment
Value

High

Topic

Affected areas

Nature types, A or B localities

Alignment D1
Total distance: 33 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 33 km

Number
of objects

Number
of objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

3

3

3

3

River deltas > 0,25 km and
little influenced

0

0

0

0

Species, wildlife weight 4 or 5

0

0

0

0

Wild reindeer, living areas

0

0

0

0

INON > 1 km

-

0

-

0

Protected areas

0

0

0

0

Protected watersheds

0

-

0

-

1

1

1

1

2

Middle
value

Nature types, C-localities
River deltas > 0,25 km and
moderately influenced

0

0

0

0

Unvalued

Species, wildlife weight 1-3

1

13

1

13

2

On this short distance, D2 affects the same amount of area as D1, and they are therefore
ranked equally.
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Part of route: 2d Stavanger – Haugesund
2d Stavanger – Haugesund – Natural environment
Value

High

Topic

Affected areas

Nature types, A or B localities

Alignment D1
Total distance: 67 km

Alignment D2 (from 4b)
Total distance: 65 km

Number
of objects

Number
of objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

4

63

2

29

River deltas > 0,25 km and
little influenced

0

0

0

0

Species, wildlife weight 4 or 5

0

0

0

0

Wild reindeer, living areas

0

0

0

0

INON > 1 km

-

0

-

0

Protected areas

0

0

1

0

Protected watersheds

3

-

0

-

4

122

2

0,2

2

Middle
value

Nature types, C-localities
River deltas > 0,25 km and
moderately influenced

0

0

0

0

Unvalued

Species, wildlife weight 1-3

4

139

0

0

2

D1 affects very important coastal heath land at Ognøya and crosses the Haugevassdraget
protected water shed.
D2 affects a protected botanic spot (naturminne) in Olavskleiva 22 in Stavanger.
D1 crosses the Haugevassdraget protected water shed. The number of bodies of water
crossed by bridges is not calculated.
Even if D2 might conflict with a protected spot, the overall impression is that D1 affects more
and larger potentially conflicting areas than D2. It could also be easier to adjust to one single
spot than to larger areas. D2 is therefore ranked ahead of D1.
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Part of route: 2e Haugesund – Røldal
2e Haugesund – Røldal – Natural environment
Value

High

Topic

Affected areas

Nature types, A or B localities

Alignment D1
Total distance: 110 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 97 km

Number
of objects

Number of
objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

2

39

4

56

River deltas > 0,25 km and
little influenced

0

0

0

0

Species, wildlife weight 4 or 5

0

0

0

0

Wild reindeer, living areas

0

0

0

0

INON > 1 km

-

0

-

0

Protected areas

0

0

0

0

Protected watersheds

4

-

5

-

1

18

1

20

2

Middle
value

Nature types, C-localities
River deltas > 0,25 km and
moderately influenced

0

0

0

0

Unvalued

Species, wildlife weight 1-3

7

231

5

215

2

Both alignment D1 and D2 affect very important coastal heath land north east of Haugesund.
D2 crosses a very important area of harvest forest (høstingsskog) close to Sauda.
Both alignment D1 and D2 have a day zone in the area of the Etnevassdraget protected water
shed. The number of bodies of water crossed by bridges is not calculated. Both alignments
cross the Åbødalsvassdraget protected water shed by bridge.
D2 affects a larger potentially conflicting area and also crosses an important nature type which
D1 does not. D1 is therefore ranked ahead of D2.
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Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Natural environment: Ranking of alignments
Main route 2 Bergen– Drammen via Haukeli
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

2a Bergen – Røldal
Total distance 104-106 km

1

2

3

2b Røldal – Kongsberg
Total distance 215-216 km

1

2

3

2c Kongsberg - Drammen
Total distance 33 km

1

2

2

2d Stavanger – Haugesund
Total distance 67-75 km

1

3

2

2e Haugesund – Røldal
Total distance 97-110 km

1

2

3

Total ranking

1

2

3

5.3.5

Natural resources

Part of route: 2a Bergen – Røldal
2a Bergen – Røldal – Natural resources
Value

High

Unvalued

Topic

Agriculture

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 104 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 106 km

Number of
objects

Number of
objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

10

39

14

61

Water sources

0

0

0

0

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, national, regional,
very important and important
value

0

0

0

0

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, little important and
not evaluated

1

4

1

5

The alignments frequently cross agricultural land on bridges along this part of the route,
reducing the conflict area.
Yet based on the numbers, alignment D2 affects more potentially conflicting objects both in
area and in number, and is therefore ranked after D1.
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Part of route: 2b Røldal – Kongsberg
2b Røldal – Kongsberg – Natural resources
Value

High

Unvalued

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 216 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 215 km

Number of
objects

Number of
objects

Agriculture

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

78

1 026

84

1 218

Water sources

0

0

0

0

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, national, regional,
very important and important
value

1

23

1

23

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, little important and
not evaluated

2

73

3

83

Both alignment D1 and D2 affect large areas of agricultural land between Bø and Notodden.
Alignment D2 affects more potentially conflicting objects both in area and in number, and is
therefore ranked after D1.

Part of route: 2c Kongsberg – Drammen
2c Kongsberg – Drammen – Natural resources
Value

High

Unvalued

Topic

Agriculture

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 33 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 33 km

Number of
objects

Number of
objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

21

733

22

734

Water sources

0

0

0

0

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, national, regional,
very important and important
value

1

24

1

24

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, little important and
not evaluated

2

43

2

23

Both alignment D1 and D2 affect large areas of agricultural land around Hokksund and further
on to Drammen. The alignments also cross a very important area of sand and gravel west of
Drammen.
Alignment D1 and D2 have marginal differences, and are therefore ranked equally.
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Part of route: 2d Stavanger – Haugesund
2d Stavanger – Haugesund – Natural resources
Value

High

Unvalued

Topic

Agriculture

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 67 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 65 km

Number of
objects

Number of
objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

17

49

13

71

Water sources

0

0

0

0

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, national, regional,
very important and important
value

0

0

0

0

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, little important and
not evaluated

0

0

0

0

Alignment D2 affects a larger conflicting area, but fewer objects than D1 and the alternatives
are therefore ranked equally.

Part of route: 2e Haugesund – Røldal
2e Haugesund – Røldal – Natural resources
Value

High

Unvalued

Topic

Agriculture

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 110 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 97 km

Number of
objects

Number of
objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

43

480

48

596

Water sources

0

0

0

0

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, national, regional,
very important and important
value

2

58

2

44

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, little important and
not evaluated

3

100

3

65

In total alignment D2 affects more potentially conflicting objects both in area and in number,
and is therefore ranked after D1.
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Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Natural resources: Ranking of alignments
Main route 2 Bergen– Drammen via Haukeli
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

2a Bergen – Røldal
Total distance 104-106 km

1

2

3

2b Røldal – Kongsberg
Total distance 215-216 km

1

2

3

2c Kongsberg - Drammen
Total distance 33 km

1

2

2

2d Stavanger – Haugesund
Total distance 67-75 km

1

2

2

2e Haugesund – Røldal
Total distance 97-110 km

1

2

3

Total ranking

1

2

3

5.3.6

Noise

Part of route: 2a Bergen – Røldal
Noise: Affected inhabitants 2a Bergen – Røldal

Noise zone

Alignment D1
Total distance: 104 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 106 km

Number of inhabitants

Number of inhabitants

Yellow zone

550

550

50

100

600

650

Red zone
Total affected

This part of the route has roughly the same noise impact on inhabitants for all the alignments;
however alignment D1 affects the fewest. The required noise barrier lengths for D1 and D2
are 2.1 km and 2.4 km (approximately 14 per cent and 10 per cent of the section is day zone).

Part of route: 2b Røldal – Kongsberg
Noise: Affected inhabitants 2b Røldal – Kongsberg

Noise zone

Alignment D1
Total distance: 216 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 215 km

Number of inhabitants

Number of inhabitants

Yellow zone
Red zone
Total affected
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1500

1650

100

150

1600

1800

This part of the route has roughly the same noise impact on inhabitants for all the alignments;
however alignment D1 affects the fewest. The required noise barrier lengths for D1 and D2
are 2.2 km and 2.4 km (approximately 3 per cent and 2 per cent of the section is day zone).

Part of route: 2c Kongsberg – Drammen
Noise: Affected inhabitants 2c Kongsberg – Drammen

Noise zone
Yellow zone

Alignment D1
Total distance: 33 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 33 km

Number of inhabitants

Number of inhabitants

1550

1550

100

100

1650

1650

Red zone
Total affected

This part of the route has roughly the same noise impact on inhabitants for all the alignments.
The required noise barrier lengths for D1 and D2 are 5.7 km and 5.9 km (approximately 20 per
cent and 18 per cent of the section is day zone).

Part of route: 2d Stavanger – Haugesund
Noise: Affected inhabitants 2d Stavanger – Haugesund

Noise zone
Yellow zone

Alignment D1
Total distance: 67 km

Alignment D2 (from 4b)
Total distance: 65 km

Number of inhabitants

Number of inhabitants

250

750

50

50

300

800

Red zone
Total affected

The end station is in Stavanger and this area will affect many inhabitants.The required noise
barrier length for D1 is only 0.6 km (approximately 5 per cent of the section is day zone). The
required noise barrier length for D2 is 0.6 km (approximately 7 per cent of the section is day
zone).

Part of route: 2e Haugesund – Røldal
Noise: Affected inhabitants 2e Haugesund – Røldal

Noise zone
Yellow zone
Red zone
Total affected

Alignment D1
Total distance: 110 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 97 km

Number of inhabitants

Number of inhabitants

1050

1050

100

100

1150

1150
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This part of the route has roughly the same noise impact on inhabitants for all the alignments.
The required noise barrier lengths for D1 and D2 are 2.3 km and 2.5 km (approximately 7 per
cent of the section is day zone).

Ranking of alignments (summary of affected inhabitants)
Noise: Ranking of alignments
Main route 2 Bergen – Drammen via Haukeli
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

2a Bergen – Røldal
Total distance 104-106 km

1

2

3

2b Røldal – Kongsberg
Total distance 215-216 km

1

2

3

2c Kongsberg - Drammen
Total distance 33 km

1

2

2

2d Stavanger – Haugesund
Total distance 67-75 km

1

2

3

2e Haugesund – Røldal
Total distance 97-110 km

1

2

2

Total number of affected
inhabitants

-

Total ranking

1

5300
2

6050
3

Alignments D1 and D2 are very similar in this route with regards to noise. The results are
shown graphically below.

Number of persons

3 000

Yellow zone

Red zone

2 500
2 000
1 500
1 000
500
0

D1

D2

D1

D2

Bergen - Røldal Røldal - Kongsberg
2a
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2b

D1

D2

D1

D2

D1

D2

Kongsberg Drammen

Hauges. Stavanger

Haugesund Røldal

2c

2d

2e

5.3.7

Summary and ranking – Haukeli

Very long sections of the Haukeli route pass through sparsely populated areas, although the
alignments can follow valleys on part of the routes. There are very long tunnels along this
route, both under water and through mountains. Haukelifjell and Folgefonna are the largest
mountain areas that are passed and Boknafjord north of Stavanger is passed with a very long
tunnel.
The Haukeli route passes the Hardangerfjord in the shape of a bridge between Ljones and
Belsnes. This will be a distinct visual element in the landscape. Between Odda and Skare the
railway line goes through the narrow valley of Sandvendalen. The cultural landscape along the
river and the famous Låtefoss waterfall will be visually affected. The route passes Røldal over
a high and long bridge which has a scale that does not harmonise with the landscape. Åmot
will be visually affected by a large bridge. Through Morgedal one must pay attention to the
cultural landscape values of the area and adjust the line accordingly. Between Bø and
Notodden the route passes continuous cultural landscapes and results in fragmentation and
visual barriers.
Cultural heritage sites are mostly counted as spots. It should therefore be possible to adjust
the alignment to avoid conflicts. Valuable culture landscapes are not counted in the GIS
analysis. The next step should therefore be to interconnect valuable (cultural) landscapes,
ancient buildings and cultural heritage sites. Along the Haukeli main route there are several
landscapes that can fulfill these criteria. Some of these are highlighted in this report, although
they require further analysis in the future. Most of this main route is a completely new line
passing mountain areas as well as coastal areas. Crossings of traditional coastal settlements
can have a negative impact. The new alignment can also be in conflict with traditional farming
settlements in cultural landscapes and might also be a threat to automatically protected
cultural heritage only recently discovered. Due to the potential of such finds, the regional
cultural heritage administration will require thourogh investigation of potential sites in
conjunction with the railway project. Further studies will be required to asses which sites will
require additional study. Some of the areas with potential conflicts include city of Bergen,
around Samnanger, the Hardangerfjord crossing of, the valley south of Odda and Røldal. East
of the mountains there are areas around Haukeligrend and east of Vinjevatn. In the eastern
area there are quite a lot of areas with a lot of automatically protected cultural heritage, for
example around Bø and Sauherad.
The impact on recreational values along this main route is most apparent in Røldal, Vågslid,
Haukeligrend/Edland and Bø – Notodden. These areas are nationally important and must be
taken into consideration when adjusting the alignments. Attention must be paid to recreational
values in protected areas at Lindøya/Røyksund south of Haugesund, south of Vigdarvatnet
and through Skjold and Sauda.
Protected areas are naturally in conflict with a high speed railway. Very important nature types
and reindeer habitats also represent important potential conflicts. Along this main route,
affected areas are either smaller areas, border line areas or they are affected by only one
alternative. It therefore seems likely that a route can be found that passes mostly outside
these areas. Even if the railway still touches some of the areas, it maybe acceptable that a
certain number of conflicting areas could be sacrificed or compensated for, for the sake of a
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high speed railway. The Folgefonna national park of is passed in a long tunnel from
Hardangerfjord to Odda. In Røldal there is an area of heightened conflict potential but the
alignments do not pass any of the national parks around Haukeli. There are a couple of
potential conflict areas around Haugesund and Sauda.
Loss of agricultural land will probably represent certain, but manageable conflicts with the high
speed railway.
There is a very little difference between alignment D1 and D2 in terms of noise.
From the GIS analysis and the qualitative assessment every part of route has been ranked
against the 0-alternative. The 0-alternative is always ranked as the best alternative. The
results from ranking of the alignments for each theme are used as a base for the overall
ranking of the main routes for all environmental themes.
Alignments D1 and D2 are, on most parts of the route, very close to each other. For most of
the themes there are only small differences between the alignments, as they are designed in
this phase. Since D1 has more tunnels it can avoid impacts on some values and is ranked
ahead of D2.
Overall ranking for all environmental themes – Haukeli route
0 alternative

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

Landscape

1

2

3

Cultural heritage

1

2

2

Community life and outdoor
recreation

1

2

3

Natural environment

1

2

3

Natural resources

1

2

3

Noise

1

2

3

Overall ranking all
environmental themes

1

2

3
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5.4 Numedal route: Geilo – Kongsberg

3a

Figure 5-3 Numedal route Geilo - Kongsberg

To make it possible to compare the route via Numedal with the other alternative connections
Bergen – Oslo the ranking includes the connecting part of routes 1a Bergen – Geilo (D1 and
D2) and 2c Kongsberg – Drammen (D1 and D2).

5.4.1

Landscape

The landscape regions are described in chapter 0 and you find maps as an attachment to the
main report.
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Alignment D1
Landscape region 11, Upper valleys and mountains in Oppland and Buskerud (Øvre dal- og
fjellbygder i Oppland og Buskerud):
Landform/terrain:
Large scale landscape with U-shaped central valley. Steeper wooded hillsides than the
mountain regions. The alignment partly follows, partly crosses the depressions in the
landscape. Generally the alignment is situated in the hillsides high above the built areas and
the existing railroad.
Landscape room:
The main room is created by the central valley and mountain sides. The valley narrows and
steepens in this region. Continous long and narrow landscape rooms following the river.
Scale/visual barrier:
The alignments form of a bridge east of Geilo does not harmonise with the form of the terrain
and will be a major visual element in the hillside south of Geilo. Through Uvdal the alignment
follows the valley somewhat higher than the existing infrastructure of the valley. This can
create new visual elements along this part of the region. The woods will hide some of the
interventions. A bridge will cross Uvdalselva in the southern parts of the district and become a
clear visual barrier in the valley. Between Elvestad and Fønnebøfjorden the alignment will
fracture a large continuous cultural landscape
Landscape region 14, Mountain forest in southern Norway (Fjellskogen i Sør-Norge):
Landform/terrain:
Large scale landscape with paleic forms. Modest depression where the rivers and waters run.
Landscape room:
Wide view with alpine impression. Slightly more variations in the landscape in comparison to
landscape region 17. The landscape rooms are concentrated around the lakes and along the
valleys of the regions. The railway alignment crosses Skurdalsfjorden and Holmevatnet and
fractures these two connected rooms.
Scale/visual barrier:
The bridge over Skurdalsfjorden will be a major intervention that can be seen in the open
landscape room. The alignment will be a new visual element in Uvdal and be a barrier locally.
The scale of the interventions can hardly adjust to the existing infrastructure and built areas.
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Landscape region 10, Lower valleys of the East (Nedre dalbygder på Østlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Wider valley with green hillsides, mostly covered in wood. The river Numedalslågen is a
distinct element in the landscape. On top of the hillsides the terrain is slightly undulating with
coniferous forest.
Landscape room:
Valley with green hillsides with the river Numedalslågen as floor. Shifting rooms depending on
the valleys latitude. The river creates several larger basins on its way down the valley.
Scale/visual barrier:
The alignment has a shifting character from day zone, to bridges to tunnels through Numedal.
The existing infrastructure lies close to the new alignment. The bridges can be seen from afar
depending on the height of the bridge and the vegetation in the surrounding areas.
In Rollag the vegetation hides some of the interventions caused by the line, but still the visual
barrier will be clear locally. By Storemoen a large bridge will create a distinct visual barrier in
the area. The same can be the situation at Gjuva/engemoen where a long and high bridge will
span over the landscape. This bridge can even be seen from the mountain areas above the
valley. A bridge will span over Nordre and Søndre Maugerud. The scale of the bridge does not
harmonise with the existing landscape.
Through Flesberg a few bridges will create visual barriers that can be seen on both sides of
the valley. The day zones of the alignment follows the main form of the landscape, but
fractures many agricultural areas.
Alignment D2
Landscape region 11, Upper valleys and mountains in Oppland and Buskerud (Øvre dal- og
fjellbygder i Oppland og Buskerud):
Landform/terrain:
Large scale landscape with U-shaped central valley. Steeper wooded hillsides than the
mountain regions. The alignment partly follows, partly crosses the depressions in the
landscape. Generally the alignment is situated in the hillsides high above the built areas and
the existing railroad.
Landscape room:
The main room is created by the central valley and mountain sides. The valley narrows and
steepens in this region. Continous long and narrow landscape rooms following the river.
Scale/visual barrier:
The alignments form of a bridge east of Geilo does not harmonise with the form of the terrain
and will be a major visual element in the hillside south of Geilo. The passing of
Skurdalsfjorden/Holmevatnet by bridge will be a major visual element from the areas around
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Bryplass/Eide. In Dagali the alignment crosses Numedalslågen by a high bridge. The bridge
will be a distinct element of the landscape and will dominate the area. Around Fjellbunuten the
alignment will follow depressions of the landscape, but still be a major intervention in this high
and mountainous landscape.
Landscape region 14, Mountain forest in southern Norway (Fjellskogen i Sør-Norge):
Landform/terrain:
Large scale landscape with paleic forms. Modest depression where the rivers and waters run.
Landscape room:
Wide view with alpine impression. Slightly more variations in the landscape in comparison to
landscape region 17. The landscape rooms are concentrated around the lakes and along the
valleys of the regions. The railway alignment crosses Skurdalsfjorden and Holmevatnet and
fractures these two connected rooms.
Scale/visual barrier:
The bridge over Skurdalsfjorden will be a major intervention that can be seen in the open
landscape room. The alignment will be a new visual element in Uvdal and be a barrier locally.
The scale of the interventions can hardly adjust to the existing infrastructure and built areas.
Landscape region 10, Lower valleys of the East (Nedre dalbygder på Østlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Wider valley with green hillsides, mostly covered in wood. The river Numedalslågen is a
distinct element in the landscape. On top of the hillsides the terrain is slightly undulating with
coniferous forest.
Landscape room:
Valley with green hillsides with the river Numedalslågen as floor. Shifting rooms depending on
the valleys latitude. The river creates several larger basins on its way down the valley.
Scale/visual barrier:
The alignment has a shifting character from day zone, to bridges to tunnels through Numedal.
The existing infrastructure lies close to the new alignment. The bridges can be seen from afar
depending on the height of the bridge and the vegetation in the surrounding areas. The
number of bridges is larger in D2 than D1.
In Rollag the vegetation hides some of the interventions caused by the line, but still the visual
barrier will be clear locally. By Storemoen a large bridge will create a distinct visual barrier in
the area. The same can be the situation at Gjuva/engemoen where a long and high bridge will
span over the landscape. This bridge can even be seen from the mountain areas above the
valley. A bridge will span over Nordre and Søndre Maugerud. The scale of the bridge does not
harmonise with the existing landscape. By Lampeland the alignment is likely to be seen in the
hillside across from the built areas.
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Through Flesberg a few bridges will create visual barriers that can be seen on both sides of
the valley. The day zones of the alignment follows the main form of the landscape, but
fractures many agricultural areas.
Summary 3a Geilo - Kongsberg
Landscape: Affected areas 3a Geilo - Kongsberg
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 140 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 138 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number of
hits on
objects

2
Area (m )
Length (km)

Area (m2)
Length (km)

High value

-

-

-

Important cultural
landscapes

-

-

-

-

Important cultural
urban areas

-

-

-

-

INON >3km

-

-

-

-

Protected
watersheds

1

10 100

2

555 700

2

123 300

INON <3km

Unvalued

-

Middle
value

Protected areas

River deltas

3

70

2

71

Proximity

10

10.7 km

11

12.9 km

Severance/barrier
effects

14

10.7 km

16

12.8 km

Shore line

Abstract of the qualitative analysis of the landscape regions and the alignments affection on
the landscape:
The alignments pass four different landscape regions between Geilo and Kongsberg.
A large bridge south of Geilo creates a new and distinct visual element to be seen from the
community of Geilo. Bridges crossing the Skurdalsfjorden /Holmevatnet in both alternatives
will be visual elements which will be seen from the surrounding areas of the lakes.
Alignment D2 passes through the Dagali protected watershed and crosses Numedalslågen via
a high bridge at Dagalibrue. Alignment D1 passes the continuous agricultural area on the
southern side of the community of Uvdal.
Both alignments pass Veggli by day zone. The alignments partly cross active agricultural
areas. Alignment D1 has a shorter day zone than alignment D2. Both alternatives pass on the
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west side of the community of Rollag. The alignment will be a new visual element seen from
the community. The alignments pass the Sørkjeåi protected watershed in day zone and a
bridge south of Rollag.
By Gjuvenes and Stengelsrud just north of Kongsberg the alignments pass important river
deltas via bridge.
The alternatives are marginally different regarding interventions in the landscape. The D2
alternative has slightly more day zone and therefore also more bridges and embankments that
create visual barriers.

Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Landscape Ranking of alignments
Main route 3 Bergen– Drammen via Numedal
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

1a Bergen – Geilo
Total distance 167-190 km

1

3

2

3a Geilo – Kongsberg
Total distance 138-140 km

1

2

3

2c Kongsberg - Drammen
Total distance 33 km

1

2

3

Total ranking

1

2

3
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5.4.2

Cultural heritage

3a Geilo – Kongsberg – Cultural heritage
Value

High value
Middle

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 140 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 138 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number of
hits on
objects

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Automatic protected

4

719 m

4

405 m

Protected by regulation

-

-

-

-

Protected by decision

-

-

-

-

On-going protection case

1

1 098 m

1

1 036 m

Church listed

-

-

-

-

Sefrak red and yellow

34

40

Unvalued

Removed

-

-

-

-

Not protected

1

24 m

1

24 m

Protection abolished

-

-

-

-

Unresolved

3

207 m

3

262 m

Sefrak grey

6

-

6

-

Summary with critical aspects and ranking:
Along both alignments D1 and D2 there are clusters of automatically protected cultural
heritage sites. Although quite a few such sites will be affected, the high frequency suggests a
number of previously undiscovered sites. These will need to be investigated as part of the
railway project. Alignment D1 will cross Nordmannsslepene, an ancient road/path system
crossing Hardangervidda twice in the county of Rollag. D2 will cross Nordmannslepene once
in the county of Rollag. Further south, when the alignments follow the fjord-systems, it will
affect Numedalsbanen several times, an ancient railway line that has an on-going protection
case.
Alignments D1 and D2 are ranked equally.
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Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Cultural heritage Ranking of alignments
Main route 3 Bergen– Drammen via Numedal
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

1a Bergen – Geilo
Total distance 167-190 km

1

2

3

3a Geilo – Kongsberg
Total distance 138-140 km

1

2

2

2c Kongsberg - Drammen
Total distance 33 km

1

3

2

Total ranking

1

2

2

5.4.3

Community life and outdoor recreation

3a Geilo – Kongsberg – Recreation
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D1
Total distance: 140 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 138 km

Number of
hits on
objects

Number of
hits on
objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

High
value

Public recreational areas

-

-

-

-

DNT Hiker Trails

-

-

1

-

Unvalued

Local recreation areas

5

1 980

9

2 405

Sports/play ground

2

8.5

1

6.2

140

-

146

-

Buildings

Critical points for local environment and outdoor recreation values in part of route 3a (Main
route, Bergen – Drammen):
The alignments cross Skurdalsfjorden. Alignment D2 has more day zone and lies close to a
marked hiking path at the north eastern side of Skurdalsfjorden. The D2 alignment crosses a
marked hiking path over Frygnevatnet to Dusehesten tourist cabin. The dominating day zones
have an impact on local communities in Dagali, Smådøldalen and Rødberg. In Veggli the
alignment passes straight through the community and also close to the church. This will
change the character of the area significantly. Alignment D1 goes past Uvdal alpine center in
a day zone. This will affect the area and change the character of the landscape and the sports
area. Both alignments pass Rollag, which has important visual values linked to recreation. At
Flesberg and Kongsberg (north) both alignments will have an impact on local recreational
values.
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Alignment D1 has less day zone and thus less conflict with the recreational values in this part
of the route.

Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Recreation: Ranking of alignments
Main route 3 Bergen– Drammen via Numedal
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

1a Bergen – Geilo
Total distance 167-190 km

1

2

3

3a Geilo – Kongsberg
Total distance 138-140 km

1

2

2

2c Kongsberg - Drammen
Total distance 33 km

1

2

3

Total ranking

1

2

2

5.4.4

Natural environment

3a Geilo – Kongsberg – Natural environment
Value

High

Topic

Affected areas

Nature types, A or B localities

Alignment D1
Total distance: 140 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 138 km

Number
of objects

Number of
objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

3

8

2

7

River deltas > 0,25 km and
little influenced

1

42

1

42

Species, wildlife weight 4 or 5

0

0

0

0

Wild reindeer, living areas

0

0

0

0

INON > 1 km

-

0

-

123

Protected areas

0

0

0

0

Protected watersheds

1

-

7

-

0

0

0

0

2

Middle
value

Nature types, C localities
River deltas > 0,25 km and
moderately influenced

2

29

1

29

Unvalued

Species, wildlife weight 1-3

1

115

1

308

2

Both alignment D1 and D2 touch a very important area within the deciduous forest west of
Frygnefjorden.
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This is the only part of the route which is affects registered river deltas that are moderately or
lightly influenced. Both alignments cross the border lines of Gjuva river delta (little influence)
on bridges, which will reduce the conflict potential. D2 will touch Jondalselva river delta
(moderate influence) as D1 crosses on a brigde. D1 will touch the border area of Uvdalselvi
river delta (moderate influence).
D2 touches the border lines of the only two wilderness-like areas (INON) directly affected in
this study.
D2 crosses the Dagali protected water shed. Further south both alignments cross a narrow
corner of Sørkjeåi protected water shed. The number of bodies of water crossed by bridges is
not calculated.
Alignment D2 is affects a larger number of objects and potential conflict areas than D1.
Additionally D2 affects wilderness-like areas (INON). D2 is there for ranked after D1.

Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Natural environment: Ranking of alignments
Main route 3 Bergen– Drammen via Numedal
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

1a Bergen – Geilo
Total distance 167-190 km

1

2

3

3a Geilo – Kongsberg
Total distance 138-140 km

1

2

3

2c Kongsberg - Drammen
Total distance 33 km

1

2

2

Total ranking

1

2

3
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5.4.5

Natural resources

3a Geilo – Kongsberg – Natural resources
Value

High

Unvalued

Topic

Affected areas

Agriculture

Alignment D1
Total distance: 140 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 138 km

Number of
objects

Number of
objects

Area
(1000 m2)

Area
(1000 m2)

59

457

59

356

Water sources

0

0

0

0

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, national, regional,
very important and important
value

2

41

2

35

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, little important and
not evaluated

7

256

7

266

Alignment D1 affects a very important area of sand and gravel in Uvdal.
Alignment D1 affects a large area of potentially conflicting areas and a very important area of
sand and gravel and is therefore ranked after D2.

Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Natural resources: Ranking of alignments
Main route 3 Bergen– Drammen via Numedal
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

1a Bergen – Geilo
Total distance 167-190 km

1

2

2

3a Geilo – Kongsberg
Total distance 138-140 km

1

3

2

2c Kongsberg - Drammen
Total distance 33 km

1

2

2

Total ranking

1

3

2
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5.4.6

Noise

Noise: Affected inhabitants 3a Geilo – Kongsberg

Noise zone

Alignment D1
Total distance: 140 km

Alignment D2
Total distance: 138 km

Number of inhabitants

Number of inhabitants

Yellow zone
Red zone
Total affected

650

800

50

50

650

850

This part of the route has roughly the same noise impact on inhabitants for all the alignments;
however alignment D1 affects the fewest. The required noise barrier lengths for D1 and D2
are 0.5 km and 0.4 km (less than 1 per cent of the section is day zone).

Ranking of alignments (summary of affected inhabitants)
Noise: Ranking of alignments
Main route 3 Bergen– Drammen via Numedal
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

1a Bergen – Geilo
Total distance 167-190 km

1

2

2

3a Geilo – Kongsberg
Total distance 138-140 km

1

2

3

2c Kongsberg - Drammen
Total distance 33 km

1

2

3

Total number of affected
inhabitants
Total ranking

5.4.7

1

3150
2

3350
3

Summary and ranking – Numedal

The valley of Numedal is sparsely populated which means few conflicts with inhabitants, but
also that there are quite high values in the landscape since it is not particularly affected by
infrastructure and other exploits.
Both alignments cross Skurdalsfjorden by bridge. This will have a distinct change on the visual
impression of the mountain landscape in the area. Alignment D1 has a bridge that will cross
Uvdalselva in the southern parts of the district and become a clear visual barrier in the valley.
The community of Nore is passed by a large scale bridge in the hillside above the village
centre. This will have a clear visual impact. Through Rollag both alignments pass cultural
landscapes. This area needs further attention through the next phases of the project.
Alignment D2 has a marginally better adjustment to the landscape along the route.
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Cultural heritage sites are mostly counted as spots. It should therefore be possible to adjust
the alignment to avoid conflicts. Valuable culture landscapes are not counted in the GIS
analysis. The next step should therefore be to interconnect valuable (cultural) landscapes,
ancient buildings and cultural heritage sites. Along the Numedal main route there are several
landscapes that can fill these criteria. Some of these are highlighted in this report, although
they require further analysis in the future. The Numedal main route mostly follows an existing
railway, Numedalsbanen. Numedalsbanen has an on-going protection case and is crossed
several times. The settlement in the area is already clustered along the existing alignment and
the stations. In general this makes the cultural heritage along the alignment less vulnerable to
a new alignment. In new areas there might be a potential to find automatically protected
cultural heritage as yet undiscovered. These sites will need to be investigated more thoroughly
as part of the railay project.
Numedal is known for its variety in both cultural and outdoor activities. The valleys attractions
are mostly based on nature values such as good skiing conditions, large areas of unspoiled
nature and a rich cultural history which can be read through intact cultural landscapes. The
high speed railway will have an impact on these aspects, but can also genreate more activities
and visitors to the area. The most important areas for the recreational values are the northern
parts of the alignment from Geilo to Uvdal (D1) and Dagali (D2), Veggli, Rollag and Flesberg.
D2 has slightly more impact than D1.
Protected areas are naturally in conflict with a high speed railway. Very important nature types
and wildlife habitats also represent important potential conflicts. Even if alignments D1 and D2
mainly pass reindeer habitats in tunnels, the day zones in the border lines might affect
important reindeer towpaths. Except for the reindeer habitats along this main route, the
potential conflict areas are mainly smaller areas and they are often affected by only one
alternative. This main route is the only route directly entering wilderness-areas and touching
important river deltas. Nevertheless, it seems likely that quite small adjustments are needed to
reduce the number of potential conflicts. Even if the railway still touches some of these areas,
it is possible that a certain amount of these areas could be sacrificed or compensated for, for
the sake of a high speed railway. Along the river there are some river deltas with higher
values.
Loss of agricultural land will probably represent certain, but manageable conflicts to the high
speed railway. Alignments D1 and D2 are very similar in this route with regards to noise.
The Numedal route has the best conditions for a railway in day light since it can follow the
valley in a good way. The valley has quite smooth sides and the elevation of the overall terrain
suites the demands for the railway.
From the GIS analysis and the qualitative assessment every part of route has been ranked
against the 0-alternative. The 0-alternative is always ranked as the best alternative. The
results from the ranking of the alignments for each theme are used as a base for the overall
ranking of the main routes for all environmental themes.
In the northern part of the route D1 and D2 have different locations, but on most of the route
the two alignments are more or less the same. D1 has a larger proportion of tunnels than D2.
For most of the themes alignment D1 has less impact than D2. D2 is ranked as the alternative
with most conflicts.
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Overall ranking for all environmental themes – Numedal route
0-alternative

Alignment D1

Alignment D2

Landscape

1

2

3

Cultural heritage

1

2

2

Community life and outdoor
recreation

1

2

3

Natural environment

1

2

3

Natural resources

1

3

2

Noise

1

2

3

Overall ranking all
environmental themes

1

2

3
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5.5 Coastal route: Bergen - Stavanger

4a

4b

Figure 5-4 Coastal route Bergen - Stavanger

5.5.1

Landscape

The landscape regions are described in chapter 0 and you find maps as an attachment to the
main report.

Part of route: 4a Bergen – Haugesund
Landscape region 20, The coastal districts of the West (Kystbygdene på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Many inlets and bays. Larger inlets and fjords. Small patched relief of islands, peninsulas and
archipelago. Variety of solid rock gives different main forms through the region.
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Landscape room:
Small scale rooms often with view to the sea or fjord. Green hillsides and naked rock towards
the outer coastal areas.
Scale/visual barrier:
From Kvala to Saltveit the alignment follows the open agricultural areas and the existing road
R47. A bridge will cross from Dyrstjørn over the lake Kallandsvatnet to Holmalidvatnet and
create a new visual element in the surroundings.
By Arna the alignment follows the existing railway line and will cause minor changes of the
area.
Landscape region 21, Outer fjord districts of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Between outer coastline and inland fjords. Some shore plains in the south, rough mosaique of
hills, moors and mountains.
Landscape room:
The sea is an important component. Wide areas of sea. Inlets, large variety of bays. Many
lakes, rivers and fresh waters. Short fjords. Wide view over the fjords and open waters. From
the sea the slopes of the landscape are sharply exposed. Undulating hills and moors.
Scale/visual barrier:
A bridge will cross a small landscape room over the very southern part of the lake
Vigdarvatnet. The bridge will be a new and distinct element in the landscape. Locally, the
bridge will be a visual barrier. Vigdarvatnet will also be crossed by another bridge further
north. This bridge will be a more distinct visual barrier as it crosses the eastern bay of the
lake. The bridge might also be seen from the road E39 on the eastern side of the bridge.
When going past Kvalvåg some agricultural areas will be split by the alignment. From Våga
the alignment will take form of a bridge crossing the area Mækjelandsvika. The bridge will
cause a clear visual split of the small scale landscape room of the community.
Cross the community Førde the alignment will pass by bridge. The visual barrier can be seen
both from the entrance of the area by sea and from the community itself. The bridge lies partly
in parallel to the E39 past Førde.
When passing Leirvik at the island Stord the alignment mainly goes through nature areas with
small visual impact on the surroundings. A protected area Sjoalemyra nature preserve is
touched by the alignment on the eastern parts. The fjord Langenuen is crossed by bridge in
the south. This bridge will be a major visual element that can be seen from afar.
Onarheimselva will be crossed by bridge. The bridge can be seen from the community
Onarheim and the church of Onarheim. Over the mouth of Lakksundet a large bridge will
cause a great visual barrier from the seaside especially. The crossing of the fjord can be seen
from afar, both from residential areas and infrastructure in the area. The alignment mainly
follows the main shape of the landscape both on ground and in the areas that demand
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bridges. The scale of the alignment is partly intrusive, but in many cases also adaptable to the
landscape of the region.
Landscape region 22, Mid districts of the West (Midtre bygder på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Undulating landscape which varies from wooded hillsides to naked rock. Fjords and bays are
dominating.
Landscape room:
Higher walls of mountains create more defined rooms. Often view towards the sea or fjord
from the communities situated in the landscape rooms. The railway alignment is stiff and has
little room for adjusting to the changing landscape.
Scale/visual barrier:
The alignment follows the valley Hålandsdalen. The valley is narrow and steep and the
construction of the line does not harmonize with the scale of the valley and its existing
elements. The adjustment of the line does not follow the small forms of the terrain and splits
open agricultural areas. A high bridge will cross the valley at Frøland and the river
Frølandselva and create a distinct visual barrier in the valley.
By Langeland on the west side of Totlandsfjellet a bridge will cross a narrow valley. The bridge
can be seen from the community at Langeland and Austbø.
Along Sørfjorden the alignment differs between tunnel and day zone. The alignment is
situated higher than the remaining infrastructure and will be a distinct intervention from the
fjord.
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Summary 4a Bergen – Haugesund
Landscape: Affected areas
4a Bergen – Haugesund
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D2
Total distance: 165 km
Area (m2)
Length (km)

Number of
objects
2

6 900

Important cultural
landscapes

-

-

Important cultural
urban areas

-

-

INON >3km

-

-

Protected
watersheds

1

233 700

Middle
value

INON <3km

-

-

Unvalued

High value

Protected areas

River deltas

-

-

Shore line

-

-

Proximity

-

-

12

14.8 km

Severance/barrier
effects

Abstract of the qualitative analysis of the landscape regions and the alignments affection on
the landscape:
The alignment will pass two different landscape regions between Bergen and Haugesund.
Along Sørfjorden the alignment differs between tunnel and day zone. The alignment is
situated higher than the remaining infrastructure and will be a distinct intervention from the
fjord. By Langeland on the west side of Totlandsfjellet a bridge will cross a narrow valley.
A high bridge will cross the valley at Frøland and the river Frølandselva and create a distinct
visual barrier in the valley. The alignment follows the Hålandsdalen valley. The valley is
narrow and steep and the construction of the line does not harmonize with the scale of the
valley and its existing elements.
Over the mouth of Lakksundet a large bridge will create a significant visual barrier from the
seaside. The crossing of the fjord can be seen from some distance, both from residential
areas and infrastructure in the area. The Langenuen fjord is crossed by bridge in the south.
Onarheimselva will be crossed by bridge. The bridge can be seen from the community of
Onarheim and the church of Onarheim. In Stord a protected area, Sjoalemyra nature
preserve, is touched by the alignment on the eastern parts.
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Cross the community Førde the alignment will pass by bridge. The visual barrier can be seen
both from the entrance of the area by sea and from the community itself. The bridge lies partly
in parallel to the E39 past Førde.
From Våga the alignment will take the form of a bridge crossing the Mækjelandsvika area. The
bridge will cause a clear visual split of the small scale landscape room of the community.
A bridge will cross a small landscape room over the very southern part of Lake Vigdarvatnet.
The bridge will be a new and distinct element in the landscape. Vigdarvatnet will also be
crossed by another bridge further north. This bridge will be a more distinct visual barrier as it
crosses the eastern bay of the lake.
A bridge will cross from Dyrstjørn over Lake Kallandsvatnet to Holmalidvatnet and create a
new visual element in the surroundings.
The alignment mainly follows the main shape of the landscape both on the ground and in the
areas that demand bridges. The scale of the alignment is partly intrusive, but in many cases
also adaptable to the landscape of the region.

Part of route: 4b Haugesund – Stavanger
Landscape region 21, Outer fjord districts of the West (Ytre fjordbygder på Vestlandet)
Landform/terrain:
Between outer coastline and inland fjords. Some shore plains in the south, rough mosaique of
hills, moors and mountains.
Landscape room:
The sea is an important component. Wide areas of sea. Inlets, large variety of bays. Many
lakes, rivers and fresh waters. Short fjords. Wide view over the fjords and open waters. From
the sea the slopes of the landscape are sharply exposed.
Scale/visual barrier:
A bridge will cross from Lindøy over Røyksundvika to Kjørthammar. The small-scale
landscape consisting of islands will be dominated by this bridge although it mainly follows the
general directions of the landscape. The visual barrier will be distinct from Førresfjorden. The
alignment will cross open agricultural areas at Tuastad.
Landscape region 20, The coastal districts of the West (Kystbygdene på Vestlandet):
Landform/terrain:
Many inlets and bays. Larger inlets and fjords. Small patched relief of islands, peninsulas and
archipelago. Variety of solid rock craetes changing mainforms through the region.
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Landscape room:
Small scale rooms often with view to the sea or fjord. Green hillsides and naked rock towards
the outer coastal areas.
Scale/visual barrier:
Between Tuastad and Husefjell the alignment crosses the landscape by a bridge. The bridge
will be a distinct visual element from the landscape room around Rabbavatnet. Depending om
the height of the bridge it can be seen from Førresfjorden. Between Aksnesvatnet and
Vassbrekkevatnet the alignment will cross by bridge. The bridge will create a visual barrier
locally. From Vassbrekkevatnet the alignment will cross agricultural areas and can be seen
from the industrial area at Raglamyr and the residential area at Rossabø/Skjenarefjellet.
Summary 4b Haugesund – Stavanger
Landscape: Affected areas
4b Haugesund – Stavanger
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D2
Total distance: 65 km
Number of
hits on
objects

2
Area (m )
Length (km)

-

-

Important cultural
landscapes

-

-

Important cultural
urban areas

1

25 500

INON >3km

-

-

Protected
watersheds

-

-

Middle
value

INON <3km

-

-

Unvalued

High value

Protected areas

River deltas
Shore line

1

99

Proximity

6

7.5 km

10

9.3 km

Severance/barrier
effects

Abstract of the qualitative analysis of the landscape regions and the alignments affection on
the landscape:
The alignment will pass two different landscape regions between Haugesund and Stavanger.
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In alignment D1 a bridge will cross Tysværvågen and disturb the entrance to the community of
Tysvær from the fjord. The scale of the bridge is not adjusted to the landscape. The same
situation occurs over Førlandsfjorden and Førresfjorden and the community of Hauge.
At Kvinnesland the alignment will cross some areas of agricultural land and the foot of
Kvinneslandfjellet. The line is not adjusted to the form of the landscape and will create a visual
barrier locally.
A bridge will cross from Ognøy over Frekasundet to the foot of Husafjellet. The road E39
already crosses the fjord at this point. The visual barrier will still increase because of the
height of the railway bridge. Ognøy is listed as an important cultural landscape. The aligment
will partly cross the island by day zone.
Alignment D2 crosses agricultural areas at Vassbrekkevatnet and can be seen from the
industrial area at Raglamyr and the residential area at Rossabø/Skjenarefjellet. Between
Vassbrekkevatnet and Aksnesvatnet the alignment will cross by bridge. The bridge will create
a visual barrier locally.
Between Husefjell and Tuastad the alignment crosses the landscape by a bridge. The
alignment will cross open agricultural land at Tuastad. The bridge will be a distinct visual
element in the landscape room around Rabbavatnet. Depending on the height of the bridge, it
will be seen from Førresfjorden.
A bridge will cross from Lindøy over Røyksundvika to Kjørthammar. The small-scale
landscape consisting of islands will be dominated by this bridge although it mainly follows the
general directions of the landscape. The visual barrier will be distinct from Førresfjorden.
Alignment D1 one is ranked ahead of D2 because D2 passes a larger number of critical
points.

Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Landscape Ranking of alignments
Main route 4 Coastal alignment
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D2

4a Bergen – Haugesund
Total distance 165 km

1

2

4b Haugesund – Stavanger

1

2

1

2

Total distance 65 km
Total ranking
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5.5.2

Cultural heritage

Part of route: 4a Bergen – Haugesund
4a Bergen – Haugesund – Cultural heritage
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D2
Total distance: 165 km
Number of
hits on
objects

High
Middle

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Unvalued

Automatic protected

2

10 908 m2

Protected by regulation

-

-

Protected by decision

-

-

On-going protection case

-

-

Church listed

-

-

11

-

Removed

-

-

Not protected

-

-

Protection abolished

-

-

Unresolved

1

29 m

Sefrak grey

9

-

Sefrak red and yellow

Summary with critical aspects and ranking:
Around the railway station in Bergen there is a large area of automatically protected middle
age town site and protected ancient buildings made of wood. An expansion of the railway
station might conflict with these cultural values. Although there are a few direct hits, the
alignment will cross small bays with traditional coastal settlements. Special attention should be
drawn to Onarheim, between Ådlandsvatnet and Storavatnet, Førde, Våge, Kalvåg and
Viksfjorden. There is potential for finding previously undiscovered sites in all areas lower than
25 m above sea level.
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Part of route: 4b Haugesund - Stavanger
4b Haugesund – Stavanger – Cultural heritage
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D2
Total distance: 65 km
Number of
hits on
objects

High
Middle

Area (m2)
Length (m)

Unvalued

Automatic protected

1

198 m

Protected by regulation

-

-

Protected by decision

-

-

On-going protection case

-

-

Church listed

-

-

27

-

Removed

-

-

Not protected

-

-

Protection abolished

-

-

Unresolved

2

-

Sefrak grey

1

-

Sefrak red and yellow

Summary with critical aspects and ranking:
The long tunnels lead to few hits along this part of route. Ognøya, an island protected as a
cultural landscape site, will be affected. Attention should also be paid to the bridge spans.
These is significant potential for finding previously undiscovered sites that will require
protection, especially up to 25 meters above sea level. Any such sites will require careful
investigation as part of the railway project.

Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Cultural heritage Ranking of alignments
Main route 4 Coastal alignment
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D2

4a Bergen – Haugesund
Total distance 165 km

1

2

4b Haugesund – Stavanger
Total distance 65 km

1

2

Total ranking

1

2
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5.5.3

Community life and outdoor recreation

Part of route: 4a Bergen – Haugesund
4a Bergen – Haugesund – Recreation
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D2
Total distance: 165 km
Number of
hits on
objects

High

Unvalued

Area
(1000 m2)

Public recreational areas

-

-

DNT Hiker Trails

-

-

Local recreation areas

8

2 521

Sports/play ground

-

-

204

-

Buildings

Critical points for local environment and outdoor recreation values in part of route 4a (Main
route, Bergen – Stavanger):
This part of route has only one alignment, D2. The alignment will pass many small
communities with less than 200 inhabitants. This means that the GIS analysis counts them
out. Nevertheless there are recreational values which must be addressed. From Storhamn by
Mundheim, the alignment changes between day zone and bridge along the coastline. The line
will cross local paths and will be visible from the sea. Along Lygrespollen the alignment will
pass behind the bay and can create new visual elements seen from the basin of Lygrespollen.
From Hamarhaug to Jektavik the line crosses two narrow straits Lukksundet and Langenuen.
These crossings will change the experience of the landscape form the sea and can affect
recreational values. North of the densely populated area of Stord the alignment passes a
system of marked hiking paths. None of these will be crossed, but the line might affect the
recreational areas. Lake Odlandsvatnet lies close to the alignment. The lake is a protected
recreational site. From Førde and to Haugesund (north) the alignment is designed as day
zone and bridges. This will affect many local communities along the track. A protected
recreational area on the west side of Vigdarvatnet is crossed by a bridge at the very southern
part of the area. Lake Kallandsvatnet is crossed by a large bridge which will change the
character of the area.
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Part of route: 4b Haugesund - Stavanger
4b Haugesund – Stavanger – Recreation
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D2
Total distance: 65 km
Number of
hits on
objects

High

Unvalued

Area
(1000 m2)

Public recreational areas

4

145

DNT Hiker Trails

-

-

Local recreation areas

1

1 440

Sports/play ground

-

-

53

-

Buildings

Critical points for local environment and outdoor recreation values in part of route 1a (Main
route, Bergen – Stavanger):
From Raglamyr to Tuastad the alignment is designed as day zone and some of it as bridges.
The area is densely populated and local recreational values will be affected. No marked hiking
paths are crossed in this area, but there are nevertheless some locally important areas. At
Røyksund the alignment crosses the strait over to Lindøya which is a protected recreational
area. The alignment splits the island and changes the character of the landscape and
recreational values.

Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Recreation: Ranking of alignments
Main route 4 Coastal alignment
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D2

4a Bergen – Haugesund
Total distance 165 km

1

2

4b Haugesund – Stavanger
Total distance 65 km

1

2

Total ranking

1

2
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5.5.4

Natural environment

Part of route: 4a Bergen – Haugesund
4a Bergen – Haugesund – Natural environment
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D2
Total distance: 165 km
Number
of objects

High

Nature types, A or B localities

Area
(1000 m2)

11

133

River deltas > 0,25 km and little
influenced

0

0

Species, wildlife weight 4 or 5

1

5

Wild reindeer, living areas

0

0

INON > 1 km

-

0

Protected areas

2

7

Protected watersheds

1

-

4

21

2

Middle
value

Nature types, C localities
River deltas > 0,25 km and
moderately influenced

0

0

Unvalued

Species, wildlife weight 1-3

11

409

2

The 25 m buffer zone around alignment D2 touches a corner of Mundheim deciduous forest
reserve. Further south the alignment touches the border line of a bog reserve.
D2 touches a very important area with poor old deciduous forest and a very important area
with rich deciduous forest on Tysnes. Around Mundheim, D2 touches an important area of rich
deciduous forest and an important area with harvesting forest (høstingsskog).
The alignment crosses a very important area for black-throated diver (Gavia arctica) west of
Ålfjorden.
The alignment also enters the protected Frølandselvi water shed. The number of bodies of
water crossed by bridges has not been calculated.
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Part of route: 4b Haugesund - Stavanger
4b Haugesund – Stavanger – Natural environment
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D2
Total distance: 65 km
Number
of objects

High

Nature types, A or B localities

Area
(1000 m2)

2

29

River deltas > 0,25 km and little
influenced

0

0

Species, wildlife weight 4 or 5

0

0

Wild reindeer, living areas

0

0

INON > 1 km

-

0

Protected areas

1

0

Protected watersheds

0

-

2

0,2

2

Middle
value

Nature types, C localities
River deltas > 0,25 km and
moderately influenced

0

0

Unvalued

Species, wildlife weight 1-3

0

0

2

Alignment D2 affects a protected botanic spot (naturminne) in Olavskleiva 22 in Stavanger.

Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Natural environment: Ranking of alignments
Main route 4 Coastal alignment
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D2

4a Bergen – Haugesund
Total distance 165 km

1

2

4b Haugesund – Stavanger
Total distance 65 km

1

2

Total ranking

1

2
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5.5.5

Natural resources

Part of route: 4a Bergen – Haugesund
4a Bergen – Haugesund – Natural resources
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D2
Total distance: 165 km
Number
of objects

High

Unvalued

Agriculture

Area
(1000 m2)

39

292

Water sources

0

0

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, national, regional, very
important and important value

0

0

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, little important and not
evaluated

1

18

Alignment D2 does not affect any area with particularly high conflict potential on this part of
the route.

Part of route: 4b Haugesund – Stavanger
4b Haugesund – Stavanger – Natural resources
Value

Topic

Affected areas
Alignment D2
Total distance: 65 km
Number
of objects

High

Unvalued

Agriculture

Area
(1000 m2)

13

71

Water sources

0

0

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, national, regional, very
important and important value

0

0

Sand, gravel and hard rock
aggregates, little important and not
evaluated

0

0

Alignment D2 does not affect any area with particularly high conflict potential on this part of
the route.
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Ranking of alignments (summary of rankings)
Natural resources: Ranking of alignments
Main route 4 Coastal alignment
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D2

4a Bergen – Haugesund
Total distance 165 km

1

2

4b Haugesund – Stavanger
Total distance 65 km

1

2

Total ranking

1

2

5.5.6

Noise

Part of route: 4a Bergen – Haugesund
Noise: Affected inhabitants 4a Bergen –
Haugesund
Noise zone

Alignment D2
Total distance: 165 km
Number of inhabitants

Yellow zone

1000

Red zone

50

Total affected

1150

One of the end stations is in Bergen and this area will affect many inhabitants. The required
noise barrier length for D2 is 2.2 km (approximately 3 per cent of the section is day zone).

Part of route: 4b Haugesund - Stavanger
Noise: Affected inhabitants 4b
Haugesund – Stavanger
Noise zone

Alignment D2
Total distance: 65 km
Number of inhabitants

Yellow zone
Red zone
Total affected

750
50
800

One of the end stations is in Stavanger and this area will affect many inhabitants. The required
noise barrier length for D2 is 0.6 km (approximately 7 per cent of the section is day zone).
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Ranking of alignments (summary of affected inhabitants)
Noise: Ranking of alignments
Main route 4 Coastal alignment
Part of route

0 alternative

Alignment D2

4a Bergen – Haugesund
Total distance 165 km

1

2

4b Haugesund – Stavanger
Total distance 65 km

1

2

Total number of affected
inhabitants
Total ranking

5.5.7

1

1950
2

Summary and ranking - Coastal route

The coastal area is more densely populated than the mountain areas, especially around the
cities of Bergen, Haugesund and Stavanger. The alignment is designed in tunnels around the
cities so many conflicts can be avoided. The coastal area has a generally high concentration
of cultural heritage sites along the coast line. Due to the terrain and passages of fjords a large
part of the route is planned as tunnels. The longest tunnel is the one under Boknafjord north of
Stavanger.
The route has a clear visual impact on the community of Samnanger. From Lokksundet to
Skjeljaviksundet, the alignment has a major impact on the shore line, as a result of bridge
crossings and by interupting many small communities. From Førresfjorden the bridge through
the area will be seen from the fjord depending on the height of the bridge. Through Våge, the
southern part of Vigdarvatnet and Saltveit the alignment fractures the landscape and creates
visual barriers.
Cultural heritage sites are mostly counted as spots. It should therefore be possible to adjust
the alignment to avoid conflict. Valuable cultural landscapes are not counted in the GIS
analysis. The next step should therefore be to interconnect valuable (cultural) landscapes,
ancient buildings and cultural heritage sites. Along the coastal route there are several
landscapes that can fulfill these criteria. Some of these are highlighted in this report, although
they should be analysed further in the future. This main route is a completely new line passing
through coastal areas with traditional coastal farming settlements. These are vulnerable and
will probably be in conflict with a modern technical element such as a high speed railway. New
land take might also be a threat to automatically protected cultural heritage sites as yet
undiscovered. Any such sites will need to be carefully investigated as part of the railway
project. Similar studies conducted in the past have shown that in areas up to 25 m above sea
level there is a high probability of finding stone age settlements. Some areas to note include
Samnanger, Onarheim, Stord, around Haugesund and the island of Ognøya.
Community life and outdoor recreation values along this part of route will be reduced through
many small communities. Many of them have less than 200 inhabitants and will therefore not
be counted in the GIS analysis. Areas to take special note of include: Bergen, Arna,
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Mundheim, and the fjord crossings at Tysnes, local areas around Leirvik (Stord), Førde,
Vigdarvatnet and the local areas around Haugesund. The protected recreational area of
Lindøya at Røyksund requires particular attention. The line splits the landscape and changes
the impression of the island.
Protected areas are naturally in conflict with a high speed railway. Very important nature types
and wildlife areas also represent important potential conflicts. However, all affected areas are
made up of smaller areas or border line areas along this main route. It therefore seems like
with apparently small adjustments these can be avoided. Even if the railway still touches some
of these areas, it is conceivable that a certain number of these areas could be sacrificed or
compensated for, for the sake of a high speed railway. Some areas with high values include:
Mundheim, south of Ålfjorden and north of Ognøya.
From the GIS analysis and the qualitative assessment every part of the route has been ranked
against the 0-alternative. The 0-alternative is always ranked as the best alternative. The
results from ranking of the alignments for each theme are used as a base for the overall
ranking of the main routes for all environmental themes. The Coastal route has only one
standard; D2. Since there is only one alignment there is only a ranking against the 0alternative.
Overall ranking for all environmental themes – Coastal route
0 alternative

Alignment D2

Landscape

1

2

Cultural heritage

1

2

Community life and outdoor
recreation

1

2

Natural environment

1

2

Natural resources

1

2

Noise

1

2

Overall ranking all
environmental themes

1

2
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6 Uncertainties
The geographical area is very large and there are a lot of environmental issues that are not
covered by the GIS data. There is some GIS data that has not been included for different
reasons and there are certainly environmental issues that are as yet undiscovered.
There is variation in the quality of the GIS data; both between different data sets and within
one data set. This gives an uncertinately about the values in the landscape. This variation can
also be a source of errors in the analysis, both with regards to area and numbers of objects
that might be in conflict with the alignment. The analysis has used a 50 metre wide corridor all
over (except for the theme Community life and outdoor recreation), but for the actual railway
this will vary due to the design and surroundings.
The design has been performed at a large scale and there are a lot of uncertainties around the
alignments. In future studies the design will be more detailed and it will be possible to adjust
the alignments and employ different measures to mitigate damage to the environment.
In this phase the possibilities for depositing the large amount of surplus material from the
tunnels have not been studied and there are likely to be quite large differences between the
different alignments.

6.1 Noise
The estimated noise impact is dependent on several factors concerning the final layout and
technical properties of the railway.
Adjustments of the current line position due to more detailed planning is likely to give only
small changes in the presented overall numbers since increased noise impact on some
sections is likely to be met by a decrease on other. However, changing the design approach,
i.e. deciding to build fewer bridges or longer tunnels may give significantly diverging results.
Traffic volume and the emission data for the actual train have influence on the results. The
current emission data meets the current HS TSI noise limits (Norwegian Minstry of the
Environment. 2005). Using a somewhat different noise indicator than specified in the
Norwegian guidelines for noise, the calculations are conservative. In addition, dependent on
the actual traffic pattern, other noise indicators (i.e. Lden) may become the dimensioning
requirement. This uncertainty is considered large, but the presented result is regarded
conservative. As an example, reducing the emission data 3 dB, the number of affected
persons on the Bergen - Geilo section is reduced by approximately 40%.
Another uncertainty is the placement of noise barriers. In this phase barriers of 4 meter height
where barriers are required; however this might not be appropriate at every part of the various
routes. Since the contours of the landscape have not been included in these early
calculations, it may be that parts already have natural embankments that can work as noise
barriers and in other parts the contours of the landscape might render a noise barrier
ineffective at the chosen height.
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There is also some uncertainty associated with the population density required to build a noise
barrier. In some cases local noise abatement could be more cost-efficient rather than noise
barrier alongside the track, for instance if the population density is low. This density threshold
is hard to estimate, but an attempt has been made at this stage. Also worth mentioning with
regards to the barrier height are the aesthetics and technical challenges associated with tall
noise barriers.
The main goal of the noise evaluations at this stage is to make a coarse comparison of
alternative alignments, and to provide a coarse overview of the noise impact along different
routes. Implementation of high speed railways may lead to reduced traffic on existing railways,
which in turn may lead to reduced noise impact along existing railway routes. This effect is not
evaluated here, due to uncertainties regarding future traffic data.
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7 Findings
The environmental analyses in this phase are limited and are not intended to predict the
complete environmental impact of a high speed rail network in Norway. The studies of the
different routes indicate that it is possible to find corridors where there is a good chance of
obtaining permission to build a new railway across the mountains, but that there will be a need
to pass through national parks in long tunnels.
For the different scenarios 2*, D1 and D2 it seems like the constraints in the D1 alignment are
an advantage as they result in many tunnels. But the tunnels have their own consequences
which must also be considerd, so it can be misleading. For example the depositing large
amounts of surplus material are not included in the analyses in this phase. It is more realistic
to think that the more flexibility there is in the alignment, the easier it will be to adjust the
railway to the landscape.

Figure 7-1 Map with the main routes and high-lights of higher conflict potential. (Larger scale in Attachment 2).
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7.1 Hallingdal route
The Hallingdal route is the only route with three different alternative standards for the railway;
2*, D1 and D2, and the Bergen line. Even though the route partly follows the Hallingdal valley
it passes through areas with a minor impact from infrastructure in the Hardangervidda area.
Large parts of Hardangervidda plateau are protected as national parks. The area of
Hardangervidda and the surrounding area is an important habitat for wild reindeer, and parts
of the area are protected biotopes for reindeer. Alignments D1 and D2 pass through these
areas mostly in tunnels which limits the number of conflicts. The 2* alignment has a larger
amount of day zones through this area which leads to a higher conflict potential. The route
passes several important tourist areas such as Voss, Myrdal, Finse and Geilo. The
landscapes in the tourist areas are often valuable and a part of the tourist attraction. A new
railway makes the area more accessible, but can also have a negative impact on the
environment and make the area less attractive.
Other areas with high values along the route include Bergen city centre, Samnanger and
Skjervsfossen. Around Hønefoss and Tyrifjorden there is an area with high values in all
themes. The railway passes through the area area in a combination of tunnels, bridges and
day zones. This is an area with high conflict potential.
The 2* alignment follows the existing railway on part of the route and follows the valleys closer
to populated areas compared to D1 and D2. Alignment D1 has less impact on central values
compared to 2* and D2 in many different themes and is therefore ranked as the second best
alternative behind the 0-alternative. Alignment D2 has more impact than D1, but less than
alignment 2* for most of the themes.

7.2 Haukeli route
Very long sections of the Haukeli route pass through very sparsely populated areas, although
the alignments can follow valleys on parts of the routes. There are very long tunnels along this
route, both under water and through mountains.
Some sensitive spots include Bergen city centre, the passages of Samnanger and
Hardangerfjord, where there are high values for landscape, cultural heritage and recreation.
The Folgefonna National Park of is passed in a long tunnel from Hardangerfjord to Odda.
From Odda and south to Seljestad there is an area with heightened conflict potential for
landscape values and recreational and cultural heritage values along a number of day zone
sections. The alignments do not pass any of the national parks around Haukeli and the
mountain area is passed in tunnels with only some limited day zones. This limits the conflict
potential. From east of Seljordsvatnet to Notodden there is increased conflict potential for
most of the environmental themes. Also parts of Kongsberg and the area between Hokksund
and Drammen have high values due to cultural heritage and recreation.
The first part of the Stavanger – Røldal alignments has no major conflicts since Boknafjord is
passed in a tunnel. There are environmental values along several of the day zones, which
indicate a conflict potential, for example north and south of Haugesund.
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The D1 and D2 alignments are very close to each other for most of the route. For most of the
themes there are only small differences between the alignments. Since D1 has more tunnels it
has less impact on some values and is ranked before D2.

7.3 Numedal route
The Numedal valley is sparsely populated which means few conflicts with inhabitants; but that
there are quite high values in the landscape since relatively untouched by infrastructure and
other development. Numedal is known for its cultural variety and outdoor activities. The
valleys attractions are mostly based on nature related values such as good skiing conditions,
large areas of unspoiled nature and a rich cultural history which can be read through intact
cultural landscapes. The high speed railway will have an impact on these aspects, but can
also generate more activities and visitors to the area.
There is an existing railway, Numedalsbanen, which follows the valley close to the river.
Numedalsbanen is classified as a high valued cultural heritage site. Both D1 and D2 might be
in conflict with this site. Some of the spots with higher conflict potential are in Uvdal, Numedal,
Rollag and around Kongsberg. The Numedal route is the route with most day zones which
might lead to more conflicts with environmental values than other routes.
D1 and D2 take different routes throught the northern part of the alignment but elsewhere the
two routes are largely identical. D1 has a larger number of tunnels than D2. For most of the
themes alignment D1 has less impact than D2. D2 is ranked as the alternative with most
conflicts.
Except for the Numedal part the whole route Bergen – Drammen also includes the connecting
parts Bergen – Geilo (main route Hallingdal) and Kongsberg – Drammen (main route Haukeli).

7.4 Coastal route
The coastal area is more populated than the mountain areas, especially around the cities of
Bergen, Haugesund and Stavanger. As the alignment is designed in tunnels around the cities
many conflicts can be avoided. The coastal area generally has a high concentration of cultural
heritage along the coast line. Due to the terrain and passages of fjords a large part of the
route is planned in tunnels, which limits potential conflicts . The longest tunnel passes under
Boknafjord north of Stavanger.
Bergen city centre with the area around the railway station is a protected cultural heritage site.
One particularly sensitive spot is the area around Samnanger due to landscape values and
recreational and cultural heritage values. Around Mundheim there are some nature reserves
are passed in tunnels. Further south at Tysnesøya there are high values for cultural heritage,
landscape and recreation. The city of Haugesund is mostly passed in tunnels, but day zones
north and south of Haugesund can lead to conflicts with environmental interests.
The Coastal route has only one standard; D2. Since there is only one alignment there is only a
ranking against the 0-alternative.
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8 Suggestions of further studies
The studies of the potential environmental conflicts have been performed on a large scale,
with the accompanying deficiencies that exist in the GIS material. As part of future work with
planning and design for a high speed railway in Norway there has to be a focus on minimising
the environmental impacts.

8.1 Landscape
In the future process of the work with HSR it is important to address the connection between
the themes Landscape, Community life and outdoor recreation and Cultural heritage
(especially considering cultural landscapes). The analysis done in this phase is of a high scale
and can not implement all aspects of the potential conflicts in the landscape along the routes.
The interventions needed to build the HSR are not taken in consideration in this phase.
Surplus material from tunnels, cuttings and other operations needed to construct the
alignments are immense and will be important to investigate more closely in the coming
phases.

8.2 Cultural heritage
In future work, the dimension of cultural history along the alignments should be assessed, by
seeing the connection between ancient buildings, the automatic protected sites and cultural
landscape that have a natural connection.
In this analysis all high valued cultural heritage sites has been equally evaluated. In further
studies it will be necessary to do further distinctions. Some of the sites will be of higher value
than others, for instance due to how characteristic the site is. This again is depending for
instance on the category of cultural heritage, how seldom it is in a local, regional and national
perspective.
Evaluations dealing with potential to find automatic protected sites yet unknown should also
be considered more thoroughly.
As for cultural heritage, all sites with high value should be considered as critical points at this
stage of planning. The potential to find automatic protected sites yet unknown is a factor that
must not be forgotten, even at this early stage. As a rule all daylight crossings of valleys and
rivers has such a potential. Also unvalued and removed sites indicate potential, as of course
also all automatic protected sites do.

8.3 Community life and outdoor recreation
The local areas around the densely populated areas have not been studied closely in this
phase. Local adjustments and further investigations on how these areas are used, local
pathways etc. can be considered registered. The narrow corridors of this analysis make it hard
to see the whole picture of this theme and many surrounding areas will have important
recreational values that are left out in this phase.
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9 Definitions
Alignment

Design line for the railway. In this report used for the different
alternatives.

Corridor

Alignment and 25 meters at each side = totally 50 meters
(for the topic Community life and outdoor recreation the corridor is 100
meters to each side of the alignment =totally 200 meters)

Main route

Route that connects the end points Bergen, Stavanger and Oslo. There
are four main routes in this project; 1 Hallingdal, 2 Haukeli, 3 Numedal
and 4 Coastal line.

Part of route

Part of main route between intersection points. For example 1a BergenGeilo, 1b Geilo-Hønefoss. There is 10 different parts of routes in this
project. There can be several different alignments within a part of route.

Study area

The area where the alignment and environment have been studied.
Including all the studied alignments.

Scenario

Different alternative traffical options give different technical parameters.
This project includes five different scenarios; A, B, C, D1 and D2.
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Attachments
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